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ABSTRACT

Modeling a dead-time system is a common issue in engineering applications. To address this issue, existing research has employed neural networks 
and fuzzy logic-based intelligent systems. Herein, a dead-time system modeled with the aid of support vector machine regression, which has a good 
generalization feature, was investigated. The performance of the method proposed herein was examined with different parameters in linear and 
nonlinear dead-time systems.

Keywords: Modeling, support vector machine, regression

Introduction

Optimal generalization success can be achieved for a learning task with a finite number of 
training cases, if the machine capacity is correctly balanced, which means that the result is a 
definitive conclusion on a given training group and the learning ability every single training 
set excellently. The classic neural network attitude has faced several challenges, especially in 
applications with few data, in generalizing and generating data-compatible models. The Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVM) presented by Vapnik in the 1970s is a combination of statistics, 
machine learning, Neural Networks (NN) [1, 2]. The formulation includes the Structural Risk 
Minimization rule. SVM can also carry out a well generalising of classifying and regressing even 
on little sized data using the kernel function mapping tecnique [3, 4]. In addition, SVM are 
becoming increasingly popular due to their many attractive features in theoretical and engi-
neering applications. Unlike NN, SVM can overcome the problem of classifying and regressing 
via being transformed to the problem of quadratic programming without being deterred by 
any regional minimum. One other adverse side of NN is not to know exactly to choose the 
hidden cells numbers. SVM that can be utilized at the nonlinear system modelling, is utilized 
at many fields of model identification, identification of hidden handwriting, identification of 
objects, determination of sound, search and characterization of a face, regression, estimation 
of a function and optimal control areas  [5, 6].

The purpose of this work is to present the regression method according to SVM by applying 
it in order to model of the system with dead-time. The proposed article is arranged as below: 

A general information about SVM is given in Chapter 2. The proposed support vector machine 
regression method and its structure are expressed in Chapter 3, the examples are in Chapter 4. 
They are followed by conclusion and references sections.

Support Vector Regression

Vapnik found in 1997 that support vector techniques were successfully applied to solve re-
gression problems [1]. Contrary to pattern recognition problems, there are real-value func-
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tions. Support vector machine is an effective way to model lin-
ear and nonlinear systems.

The training data set to be used to learn the function f(x) with 
input-output relation is as follows:

(x1 ,y1),(x2 ,y 2)......(xn ,yn ), x ∈R
N , y ∈R  (1)

Here, input data, X, stand for N-size vectors and generally sys-
tem responds, Y, stand for scalar values. The function to be esti-
mated in the support vector machines is processed as follows. 
The input/output connection may be modeled as follows at the 
feature space by the linear regressing model: 

f (x,w)=wTx+b  (2)

Several loss functions are used in regression operations. The 
ε-tolerance loss function used here is given as follows:

Yε =
0 if y − f (x ,w ) < ε

y − f (x ,w ) − ε othervise

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
 (3)

It is the objective to minimize the observational and also the 
experimental risk that symbolizes the whole of errors at SVM 
algorithm formula and 2w at once. As a result, a regressing hy-
per-plane ),( wxf  can be detected in x and x* slack variables via 
minimization as follow:

R(w ,ξ ,ξ * )= 1
2
w

2
+C (ξ

i=1

n

∑ +ξ * )  (4)

The trade-off parameter between error and w  weight vector 
form is C and it is chosen by the user. ε value, another param-
eter, which will be chosen by the user, like C, and defines the 
size of the ε-tube. This optimization problem with restriction is 
resolved via installing a secondary Lagrangian as follows: 

max
α ,α *

		W(α ,α * )= −ε . (α i
* +α i )

i=1

n

∑ + (α i
* −α i )y i

i=1

n

∑

− 1
2

(α i
* −α i )(α j

* −α j )xi
T x j

i=1,j=1

n

∑
 (5)

The restrictions are as the following.

α i
*

i=1

n

∑ = α i
i=1

n

∑
0≤α i

* ≤C i =1,..,n
0≤α i ≤C i =1,..,n

 (6)

By combining the results of optimal regression hyper-plane, it 
is rewritten as:

z = f (x,w)=wTx+b = (α i
* −α i )< xix > +b

i=1

n

∑  (7)

In non-linear SVM regression, it is passed through from nonlin-
ear input space to a linear features space  using “kernel func-
tions”, which meet Mercer conditions and are symmetric final 
positive. Any kernel function, which corresponds to any inter-

nal multiplication to be done, in this space having high-degree 
size has been defined in the present space [7]. 

K (xi ,x j )= <ϕ(xi ),ϕ(x j )>  (8)

Using kernel function, need for making multiplications in (7) is 
eliminated. In the feature space, which is linear, the algorithm 
for linear regression by SVM is applied. Thus, ),( wxf  hyperplane 
of regression, which is linear in the features space, will create 
nonlinear regressing hyper-plane in the specific input space. 
The formulation for non-linear regression is rewritten as fol-
lows: 

f (x,w)= (α i
* −α i )K (xi x )+b

i=1

n

∑  (9)

The most popular kernel functions, the polynom kernel func-
tion, Radial Base kernel Function (RBF) have been used and 
tested in this study.

Polynomial kernel function: K (x ,x' )= (〈x ,x'〉+1)p

RBF : K (x ,x' )= exp − x− x'
2
2σ 2⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟

Modeling with SVM-Regression 

The proposed form of the modelling of the dynamic system us-
ing the SVM-Regression (SVM-R) is shown in Figure 1.

where u and y’s  refer sytem input and outputs. y is the actu-
al one belonging to system given. ŷ  is the one of the SVM-R 
modeling, e refers the error inbetween outputs of the actual 
and the modelled systems. This is a modeling error and also de-
pends on the approximate ability. 

It is presumed that the structure of the actual system or its 
mathematical model is not known. SVM modeling data set is 
planned as to input - output values batch of the system. Usual-
ly, the outputs of each systems at the  k+1 time, can be stated 
as a function with former output specimens, and-with former 
input specimens. 
y (k +1)= f (y (k ),....,y (k −n +1),u(k −d ),...,

u(k −d −m+1),η(k ),....,η(k − l ))= f (x(k ))
 (10)

where, η(k )  is uncertainness (including some noises, unmod-
eled dynamics… etc), d is the time lag being in samples (when 
Ts is the sampling period, the system dead time is d.Ts) n, m, l 

Figure 1. Propsed modelling using SVM-R
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is the maximum delay of the output, input and noise respec-
tively, and (.)f  is a nonlinear function. To enter the SVM, the 
vector is as follows:

x(k )= [y (k ),....,y (k −n +1),u(k −d ),....,u(k −d −m+1),
η(k ),....,η(k − l )]T

 (11)
 

  

where x ∈Rn+m+l , k = d+1, .… ,d+N. y (k +1)  is output. 
ŷ (k +1)  refers predicted output value at time (k+1). As a re-
sult, this nonlinear system model is rewritten as folows: 

ŷ (k +1)= (α i
* −α i ).K (xix(k ))+b

i=1

SVs

∑  (12)

Modeling algorithm with  SVM-R 
Stage 1: Create training data set (

!xi ,y i ), i =1,...,N{ } . The num-
ber of training data pairs in the group is N.   

Stage 2: Parameter and kernel function selections depending 
on user are done. (C and ε)

Stage 3: SVM is trained with training data. 

Stage 4: Various test and input data are used for testing of  the 
performance of the SVM based model. 

Examples 

Linear system modeling example
A first order dead system is seen as below [8].  

y (k +1)=0.9512.y (k )+0.07316.u(k −d )  (13)

• Sample period is 0.1s., delay step is d=5 . The design pa-
rameters are selected and applied as follows.

• u(t )=1+ sin(10.t +5)+ sin(2.t +1)  is the selected sign 
as input. The system is run for a period of time to collect 
input - output training data. 

• X (k )= [y (k .) y (k −1) u(k .) u(k −1)]T , Y (k )= y (k +1)  
are the selected input and output of the SVM.

• User defined parameters are selected like C:  200, also ε: 
0.01. Every training set involves 150 components. 

• This method  is applied for both RBF and also polynomial 
kernel function. RBF is tested for σ =0.5,2,3,4  and poly-
nomial kernel parameter p is selected as p=1, 2, 3, 4. In 
addition, 3 different test inputs are applied for compari-
son (Table 1). The outputs for different inputs are shown 
in Figure 2, 3.

Nonlinear system modeling example
The method was applied to a nonlinear dead time system after 
it was applied to a linear system. Here a nonlinear second order 
dead time system is considered.

The system considered with 3 varied dead times T=0.25sec., 
1sec., 2sec., are given like follows [9]. 

!!y (t )+ !y (t .)+ y (t .)+ y 3(t )=u(t −T )  (14)

The design parameters are selected and applied as follows.

• u(t )=1+ sin(10.t +5)+ sin(2.t +1)  is the selected sign as 
input. the system is run for a period of time to collect input 
- output training data. 

• X (k )= [y (k .) y (k −1) u(k .) u(k −1)]T , Y (k ) = y (k +1)  
are the selected input and output of the SVM.

• User defined parameters are selected like C: 200, ε : 0.001. 
Every training set involves 200 components.

• This method  is applied for both RBF and also polyno-
mial kernel function. RBF is tested for σ = 9,10  and 
polynomial kernel parameter p is selected as p=1, 2.  
In addition, 3 different test inputs are applied for compar-
ison (Table 2). The outputs for different inputs are shown 
in Figure 4, 5.

Conclusion

In this work, a method based on modeling of dead time sys-
tems using SVM regression algorithm is presented. In the pro-
posed method, any mathematical or theoretical forms of the 
system do not need to be known. The system is modeled by 
the SVM-R method constituted via a loss function. The SVM 
regression has high generalization potency and gives very 
good results even with a small number of training data. As 
it guarantees a global minimum it is also a very dependable 
approach. The method has been applied on linear time and 

Figure 3. RBF kernel (σ=0.5), u=exp(-t)+1+sin(5t+5)
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Figure 2. Polinomial kernel (p=3), u=random
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Table 1. Training and testing errors for different kernel parameters and different inputs (for linear system) 

Kernel function
Kernel  

parameter Training error Testing error Step error
Error of u=exp  

(-t)+1+sin(5t+5)
Error of 

random signal

Polinomial

p=1 0.0047 0.0057 0.0047 0.0052 0.0035

p=2 0.0070 0.0065 0.0073 0.0064 0.0053

p=3 0.0059 0.0062 0.0065 0.0059 0.0084

p=4 0.0057 0.0053 0.0087 0.0080 0.0089

RBF

σ=0.5 0.0065 0.0069 0.0109 0.0087 0.0136

σ=2 0.0058 0.0060 0.0081 0.0084 0.0081

σ=3 0.0059 0.0064 0.0083 0.0082 0.0062

σ=4 0.0052 0.0057 0.0088 0.0073 0.0072

Table 2. Training and testing errors for different kernel parameters and different inputs (for nonlinear system) 

Kernel  
function

Kernel 
parameter

Dead 
time 

(second)
Training 

error
Testing 

error
Step 
error

Error of 
u= exp(-t) 

+1+sin(5t+5)

Error 
of 1. 

random 
signal

Error 
of 2. 

random 
signal

Error 
of 3. 

random 
signal

Error 
of 4. 

random 
signal

Polinomial

p=1

0.25 0.0047 0.0046 0.0018 0.0028 0.0091 0.0098 0.0085 0.0095

1 0.0049 0.0046 0.0022 0.0031 0.0091 0.0097 0.0080 0.0095

2 0.0051 0.0048 0.0027 0.0036 0.0094 0.0093 0.0081 0.0099

p=2

0.25 0.0037 0.0035 0.0025 0.0037 0.0093 0.0102 0.0097 0.0099

1 0.0049 0.0045 0.0028 0.0043 0.0099 0.0108 0.0100 0.0096

2 0.0052 0.0048 0.0033 0.0038 0.0101 0.0109 0.0101 0.0099

RBF

σ=9

0.25 0.0062 0.0061 0.0025 0.0035 0.0145 0.0166 0.0122 0.0162

1 0.0064 0.0062 0.0028 0.0038 0.0140 0.0157 0.0112 0.0155

2 0.0065 0.0064 0.0032 0.0043 0.0152 0.0145 0.0112 0.0160

σ=10

0.25 0.0063 0.0062 0.0027 0.0036 0.0128 0.0149 0.0112 0.0145

1 0.0066 0.0065 0.0029 0.0040 0.0130 0.0144 0.0106 0.0143

2 0.0067 0.0066 0.0033 0.0045 0.0140 0.0135 0.0106 0.0148

Figure 4. Polinomial kernel (p=3), u=random
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Figure 5. RBF kernel ( σ=9), u=random
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nonlinear dead time systems, and a very high modeling and 
generalization success has been observed even at various 
inputs. These results are evident from the small size of the 
modeling errors. Also, it has been found that as the dead time 
increased, there was a small increase in modeling errors and 
the modeling performance was not adversely effected by the 
change of the system’s dead time. This is very important in 
terms of modeling performance. As Table 2 shows, the error 
grows as the polynomial level grows for the polynomial ker-
nel, and the error decreases as the variance for the rbf kernel 
grows.  On the other hand, selecting kernel and its parame-
ters is a very important question of the SVM. This can be seen 
on the tables. the choice of parameters depends on the user, 
there are still studies focusing on making the right choice [9]. 
increasing the training data provides a better performance, 
but this can lead time problems in some complex systems. 
Various studies have also been done on this topic [10-12].
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ABSTRACT

In this work, we present a current-mode and voltage-mode quadrature oscillator circuit using a voltage differencing buffered amplifier (VDBA), two 
grounded capacitors, and a grounded resistor. The oscillation condition and frequency are orthogonally (or independently) controllable. The current-
mode and voltage-mode quadrature signals can be simultaneously obtained from the proposed circuit. The use of only grounded capacitors and 
resistors makes the proposed circuits ideal for integrated circuit implementation. The quadrature oscillator is simulated with SPICE simulation program 
using 0.35-µm technology parameters. 

Keywords: Quadrature oscillator, CMOS active elements, non-ideal analysis, voltage mode

Introduction

In the design of electronic systems, the need often arises both single periodic waveform and 
two periodic waveforms with 90° phase difference called a quadrature oscillator. Application 
areas of quadrature oscillator are in the communication system for quadrature mixers, in test 
and measurement system for testing characterizing electronic devices and circuits, in sin-
gle-sideband generators or selective voltmeters   [1, 2]. Different kinds of active elements have 
been used in quadrature oscillators up to now. Designers of quadrature oscillators utilize var-
ious active elements such as the positive, negative and inverting second generation current 
conveyor (ICCII-, CCII+, CCII-)  [3-5], current differencing transconductance amplifier (CDTA) 
[6-8], current differencing buffered amplifier (CDBA) [9-10], operational amplifier [11], current 
feedback operational amplifier (CFOA) [12-14], differential difference current conveyor (DDCC) 
[15], fully balanced voltage differencing buffered amplifier (FB-VDBA) [16], also known as cur-
rent backward transconductance amplifier (CBTA) [17], differential difference dual-X second 
generation current conveyor (DD-DXCCII) [18] and four terminal floating nullor (FTFN) [19-21].

A summary of the performance parameters of compared oscillators and the proposed oscilla-
tor are shown in Table 1. It can be observed from Table 1 that the proposed oscillator possesses 
superior features according to recently reported oscillators.

In this paper, voltage differencing buffered amplifier (VDBA) which is attractive active element 
contains two basic blocks like voltage buffer and transconductance stage which can be tuned 
electronically biasing current. Therefore, in this paper, the VDBA is chosen to be used in the 
design of an electronically tunable quadrature oscillator having two voltage outputs and three 
current outputs. Its main advantages are the minimum number of active and passive elements 
and independent setting of frequency and condition of oscillations. Besides, all passive ele-
ments are grounded and the required oscillator frequency could be easily adjusted by varying 
the external DC bias currents of the VDBAs.
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Voltage Differencing Buffered Amplifier

In the paper [22], the schematic symbol of the VDBA is added 
ZC- terminals, which is negative of the Z terminal. Its modified 
schematic symbol of the VDBA is given in Figure 1.

Using standard notation, the relationship between port cur-
rents and voltages of the VDBA can be defined by the following 

hybrid matrix:

IP
IN
IZ
IZC−
VW

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

=

0 0 0
0 0 0
gm
−gm

−gm
gm

0
0

0 0 α

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

VP
VN
VZ

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟ (1)

where gm and α represent transconductance and the non-ide-
al voltage gain of the VDBA, respectively. The value of α in an 
ideal VDBA is equal to unity. It should be noted from the above 

Table 1. Comparison of the proposed oscillator with those of previous circuits

Number 
of active 
elements

Number 
of passive 
elements

Electronically 
adjusting oscillation 

condition 
independently of 

oscillation frequency

Types of 
passive 

elements’ 
tie

Type (VM/
CM) and 

number of  
outputs

Frequency 
of 

oscillation

Sobhy and Soliman (2007) [3]a 3 ICCII- 4R/2C No Grounded 2 VM 3.98 MHz

Khateb et al. (2012) [4] 2 CCII 3R/2C No Grounded 2 CM 10 kHz

Yucel and Yuce (2015)[5] 2 CCII- 4R/2C No Floating 3 VM 4.54 MHz

Horng et al. (2010) [6]b 3 CDTA 3C Yes Grounded 2 VM / 2 CM 410 kHz

Jin & Wang (2014) [7] 2 CDTA 1R/2C Yes Floating 4 CM 240 MHz

Jin and Wang (2012) [8] 1 CDTA 1R/2C No Floating 2 CM 1.87 MHz

Tangsrirat et al. (2008) [9] 2 CDBA 3R/2C No Floating 2 VM 15.91 kHz

Keskin (2005) [10] 1 CDBA 2R/2C No Floating 1 VM 795.8 Hz

Horng (2011) [11]c 3 OP-AMP 5R/3C No Floating 2 VM 15.91 kHz*

Tangsrirat & Surakamponton (2009) [12] 2 CFOA 3R/2C No Floating 2 VM 15.8 kHz

Lahiri et al. (2013) [13]d 3 CFOA 4R/2C No Floating 1 VM/2 CM 128.9 kHz

Soliman (2000) [14]e 1 CFOA 2R/2C No Floating 1 VM 160.9 kHz

Soliman (2000) [14]f 2 CFOA 2R/2C No Grounded 2 VM 153.43 kHz

Kumngern & Dejhan (2009) [15] 2 DDCC 3R/2C No Grounded 2 VM 640 kHz

Yesil et al. (2016) [16] 1 FB-VDBA 1R/2C No Floating 2VM 1.33 MHz

Ayten et al. (2012) [17]g 1 CBTA 1R/2C No Grounded 2 VM/1CM 18.9 MHz

Chaturvedi, & Mohan (2015) [18] 1 DD-
DXCCII 3R/2C No Grounded 3VM/2CM 15.78 MHz

Bhaskar and Senani (2005) [19] 2 PFTFN 4R/2C No Floating 1 CM 17.36 kHz*

Kumar and Senani (2007) [20] 1 PFTFN 5R/2C No Floating 1 VM 4.98 kHz

Cam et al. (2000) [21]i 1 FTFN 5R/2C No Floating 1 CM 28 kHz

The proposed oscillator 2 VDBA 1R/2C Yes Grounded 2 VM/3 CM 1.14 MHz
aFigure 8a in [3], bThird order QO, cFigure 1 in [11], dFigure 1a in [13], eFigure 1 in [14], fFigure 2 in [14], gFigure 3 in [17],  i 2. circuit in Table-1 in [21], *theoretical result of 
FO; VM: voltage-mode; CM: current-mode; ICCII: inverting second generation current conveyor; CCII: second generation current conveyor; CDTA: current differencing 
transconductance amplifier; CDBA: current differencing buffered amplifier; OPAMP: operational amplifier; CFOA: current feedback operational amplifier; DDCC: differential 
difference current conveyor; FB-VDBA: fully balanced voltage differencing buffered amplifier; CBTA: current backward transconductance amplifier; DD-DXCCII: differential 
difference dual-X second generation current conveyor; FTFN: four terminal floating nullor; VDBA: voltage differencing buffered amplifier
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that it possesses W terminal of low impedance and other ter-
minals of high impedance. The CMOS implementation of the 
VDBA consists of an operational transconductance amplifier 
and a voltage buffer. The current of P and N are approximated 
to zero. The terminal W is the output of voltage buffer; thus the 
voltage of W is approximated to Z.

Proposed Quadrature Oscillator Circuit

The proposed quadrature oscillator which is shown in Figure 
2 offers two voltage outputs and three current outputs. It is 
made up of two VDBAs and three passive elements such as two 
grounded capacitors and a resistor.

The circuit analysis yields the following second order charac-
teristic equation. 

s2C1C2 + sC1(
1
R
− gm2 )+ gm1gm2 = 0                            (2)

The frequency of oscillation (FO) and the condition of oscilla-
tion (CO) are found as

FO : f0 =
1
2π

gm1gm2
C1C2

 (3a)

CO :     R.gm2 = 1  (3b)

It is apparent that FO and CO can be set independently. The 
relation between the two output voltages at the oscillation fre-
quency is

VO1 = e
− j90!VO2kVM ; kVM =

gm1C2
gm2C1

 (4)

This confirms that the output voltages are in quadrature and 
indicates that if the output voltage amplitudes are to be equal, 
we must choose kVM=1. At the oscillation frequency it holds for 
the three output currents;

IO1 = e
j90! IO2kCM = e j180

!

IO3 ; kCM =
gm1C1
gm2C2  (5)

The currents are not only shifted by 90º but also shifted by 180º 
and they have the same amplitude if kCM=1 abstract

Non-Ideal and Parasitic Effects Analyses 

Considering the non-ideal voltage gain α of the VDBA, the sec-
ond order characteristic equation in Equation (2) convert to:

s2C1C2 + sC1
1
R
− gm2α 2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+ gm1gm2α1α 2 = 0  (6)

and non-ideal FO and the CO are given as:

FO : f0 =
1
2π

gm1gm2α1α 2

C1C2
 (7a)

CO :    R.gm2 =α 2
 (7b)

From Equations (7a) and (7b), the tracking errors slightly 
change the FO and CO. However, the FO and CO still can be 
adjusted. Also, the non-ideal relation between the two output 
voltages at the oscillation frequency is

VO1 = e
− j90k1VO2;

 
k1 =

gm1C2α1
gm2C1α 2

 (8)

It is clear from equation (8) that the phase difference between 
VO1 and VO2 is -90º under the sinusoidal steady state. In other 
words, its output voltages are in quadrature. It is seen from 
Equation (8) that the output voltages have to equal to ampli-
tude for k1=1. The non-ideal relationships among the current 
outputs are also given below at Equation (9);  

IO1 = e
j90k2IO2 = e

j180IO3 ; k2 =
gm1C1α 2

gm2C2α1
 (9)

Similarly, It is obvious from Equation (9) that not only the out-
puts of current have to equal to amplitude for k2=1 but also 
phase difference among the current outputs are 90º. Note that, 
in order to obtain the IO2 current output through the capacitor, 
CCII- can be easily preferred by grounding Y terminal and using 
X and Z as input and output, respectively. By taking into ac-
count the parasitic effects of the VDBA, Figure 3 depicts parasit-
ic effects of the proposed quadrature oscillator circuit.

Figure 1. The circuit symbol of the VDBA

Figure 2. Proposed quadrature oscillator circuit
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RZ1 and RZ2 are the parasitic resistance of Z terminal of VDBA 
which belongs ith the VDBA. RZ1 and RZ2 are the mainly parasitic 
elements for the proposed oscillator circuit. Reanalyzing the 
oscillator circuit shown in Figure3 yields the following modified 
second order characteristic equation;

s2C1C2 + s(
C1

R / /RZ 2
+
C2
RZ1

−C1gm2 )...

+gm1gm2 +
1

RZ1RZ 2 / /R
−
gm2
RZ1

= 0 (10)

The parameter of the modified FO and the modified CO can be 
expressed as follows;

FO : f0 =
1
2π

gm1gm2
C1C2

+ 1
C1C2RZ1RZ 2 / /R

−
gm2

C1C2RZ1
 (11a)

CO :    C1gm2 =
C1

R / /RZ 2

+
C2

RZ1
 (11b)

The value of the modified FO and CO may be altered slightly by 
parasitic effects of VDBA. To minimize the deviation of the FO, 
output resistance of Z terminal of the VDBA should be increased 
by using cascode current mirror for the first stage of VDBA.

Simulation Results

So as to confirm the theoretical results of the proposed quadra-
ture oscillator circuit, Figure 2 has been simulated using SPICE 
simulation program. According to previous version [22], the 
modified CMOS implementation of VDBA is depicted in Figure 
4. The aspect ratios of the CMOS transistors used in the mod-
ified VDBA are given in Table 2.The supply voltages, biasing 
voltage and current are chosen as VDD=-VSS=1.5V, VB=-0.9V, and 
IB=100µA. 

Table 2. Transistors aspect ratios for the modified VDBA

Transistors W(µm) L(μm)

M1-M4, M18-M21 7 0.35

M5- M8 21 0.7

M9-M12 7 0.7

M13-M14 3.5 0.7

M15-M17 14 0.35

VDBA: voltage differencing buffered amplifier

The quadrature oscillator has been built with C1=C2=100pF, 
gm1=gm2=735µA/V and R=1.4kΩ which is slightly bigger than 
the value 1.36kΩ calculated from CO. This is to ensure that 
oscillations would start. The theoretical FO is calculated as 
f0=1.17MHz. The simulated FO obtained from the simulation 
results is measured as 1.14MHz. the slightly discrepancy be-
tween simulation and theoretical resutls stems from limited 
frequency bandwidth of the transconductance and voltage 
transfer gain error, and parasitic effects. The simulated out-
put waveforms of the quadrature voltages are demostrated 
in Figure 5, whereas Figure 6 depicts the spectrum of the 
oscillator output voltages. As it is seen from Figure 6, volt-
age outputs, VO1 and VO2, of the proposed oscillator provide 
52.2dB and 48.1dB of rejection at the second harmonic, re-
spectively.

The waveforms of the oscillator output currents are illustrat-
ed in Figure 7, whereas Figure 8 depicts the spectrum of the 

Figure 3. Parasitic impedances of VDBA affecting oscillator circuit

Figure 4. The modified CMOS structure for the VDBA

Figure 5. The steady-state waveforms for the quadrature voltages 
VO1 and VO2
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oscillator output currents. As it is seen from Figure 8, second 
harmonic rejection ratios of current outputs, IO1, IO2, and IO3 are 
around 47.4dB, 45dB, and 48.5dB, respectively. The total har-
monic distortion (THD) is 0.33% for voltage output VO1, 0.52% 
for voltage output VO2, 0.87% for current output IO1, 1.4% for 
current output IO2 and 0.84% for current output IO3.

In order to change electronically oscillation frequency, 
transconductance value (gm1) of first VDBA element is tuned by 
the means of IB biasing current. Variation of between oscillation 

frequency and IB biasing current is given in Figure9. Moreover, 
the definition of percentage relative error can be described by 
the following equation;

%Relative Error = 100
fTheoretical − fSimulation

fTheoretial
 (12)

Variation of between IB biasing current and percentage rela-
tive error value is also depicted in Figure9. It can be observed 
from Figure 9 that percentage relative error is decreased with 
increasing biasing current (IB). 

Figure 6. Frequency spectrums of outputs  VO1 and VO2

Figure 7. The steady-state waveforms for the quadrature currents 
IO1, IO2, and IO3

Figure 8. Frequency spectrums of outputs  IO1, IO2, and IO3

Figure 9. Variations of oscillation frequency and relative error via 
IB biasing current
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So as to survey the performance of the proposed quadrature 
oscillator at low frequencies, external capacitances values are 
chosen as 1nF to obtain frequency oscillation of f0=114 kHz. 
The steady-state waveforms for voltage and current outputs 
are depicted in Figure 10. THDs of voltage outputs (VO1 and 
VO2) are calculated as 0.23% and 0.35%, respectively, whereas 
THDs of current outputs (IO1, IO2, and IO3) are calculated as 0.58%, 
0.89%, and 0.56%, respectively.

The behaviors of the CMOS implementation of VDBA in Fig-
ure 4 with respect to capacitors and resistor have been ap-
preciated with the help of statistical analysis results by using 
the well-known Monte Carlo analysis. Monte Carlo simula-
tion is carried out one hundred times for proposed oscilla-
tor circuit in Figure 2. The Monte Carlo analyses having 5% 
Gauss deviation of capacitors and 1% Gauss deviation of the 
resistor are obtained as in Figure 11 where FO and THD of 
VO1 variations of the proposed oscillator circuit in Figure 2 
are given.

Conclusions

New electronically tunable quadrature oscillator having a min-
imum number of active and passive elements is presented. It 
based on VDBA exhibits two voltage outputs and three current 
outputs. The influence of non-ideal effects of the VDBAs on the 
oscillator functionality has been investigated. Furthermore, 

the behaviors of the CMOS implementation of VDBA in Figure 
4 with respect to passive elements have been evaluated and 
variation of between oscillation frequency and biasing current 
has also been given. It is easily observed simulation results that 
the proposed circuit enjoys low THD, feasibility of circuit and 
adjustment in a wide range.

Figure 11. The histograms of (a) FO and (b) THD of VO1 distri-
bution of the proposed oscillator circuit (100 times Monte Carlo 
Simulation)

a

b

Figure 10. The steady-state waveforms for voltage and current 
outputs 
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ABSTRACT

Polymer materials that are used in outdoor enviroments are exposed to humidity and polution. In addition, some insulation materials installed in water 
or embeded to slush containing serious pollutants for a long time. These conditions adversely affect the dielectric properties of insulating materials. In 
this study, the prepared unsaturated polyester (UPE) samples are stored in an ionized water solution for 8, 24, and 168 hours. This ionized water solution 
is considered to represent the polluted water in the outdoor environments. Further, the dielectric behaviors of the prepared polyester samples are 
investigated using the inclined plane test (IPT) method, whereas the leakage current data that are recorded during the experiment are analyzed using 
the recurrence plot (RP) method. The results of applying the inclined plane test on the unsaturated polyester samples depict that the lifetime of the 
samples decreased with an increase in the period of storage in the ionized water solution. Further, the results of the recurrence plot analysis reveal that 
the recurrence plot point density also depicted a decrease with an increase in the period of storage in the ionized water solution.

Keywords: Inclined plane test, surface tracking, recurrence plot analysis, tracking failure

Introduction

Today pollution is a key element which effects the quality of humans life and for electrical 
and electronics devices. Pollution can be gaseous, liquid or solid. Due to the increase of elec-
trical device usage in every industrial sector the reliability and the continuity of the electric 
power systems gain importance. The intolerence to power outages force engineers to build 
more resistant materials against pollution and other enviromental factors. Pollution tests are 
become improtant and several test methods are introduced by several institutes such as IEC, 
VDE, ASTM, TSE, etc.

Polymers are widely used as insulating material in electrical systems due to their excellent 
dielectric properties [1-3]. Polymers are subjected to severe weather conditions such as rain, 
snow, storm, hail and environmental pollution under operating conditions [4]. Exposure of the 
material to a high electric field under these environmental conditions can cause the electrical 
insulation material to be degraded.

Progressive degradation of the surface of a solid insulating material by local discharges tend to 
form conducting or partially conducting paths [5]. Electrical tracking formed on the surface of 
polymeric materials is characterized by the formation of conductive paths  [6]. The formation 
process of permanent conductive paths along the insulation surface under voltage stress is 
called tracking [7]. Due to pollution and humidity a conductive layer occurs on the surface of 
polymeric materials operating in the outdoor environment. When voltage is applied, leakage 
currents flow from this conductive layer. Heat is generated as a result of these flowing leakage 
currents. Along with the heat generated, a dry-band is formed on the insulation surface. The 
formation of the dry-band creates sparks which damage the insulation surface.  Carboniza-
tion starts on the insulation surface due to these sparks. The resulting carbonization causes 
permanent discharges on the insulation surface. Due to permanent discharges, permanent 
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conductive paths are formed on the insulation surface and 
these conductive paths spread with time. Finally, the insulation 
capability of surface between the electrodes completely is lost 
and breakdown initiated [8,9]. This phenomenon is known as 
electrical tracking failure.

Based on water absorption resistance polymeric materials can 
be classified into two class which are  hydrophobicity or hydro-
philicity. Hydrophobicity is one of the most useful properties 
of outdoor environment insulation materials [1]. If a material 
is hydrophobic, a conductive water layer does not form on the 
surface. Thus, surface discharges in the material are reduced. 
Energy loss is also reduced with reducing leakage currents 
flowing through the surface [1,10].  Unsaturated polyester 
(UPE) absorbs water in very small amounts to its structure. 
The amount of water absorbed to its structure are changed 
depends on the temperature and content of the water.  In the 
study conducted by Dhakal et al., UPE samples were stored for 
900 hours in water at room temperature and boiling water. As a 
result of this study, UPE samples absorbed about 0.5% water at 
room temperature and about 2% water at boiling water [11]. In 
a study conducted by Huang et al., samples are prepared using 
glass fiber fabric and unsaturated polyester absorbed about 
1.5% of water after 21 days [12].

In this study, unsaturated polyester samples which are hydro-
philic were stored in the electrolyte solution for 0, 8, 24, 168 
hours respectively. These solution-waited samples were tested 
according to the IEC 587 Inclined Plane Test (IPT) method. After 
the tests, weight loss in the samples were measured.  The re-
corded leakage current data was evaluated by the recurrence 
plot (RP) method, which is frequently used in the analysis of 
nonlinear time series. Using these results, the change of the di-
electric properties of the polyester samples with storage time 
in the electrolyte solution were examined.

Material and Method

There are different test standards issued by IEC (International 
Electrotechnical Commission) and ASTM (American Society 
for Testing and Materials) organizations to evaluate electrical 
tracking resistance of polymer samples. In this study, Inclined 
Plane Test method determined by these organizations was 
used. IEC 60587 and ASTM D2303 are test method standards 
set by IEC and ASTM organizations, respectively. This test meth-
od was first published in 1964 as ASTM D2303 [13]. Then test 
method was later accepted by IEC and published in 1977 as IEC 
60587 [14]. The test standard was last revised by IEC and ASTM 
organizations in 2007 and 2013, respectively [5,16]. Despite 
the small differences between these two test standards, they 
are based on the same theory. A schematic representation of 
the experimental setup based on these standards is shown in 
Figure 1. 4 kV AC voltage was applied to the samples. A resis-
tance of 33 kΩ was connected in series to the test sample. The 
flow rate of the electrolytic liquid from the surface was set at 
36 ml/h. 

According to the IEC and ASTM test standarts by the following 
conditions satisfied in the inclined plane test, tracking failure is 
occured [5,16];

• The value of the leakage current flowing from the sample 
surface is over 60mA for 2 s.

• The track length on the sample surface is 25 mm or more 
from the ground electrode

• Erosion on the sample surface [5,16].

All the samples used in this study were prepared by using 
0.25% methyl-ethyl-ketone-peroxide (MEKP) and 0.25% accel-
erator (cobalt) by weight in polyester resin under the same lab-
oratory conditions. Test samples were molded in dimensions of 
120x50x9 mm. 

Recurrence Plot Analysis

The recurrence plot method is an advanced nonlinear data 
analysis method. This method was presented in 1981 by Mai-
zel and Lenk as a method of visual model analysis of a series 
of genetic nucleotides [17,18]. Fundamental structures of the 
recurrence plot analysis were developed by Eckman et al. [19]. 
Recurrence plot is a representation of the recurred behavior 
of the values of the m-dimensional phase space in the two-di-
mensional phase space. Both axis on the recurrence plots are 
time. Recurrence plots are a practical way of processing data 
since it is a graphical framework for extracting information 
from the time series. [17,20]. Leakage currents are chaotic 
signals. For this reason, the application of the recurrence plot 
technique is very useful for analyzing the leakage currents 
[17,21].

Dynamic systems with non-linear characteristics can be sam-
pled using method in [17,22]. Recurrence plot method has the 
advantage of giving accurate results even for very short and 
unstable data [17,23]. According to Takens’ embedding theo-
rem, the time series is appropriately reconstructed as follows 
[17,24].

X ( i) = [x(i),x(i +τ ),…,x(i + (m−1)τ )],i = 1,2,3… (1)

Figure 1. Schematic of experimental setup
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Where;
X(i) : Embedding Vector,
m : Embedding Dimension,
τ  : Delay Time,
x(i) : Time series.

In this study, x(i) time series are defined as the leakage current 
data recorded from the system.  Defining a function obtained 
from a time series in a dynamic characteristic as recurrence plot 
series is as follows. 

Ri, j = H (ε − X ( i) − X ( j ) 2 ),X ( i) ,X ( j ) ∈R
m ,i, j ∈(1,M )  (2)

Where;
ε  : Threshold value ,
||.||: Euclidean, maximum or manhattan norm,
H(x): Heaviside function
M: Number of X(i)

Threshold value selection is very important when analyzing 
with the recurrence plot technique. The standard deviation 
of the time series is used when the threshold value (ε) is de-
termined. If the threshold value is chosen extreme, irrelevant 
points will appear on the plot.  If the threshold value is chosen 
too small, it will cause to loss of some data that might give the 
right result [17,25]. Selected threshold value and the values of 
the data in the embedding vector are processed in the Heavi-
side unit step function. As a result of this operation, the ele-
ments with value 1 are drawn with black in the recurrence plot, 
while those in value 0 are drawn with white. 

Results

Prepared UPE samples in laboratory conditions were aged 
by waited in solution containing 0.1% NH4Cl and 0.2% Triton 
X-100. While this aging was conducted, 3 groups of samples 
were waited in this solution for 8, 24 and 168 hours, respec-
tively. Additionally alternative sample group under the same 
conditions was prepared without waiting session. 3 sample 
groups are exposed to aging process and a sample group was 
not exposed to aging process which were evaluated for surface 
tracking performance with the proposed experimental setup.  

Surface Tracking Results 

The samples aged in the solution were removed from the 
solution and dried. After drying, weights of the samples were 
measured with an analytical balance having a sensitivity of 0.1 
mg. With this weights, the samples were compared with their 
weight prior to being stored in solution. Weight gains in the 
samples are given as a percentage in Figure-2. By the compu-
tational approach, the average of each sample group is tak-
en within their scopes. UPE samples absorbed water 0.011%, 
0.017% and 0.089% of their mass in solution at 8, 24 and 168 
hours respectively. The water absorption rate of the UPE is de-
creased with the increased waiting time in the solution. Due to 
the saturation rate of the sample increases with time.

Before the test, sample weight was taken with a digital scale. 
Then the samples were tested on the prepared experimental 
setup according to IEC 587 standard. After each test, residues 
of carbon tracks formed on the sample surface were cleaned. 
Finally the sample weight was measured again. Averages of 
weight loss within each sample group were taken. The weight 
losses occurring in the sample groups according to the wait-
ing times in the solution are given in Figure 3. Weight loss 
occurred in the samples waited for 8 hours in solution was 
about 7.5% higher than samples that were not waited. Weight 
loss of the sample that was waited for 24 hours in solution 
was about 25% higher than the sample that was not waited. 
Weight loss of the sample waited in the solution for 1 week 
(168 hours) is 2.3 times the weight loss of the sample that was 
not waited.

Figure 2. Weight gain of samples according to waiting time in 
solution

Figure 3. Weight loss of samples according to waiting time in 
solution
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In each test group the degradation time of samples were noted. 
When this procedure was carried out, the average of the degra-
dation times of each test group is noted along with weight loss. 
The degradation time of the sample groups according to the 
waiting times in the solution are given in Figure 4. According to 
test results, the degradation time of the sample group that was 
waited for 8 hours in solution decreased by about 27% com-
pared to the sample group that was not waited. The degrada-
tion time of sample groups waited in solution for 24 hours and 
1 week (168 hours) decreased by 37% and 72.5%, respectively, 
when compared to the sample group that was not waited.

The tracking formed on the surface of the samples as a result 
of the experiments based on the ASTM D2303 standard are 
shown in Figure 5. 

Recurrence Plot Results

For the recurrence plot analyze the leakage current flowing 
from the sample surface was recorded by Analog/Digital con-
version device. The recorded data was analyze using the recur-
rence plot method.  The relationship of leakage current data 
and waiting time of samples in solution was analyzed by this 
method. The last 3 seconds of the test procedure before the 
degradation of the sample was investigated by this analysis. 
The power frequency components have been filtered when 
the recurrence plot analysis is done. Fourier transform is used 
for eliminated 50 Hz Components (48-52 Hz). In this analysis, 
embedding dimensiın (m) is 3, delay time (τ) is 8 and threshold 
is 0.3∙σ. σ is standart deviation of time series. Figure 6 shows the 
recurrence plots of samples from all sample groups. When the 
RP of the sample unwaited in the solution given in Figure 6a is 
compared with the RP of the sample waited in the solution for 
8 hours in Figure 6b, it is seen that the black point density is 
more intense in the sample that was not waited. In other words, 
the density of the white space is higher in the RP belonging to 

the sample waited in the solution for 8 hours. Likewise, when 
the RP of the sample waited in the solution for 8 hours in Figure 
6b is compared to the RP of the sample waited in the solution 
for 24 hours in Figure 6c, the black point density in the RP of 
the sample waited in the solution for 24 hours is less.  When the 
RPs of all the samples were compared that were unwaited in 
the solution and waited in the solution for 8, 24, and 168 hours, 
the black point density was the maximum on the sample that 
was unwaited and it was the minimum on the sample that was 

Figure 4. Degradation Time of samples according to waiting time 
in solution

Figure 5. a-d. Observed tracking on UPE samples a) unwaited b) 
waited for 8 hours c) waited for 24 hours d) waited for 168 hours

a

c

b

d
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waited in the solution for 168 hours. Namely, the density of the 
white space is the highest in the RP of the sample, which was 
waited in solution for 168 hours and shown in Figure 6d. 

Conclusions

In this study, unsatureted polyester samples prepared under 
laboratory conditions were tested according to Inclined Plane 
Test method. As a result of the tests, weight loss in the samples 
were measured. The recorded leakage current data from the 
sample surface during the tests was analyzed by the recurrence 
plot method. As a result of these information;

1. Weight loss in the samples increased with increasing the 
waiting time of the samples in the solution 

2. The degradation times of the samples were shortened 
with increasing the waiting time of the samples in the 
solution,

3. By increasing the waiting time of the samples in the solu-
tion, RP Point Density was decreased, White Space was 

increased. Thus, by increasing the waiting time of the sam-
ples in the water, the amplitude of the leakage currents 
flowing through the sample surface was increased.

4. The increase in the waiting time of the samples in the solu-
tion adversely affected the dielectric performance of the 
samples.

When all these results are evaluated, resistance  to  tracking 
of UPE is inversely proportional with waiting time in solution. 
Precautions like coating to prevent water absorption must be 
taken when unsaturated polyester materials used under wet 
and dirty conditions.
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ABSTRACT

A wide-band tunable Low-Noise Amplifier (LNA) was designed to be used in military radios. The LNA works in the frequency range of 30–512 MHz where military 
walkie-talkies operate. To cover the wide range of operating frequencies, the output of amplifier is divided into four sub-bands with four separate external inductors 
and integrated capacitor arrays. The first part of the study analyzes the performance parameters such as the gain, tuning, matching, noise figure, and distortion. Layout 
of the design was completed, and post-layout simulations, including the layout parasitic effects, were run to quantify the performance. The LNA achieves a minimum 
of 12-dB gain across the entire operating frequency range. The minimum rejections achieved by the LNA at 10% and 20% offset from the center-tuned frequency 
were 7 dB and 13 dB, respectively. The LNA achieves a worst-case noise figure of 4.6 dB, and the impedance-match parameter (S11) is better than −20 dB under all 
the conditions. The worst cases P1dB (1-dB Compression Point) and IIP3 (3rd Order Input Intercept Point) were 9.1 dBm and 18 dBm, respectively, across frequency 
and process–voltage–temperature corners. The design dissipates 20 mA from a 3.3-V power supply and uses a  1.5-V power supply for capacitor array termination.

Keywords: Tunable LNA, military radio, wide-band LNA, cascode amplifier, IIP3 

Introduction

Professional personal and military radios that are used for tactical communication between various 
vehicles, military units and combatants have been around since before the World War I. There has 
been a steady improvement on the technology ever since. Until recently, these radios have mostly 
been used for simple voice communication across vast distances. With the developments in wire-
less technologies, these radios also incorporated video and other data links in addition to audio 
communications. All these advancements result in more rigorous specifications for the design of 
these radios, ranging from higher sensitivity requirements to greater resilience to blockers.

The usage scenarios for such equipment place various system requirements on the designer. Pro-
fessional and military radios usually have multiple types, ranging from hand-held walkie-talkies to 
vehicle radios. While hand-held units have output power in the 30+dBm range, vehicle units can 
output as high as 45+dBm. This becomes a major concern when a hand-held unit is nearby a vehi-
cle unit, since the high power transmitted by the vehicle unit will act as a blocker and de-sensitize 
the hand-held unit carried by the personnel. The signal power reaching the Low Noise Amplifier 
(LNA) input in this scenario can be as high as -10dBm. This requires careful filtering of the unde-
sired signals by the receiver in order not to degrade performance. Since these wide-band systems 
have very high ratio between the highest channel frequency (512MHz for this design) and lowest 
channel frequency (30MHz), it becomes very cumbersome to design a tunable filter that can tune 
in the whole range. Owing to the very low bottommost channel frequency, integration of such 
filters is extremely burdensome due to large component values. As a result, these types of high 
performance radios are designed and built using discrete filters and amplifiers. 

Since each of these filters and amplifiers can only cover limited number of frequency bands, multiple 
of these are used in parallel and switched in and out of operation depending on the operation band.  
Having large number of discrete components to design a system increases the complexity of a viable 
solution. Moreover, volume and power dissipation of the system, which are critical metrics, especially 
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for mobile military units, increase accordingly. This necessitates a 
drive towards higher integration to reduce size and power. 

Although there are not many examples of amplifiers for such 
applications in the literature, various wide-band amplifiers 
exist that are aimed for Cable TV systems that works in the 
frequency range of 50-850MHz [1-3]. These amplifiers use 
standard design approaches with high power dissipation for 
linearity. Other solutions utilize feedback to linearize the wide-
band amplifiers for better linearity [3-5]. Other solutions utilize 
noise cancellation to reduce noise in wide-band amplifiers [6].

In this work, we designed a tunable wide-band LNA that is suit-
able for use in professional civil and military radios. In order to 
meet the sensitivity goal of -120dBm for a 25KHz voice channel 
in the system it will be used, Noise Figure (NF) of the amplifier 
needs to be less than 5dB for a quadrature receiver with 8dB 
minimum SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio). Minimum gain of the 
amplifier will be limited to around 12dB at the center frequen-
cy and consequently blocker power will be kept near constant 
by rejecting the signal at 20% offset by around 12dB. In order 
for the system not to saturate with -10dBm blocker at 20% 
offset frequency and resolve -120dBm channels, the amplifier 
needs to have a 1dB compression point in access of 0dBm. Ac-
cordingly, while the desired signal at the output is amplified, 
the blocker power will be constant. Same LNA can be cascad-
ed various times to realize a distributed type receiver where 
the blocker is kept at a level that doesn’t overload the circuit-
ry. Owing to relatively low top channel frequency of 512MHz, 
the design was realized using a well-established technology of 
180nm CMOS from United Manufacturing Corporation (UMC). 
Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM) capacitors were used due to their 
lower parasitic bottom plate capacitance which becomes ex-
tremely important when tuning in a wide range [7].

The organization of this paper is as follows. Part II gives design 
analysis and equations. Part III shows the simulation results and 
gives performance metrics for the design. Part IV summarizes 
work and gives conclusion remarks.

Design Analysis

The tough requirements for distortion performance of the LNA 
necessitates the employment of all the possible design method-
ologies to reduce distortion. The foremost is to use a differential 
approach to nullify the second order harmonic and intermodu-
lation distortion terms since in such wide band systems, second 
order terms fall in band for most of the input channels. The only 
second order distortion terms generated in differential design 
is due to mismatch between the differential signal paths, which 
can be minimized with careful layout and calibration.

A differential cascode amplifier with the output divided into 
four sub-bands with four cascode branches is designed. The 
four outputs are connected back to a single node for the next 
stage input via a switch network and AC coupling capacitors. 
The top level schematic and the multiplexing network at the 
output of the design is given in Figure 1, 2 respectively and the 
subsections below discusses the design metrics.

Input Impedance Matching
In order to prevent reflections and maximize the power transfer 
from the antenna to the input of the amplifier, it needs to match 
to 50Ω differentially. Wide-band operation frequency of the am-
plifier limits the types of input topologies that can be used. Feed-
back has been used to achieve wide-band matching in some pri-
or art [3-5], however this increases the complexity of the design, 
stability across frequency needs to be ensured and Noise Figure 
increases due to the feedback network. Additionally, feedback 

Figure 1. Transistor level schematic for the tunable wide-band LNA
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creates a direct path from output to the input, which causes Lo-
cal-Oscillator (LO) leakage into the antenna to increase. In order 
to mitigate these issues, a common gate amplifier is used to en-
sure matching in the whole frequency range.

Figure 3 shows the single-ended input small signal network 
for the amplifier. This model can be used to calculate the input 
impedance equation using Kirchoff’s Current Law (KCL) at the 
input node. The inductor used is an off-chip inductor selected 
from the Coilcraft products [8]. The main purpose of this induc-
tor is to create a very low resistance bias path for the amplifier 
so that the transistors can be biased. This inductor is chosen 
to give a much higher impedance in the frequency range of 
30-512MHz compared 25 ohms single-ended so that the in-
put signal flows into the input devices rather than into the in-
ductor. The inductance value chosen is around 780nH, which 
corresponds to an impedance value of j170Ω. Self-resonant 
frequency of the inductor is close to 600MHz, which is beyond 
the input frequency range of our system.

Inductor model given in Figure 3 is used to simulate the amplifier. 
However, for deriving the input impedance equation, only Rind and 
Cind, which are the dominant components are used for the sake of sim-
plicity. Writing KCL equations, input impedance can be found to be: 

 (1)

where gm, Cgs and Cgd are the transconductance, gate-source 
capacitance and gate-drain capacitance for the transistor. RL 
represents the resistance seen at the drain of the input device. 

For the design values of the Cgs, Cind, Rind and L, equation (1) ap-
proximates to 1/gm in the frequency range of interest. This en-
ables the designer to set the gm value equal to 40mS for a near 
perfect matching at the input.

Gain and Output Tuning
As mentioned above, the very high dynamic-range require-
ments of these receivers require adequate filtering of the un-
desired signals. Employing larger order filters increases the 
selectivity of the amplifier at the cost of increased complexity, 
power and cost. Furthermore, resistive and capacitive parasitics 
in the circuit places a theoretical limit to the selectivity that can 
be achieved with a single amplifier. Because of these reasons, 
a simple tunable inductor-capacitor (LC) network is employed 
at the output of the amplifier to achieve at least 10dB rejection 
at 20% offset frequency from the received channel. The center 
frequency of a parallel LC tank circuit is given by [9,10]:

 (2)

Equation (2) shows that in order to tune the output center fre-
quency from 30MHz to 512MHz with a given inductor value, 
the capacitor value needs to change (ω2/ω1)2 = (512/30)2 times. 
This ratio is equal to 291, hence it is not possible to tune capac-
itors or varactors in such a wide range. Therefore, the output of 
the design is divided into 4 sub-bands in order to reduce the 
tuning range of the output capacitors. The four sub-bands that 
are used in the design are 30-50MHz, 50-100MHz, 100-200MHz 
and 200-512MHz. The highest tuning range for the sub-bands 
is for the high band and it is equal to (512/200)2 = 6.55 times.  

Figure 4 shows the capacitor array for each of the positive and 
negative output nodes. A binary weighted capacitor array is 
used to cover the frequency range of each of the four sub-bands. 
In order to maximize the capacitance density of the array, high 
density thin-oxide core MOS capacitors are used as long as the 
total parasitic capacitor permits. In order to comply with the re-
liability requirements of these devices, 1.8V lower than the gate 
drive voltage needs to be applied to the bottom plate terminal. 
This corresponds to 1.5V since the output of the amplifier has 
3.3V DC through the load inductor, hence a DC supply of this 
value was used to terminate the bottom plate side of the capac-
itor. The use of 1.5V also enables the use of core devices as ar-
ray switches, which is advantageous due to the reduces turn-on 
resistance and parasitic capacitance. Each time the array setting 
is incremented or decremented by one, the center frequency of 
the LC filter jumps up or down. The Least-Significant-Bit (LSB) 
of the array was chosen to give less than 1dB roll-off from the 

Figure 2. Output multiplexing network

Figure 3. Small signal schematic of a common gate amplifier with 
off-chip inductor model

Figure 4. Capacitor DAC for tuning the output frequency
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center gain to the intersections of the gain curves for two subse-
quent tuning settings as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 6 shows the equivalent output impedance network for one 
of the output branches. The signal current from the cascode node 
is given by iC and flows into the output impedance to generate the 
output voltage. L is the external inductor used for tuning at the out-
put node and CT is the equivalent total capacitance at the output. RL 
and RC denote the series resistances with the inductor and the ca-
pacitor respectively. RL is composed of metal sheet resistance and RC 
is composed of resistances of the switches in the capacitance array in 
addition to metal sheet resistances. These resistances have a big im-
pact on reducing the quality factor (Q) of the output load network, 
hence they need to be minimized. CN and RN are the equivalent load 
capacitance due to the next stage and the series resistance due to 
signal routing traces and intrinsic gate resistances respectively.

In order to find the equivalent output network impedance, we 
can write KCL at the output node and derive ZOut=VOut/iC. This 
analysis gives the output admittance to be:

 (3)

This equation is the most general form for the equivalent out-
put admittance and it is difficult to get any insight from it. CN 
is the gate capacitance for the next stage and is usually much 
smaller than CT in the network. RN is mostly the routing resis-
tance and can be comparable or smaller than RC since the latter 
is composed of routing and switch resistances. For the sake of 
simplicity, we can assume that the RN-CN network will be much 
smaller than the RC-CT branch, hence can be ignored. We then 
can write the equation for the output impedance as:

 (4)

And the gain of the amplifier is given by:

 (5)

It is apparent from equation (4) that the network resonates 
at the frequency given in (2), where s2 term is equal to -1/LCT. 
When RL and RC values are close to each other and L is much 
larger than CTRCRL term, output impedance simplifies to:

 (6)

As expected, this equation suggests that for increasing RC and 
RL values, the equivalent load impedance goes down. Further-
more, a minimum L/CT ratio has to be kept to ensure that the 
amplifier has the minimum required gain. This is another rea-
son to divide up the whole frequency range to 4 sub-bands 
since a large tuning range for the capacitor increases its value 
to a range that may be comparable to L value. Figure 6 shows 
how the impedance of the load network varies for varying RL 
and RC values using the actual design values for L and CT. It is 
apparent that as the RL and RC values increase a lot more than 1 
Ω range, the output impedance scales down considerably. This 
has two consequences; the gain of the amplifier goes down 
and the rejection for blockers offset from the center frequen-
cy is reduced. It is apparent from the figure that even with 1 
Ω series resistance with the inductor and capacitor, the rejec-
tion at 20% offset is around 10 dB, which is what we aim in this 
design. Consequently, layout techniques to reduce the series 
resistance with the external inductor and integrated capacitor 
array is very critical and are employed in this design. 

Noise Figure
During operation, the amplifier is configured as a cascode am-
plifier working in one of the sub-bands mentioned in Part 2.2 
above. Consequently, input referred noise of the amplifier will 
be that of a differential cascode amplifier and is given by [9, 10]:

 (7)

where k is the Boltzman’s constant, γ is a technology depen-
dent scaling factor for the process used, RL is the equivalent 
load resistance at the center frequency of the output tank and 

Figure 6. Schematic for the equivalent output load network.

Figure 5. Gain vs. Frequency for different tuning settings of the 
amplifier
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RS is the source resistances. Using (7), noise figure of the ampli-
fier can be calculated to be:

 (8)

A perfect differential matching at the input of the amplifier re-
quires that 1/gm = RS/2. Using (11), we can show that the equa-
tion simplifies to [10]:

 (9)

Equation (9) shows that the only way to control the NF of the 
amplifier is by increasing the gain by using a higher Q induc-
tor. Otherwise, the NF is limited by the technology coefficients. 
Since the most important goal of this amplifier is to achieve 
higher filtering at the output by utilizing high-Q off-chip induc-
tors, the design automatically minimizes the NF.

Distortion Analysis
In wide band receivers, linearity of the design blocks are ex-
tremely important due to the fact that the there is a wide range 

of incident frequencies that overload the system. As explained 
in the introduction, the specific system this amplifier is de-
signed for may have a blocker of -10dBm at 20% offset when 
trying to receive a -120dBm desired signal and our design 
needs to be able to handle this power in full gain mode.

In order to understand the distortion performance of the am-
plifier designed, we can  coarsely analyze it for linearity. Since 
the design is pseudo-differential, we can take half of the circuit 
and solve for distortion and the result will be the same for the 
differential amplifier for the fundamental tone and the odd 
harmonics. Even harmonics at the two outputs will be in phase 
and will cancel each other. One of the sub-bands of the am-
plifier will be on at a given time, so the equivalent circuit for 
distortion analysis reduces to the one on the right in Figure 7. 
At the frequencies of interest, the cascode device acts as a ideal 
current buffer, therefore doesn’t introduce considerable dis-
tortion. Furthermore, for the sake of simplicity, we will assume 
that the programmable capacitor array at the output is biased 
at deep inversion, hence small-signal at the output doesn’t 
cause considerable capacitance variation, which causes distor-
tion. With these assumptions, the distortion of the single-end-
ed amplifier is equal to that of a common gate amplifier with a 
source resistance. With Taylor Series expansion, the differential 
drain current of the amplifier can be written as [11]:

 
(10)

 (11)
 

(12)

 (13)

where μ is the mobility of electrons, Cox is the gate capacitance den-
sity and W/L is the gate-to-length ratio of the input transistors. It is 
apparent from Eq. (15) that for a fully matched amplifier, the second 
order distortion term is zero. Eq. (13) suggests that in order to min-
imize the third order distortion, W/L ratio needs to be minimized, Figure 7. Schematic of half-circuit for distortion calculations

Figure 8. Layout of the wide-band LNA
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while maximizing the gm of the input device. Transconductance (gm) 
of the input device is already decided on from Eq. (1) in order to have 
a adequate matching at the input port. Therefore, in order to mini-
mize W/L ratio for a given gm value, VGS-VTH (also called VDSAT) of the 
input device needs to be maximized. Additionally, careful design 
steps need to be taken to minimize the distortion due to secondary 
effects such as Channel Length Modulation. For this, the designer 
needs to make sure that the VDS is maximized for all the transistors.

The amplifier was designed in 0.18um standard CMOS process and 
layout was optimized to minimize parasitic resistors that limits the 
Q of the inductors. For this purpose, two pads for each output node 
was used to double-bond the outputs to the package pins and re-
duce series resistor. This can be seen in the layout of the design in 
Figure 8. This figure shows the four subbands, the bonding pads for 
these, the input pads and the pads for supply and ground connec-
tions. The design occupies an area of 2200μm-by-700μm without 
the bonding pads and 2500μm-by-850μm with the bonding pads. 

Simulation Results

The design was verified across Process-Voltage-Temperature (PVT) 
using Cadence Spectre simulations. Post layout simulations were 
also performed to estimate the degradation in performance due to 
layout, bondwire and external inductor parasitics. The design works 
from 3.3V and 1.5V supplies for power supply and capacitor array ter-
minations respectively, and consumes 20mA from the 3.3V supply. 

Figure 3 shows the inductor model used to model the exter-
nal inductors [12] and Table 1 shows the values and the coeffi-
cients for the inductors from Coilcraft.

Figure 9, 10 shows the gain and tuning curves for the amplifier. Fig-
ure 8 shows the lowest tuned frequency and highest tuned frequen-
cy for each of the sub-bands given in Table 1. Each band has overlap 
with the neighboring band at high and low ends of the range to 
make sure that there are no gaps in tuning in the whole frequency 
range of interest. The gain of the amplifier ranges from a minimum of 
12dB to a maximum of 28dB across the whole band of 30-512MHz. 
This gain increase happens since the Q of the output tank increases 
as a function of frequency as we tune it higher within a sub-band. 
An attenuator following the amplifier can be used to limit the overall 
gain to a lower value in the case of high input power. Figure 9 shows 
how the amplifier tunes in the first sub-band of 30-50MHz by show-
ing sample tuning settings that ranges from 0 to 255. Each sub-band 
has a total of 255 tuning steps as a result of 8 bit tuning control.

Table 1. Design Parameters

BAND RS (Ω) RC (Ω) K
L-ind 
(nH)

Cind 
(fF)

30-50MHz 20 10m 165μ 81 56

50-100MHz 23 10m 72.2μ 35.7 59

100-200MHz 13 50m 48μ 21.9 54

200-512MHz 9 13m 32μ 12 58

Figure 9. Minimum and maximum tuning for each band
Figure 1 1. Noise Figure vs. Frequency for the high-end tuning of 
the 30-50MHz sub-band

Figure 10. Minimum and maximum tuning for each band Figure 12. S11 vs. Frequency across the whole band
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Figure 11 shows the Noise Figure of the amplifier when the out-
put is tuned to the high end of the 30-50MHz sub-band. As the 
amplifier is tuned to different frequencies, the frequency where 
the minimum NF is achieved moves with the center frequency. 
Table 2 shows the NF at the low and high ends of each sub-
band. Worst case NF is 4.6dB across the whole frequency range.

Figure 12 shows the simulated impedance-match parameter (S11) 
result for the amplifier and it is less than -20dB across the whole 
frequency range of 30-512MHz. Table 2 gives S11 results at the 
low and high ends of each sub-band. The rejection of undesired 
signals at 10% and 20% frequency offset, which is one of the crit-
ical specifications for the design, are also given in Table 2. These 
rejection amounts are adequate to reject the incoming undesired 
signal enough to keep it under control at the output of the am-
plifier. The worst case 1dB compression point (P1dB) and the third 
order input intercept point (IIP3) for the amplifier are 9.1dBm and 
18dBm, respectively, across the whole band as given in Table 2.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a wide-band tunable LNA that 
has been designed in 0.18μm CMOS process from UMC. The de-
sign has been laid-out and post layout simulations were run to 
include the parasitic effects. The design dissipates 66mW from a 
3.3V supply to meet the tough requirements of military radios.  
In the first part of the paper, the proposed design has been ana-
lyzed for gain, tuning, matching, noise figure and distortion. The 
LNA works in the frequency range of 30-512MHz and achieves a 
minimum gain of 12dB across the whole range. Worst case Noise 
Figure was simulated to be 4.6dB and S11 is less than -20dB across 

frequency and PVT. The design is highly linear and achieves a mini-
mum of 9.1dBm P1dB and 18dBm IIP3 in worst case settings.
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Table 2. Performance results

Band (MHz) Freq (MHz) NF (dB) S11 (dB)
%10 offset 

rejection (dB)
%20 offset 

rejection (dB)
P1dB at 20% 
offset (dBm)

In-Band IIP3 
(dBm)

30-50
30 4.6 -21 10 16.5 9.1 18

50 3.4 -26 12 18.5 11 21

50-100
50 3.9 -26.5 11.2 17.5 9.8 21

100 2.9 -33 15.6 22.1 13 21

100-200
100 3.3 -33.7 13.2 19.6 9.6 21

200 2.8 -33 16.7 23.2 9.2 21

200-512
200 3.6 -31 9.9 16 9.5 21

512 3.3 -21 7 12.8 9.2 21
NF: noise figure;  P1dB: 1-dB compression point;  IIP3: 3rd order input intercept point
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Introduction

Mostly 25 kV 50 Hz. single-phase supply voltage is used for the traction force system on AC 
supplied railways. The single-phase supply voltage that the traction force uses is acquired 
through an interconnected network which has 154 kV phase to phase voltage. Two transform-
ers of 154 kV/25 kV are present in the substations and the transformers can operate as back-up 
[1-6]. The equivalent circuit model of the AC railway is presented in Figure 1. 

The equation regarding the supplying status from a single substation is given with Equation (1) 
which represents the total impedance from substation Z1 to the vehicle. The impedance values 
of the feeder cables were also added to Z1. Z1 value changes in accordance with the distance de-
pending on the location of the vehicle. V1 is the voltage of the vehicle, Vn1 indicates the nominal 
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ABSTRACT

Railway electrification systems are designed with regard to the operating data and design parameters. The minimum voltage rating required by traction 
during the operation should be provided. The maximum voltage drop on a line determines the minimum traction voltage. This voltage should be 
maintened within certain limits for the continuity of operation. In this study, the maximum voltage drop generated via traction was determined using 
artificial neural network (ANN) and adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) for a 25-kV AC-supplied railway. The voltage drop on line was calculated 
with regard to the operating data using ANN and ANFIS. ANN and ANFIS were explained, and the results were compared. The Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) 
algorithm was used for the ANN model. The LM algorithm is preferred because of the speed and stability it provides for the training of ANNs. The data 
created for one-way supply status were examined for simulation. 
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Figure 1. Chest X-ray showing right subdiaphragmatic free air
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supply voltage, Ivehicle indicates the vehicle current. The maximum 
traction force of the vehicles in the railway vehicles with a high 
power consumption can increase to 20 MVA [7-11].      

 (1)

Neutral zones increase the operating capability by allowing to 
be supplied from different zones. Since the voltage drop occur-
ring on the line and the currents drawn do not reach high val-
ues under normal operating conditions, the distances between 
the supply stations may be longer. As the number of traction 
supply stations and the efficiency of the traction force system 
increase, the voltage drop on the line and the losses decrease 
[12-16]. The traction system of the railway vehicle consists of a 
transformer, a three-phase PWM inverter and an asynchronous 
engine. In the course of regenerative braking, the asynchro-
nous engine can function as a generator and enables energy 
transfer. This gain is more effective with the developed power 
electronics technology. With new research and studies, new 
traction force converters, various electric equipment used in 
railway vehicles also undergo a change [17-20]. The single-line 
scheme of the traction force supply diagram of an AC supplied 
railway is displayed in Figure 2. 
The vehicle traction force (Ftraction) consists of the sum of the re-

sistance force against vehicle motion (Fmotion), slope resistance 
force (Fslope), curve resistance force (Fcurve) and the multiplication 
of acceleration and mass of the vehicle, which are given with (2), 
(3), (4) and (5). In the equations, V is the vehicle speed, m is the 
vehicle mass, A, B, C are the coefficients related to the vehicle 
characteristic, g is the gravitational acceleration, γ is the angle 
of inclination, R is the curve radius, C1, C2 and C3 are the coeffi-
cients used to calculate the curve force. In equation (5), the accel-
eration-mass (ma) value expresses the net force that affects the 
vehicle.  The power equation of the vehicle is given with regard 
to the traction force and vehicle speed by Equation (6).

 (2)
 (3)
 (4)
 (5)
 (6) 

The vehicle power increases with the traction force and vehicle 
speed. The equivalent circuit given with Figure 1 was simulated 
with different operating parameters and 1000 data arrays were 
obtained regarding different operating conditions. Equations 
1-6 were used to obtain different simulation datas given with 
Figure 1. 1000 simulation was done with different operation pa-
rameters for the best result for the prediction. The parameters 
used in the simulation are the number of vehicles, accelera-
tion-mass value of the vehicle, vehicle motion resistance, curve 
radius, slope, the length of the supply line, internal consumption 
current of the vehicle, electric resistance and inductance of the 
line; the calculated value is the highest voltage drop value oc-
curring on the line. Random values were assigned to all the in-
put parameters used in the simulation. For the simulation, the 
number of vehicles varying between 0-10 was used and the ve-
hicle placement was performed by taking the maximum voltage 
drop into consideration.  The diversity of the parameters and the 
variability in operating conditions in the simulation render the 
solution of this problem complex. Artificial Intelligence is the sci-
ence which deals with enabling machines to produce solutions 
to complex problems as humans. This is generally performed by 
taking the characteristic of human intelligence and applying it to 
the computer as an algorithm. In accordance with the demand-
ed or desired needs, which mental attitude will be presented to 
which effect, less or more flexible or effective approaches can be 
displayed. Artificial intelligence was preferred in this study due 
to the stated advantages.

Material and Method
 
In this study, the artificial neural network and adaptive fuzzy 
inference system among the artificial intelligence applications 
were used for simulation. The ANN is a method which functions 
by imitating the way of work of a simple biological nervous sys-
tem. The ANFIS is a hybrid artificial intelligence method which 
uses the parallel computing and learning capability of artificial 
neural networks and the inferential characteristic of fuzzy logic. 
Matlab program was used for simulations.

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)

Artificial neural networks emerged as a mathematical meth-
od from the latest outputs of endeavors to study and imitate 
human nature. Artificial neural networks take computing and 
data processing power from their parallel distributed structure, 
their capability to learn and generalize. Generalisation is de-
fined as artificial neural networks’ producing proper reactions 
to the inputs which have not been experienced in the course of 
education or learning.  These characteristics indicate the prob-
lem-solving capability of artificial neural networks [21-24].

Figure 2. Single-Line scheme of the traction force supply diagram
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The biological neuron consists of a nucleus, body and two extensions. 
The structure of the artificial neural network is given in Figure 3. The 
1st layer is the input layer. Data are received from here and entered 
into the system. The 2nd layer is the hidden layer. Its use depends on 
the simulation. The 3rd layer is the output layer. Inputs are processed 
and received from here. Each sphere (nerve) has a function and a 
threshold value. Filled small circles indicate bonding weights [25-30].   

Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm
The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is a least squares com-
puting method based on the maximum neighborhood. This 
algorithm consists of the best features of the Gauss-Newton 
and gradient-descent algorithms and removes the restrictions 
of these two methods. This method is not affected by the slow 
convergence problem. The Levenberg-Marquart algorithm, 
which is the combination of the Gauss-Newton algorithm, is 
more efficient and rapid in optimization problems when com-
pared to the sloping downward algorithm [25].

Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS)
The ANFIS is a class of adaptive networks functionally equivalent 
to the fuzzy inference system. The ANFIS can be given more in-
tegrated with some characteristics of controllers, learning ability, 
parallel processing, structured knowledge representation, other 
supervision and design methods. Fuzzy logic and neural networks 
are supplementary means used together in developing smart 
systems [31-34]. The ANFIS consists of 6 layers. This system is dis-
played in Figure 4. The node functions of every layer in the ANFIS 
structure and the operation of the layers are respectively as fol-
lows [34].  First layer  is named the input layer. The input signals 
obtained from every node in this layer are transmitted to other 
layers. Second layer is named the fuzzification layer. In separating 
the input values into fuzzy sets, Jang’s ANFIS model uses the Bell 
activation function generalized as a membership function. Here, 
the output of each node consists of membership degrees based 
on the input values and the membership function used and the 
membership values obtained from the 2nd layer are presented as  
and  Third layer is the layer of rules. Each node in this layer express-
es the rules established in accordance with the Sugeno fuzzy logic 
inference system and their number. The output of each rule node 

im  turns out to be the multiplication of membership degrees 
which arrive from the 2nd layer. The acquisition of im  values, on 
the condition that (j=1,2) and (i=1,….,n), is as follows:

 (7)

Here,  represents the output values of the 3rd layer; n represents 
the number of nodes in this layer. Fourth layer  is the normaliza-
tion layer. Each node in this layer regards all the nodes coming 
from the rule layer as input values and computes the normalized 
ignition level of each rule. The computing of the normalized igni-
tion level is performed in accordance with the following formula:

 (8)

Fifth layer is the purification layer. The weighted resulting val-
ues of a given rule in each node in the purification layer are 
calculated. The output value of  the ith node in the 5th layer is 
as follows.

 (9)

The (pi , qi , ri ) variables here are the outcome parameter set 
of the ith rule. Sixth  is the sum layer. There is only one node in 
this layer and it is labeled as Σ.The output value of each node 
in the 5th layer is summed here so that the actual value of the 
ANFIS system is obtained. The computing of y, which is the out-
put value of the system, is performed in accordance with the 
equation below [31].

 (10)

Mean absolute error (MAE)
The mean absolute error is the division of the absolute value of 
the difference between the measured values and predicted val-
ues by the measurement number. It is given by Equation (11), 
n represents the measurement number, e represents the differ-
ence between the actual value and estimated value [35-36].

 (11)

Root mean squared error (RMSE)
The Root Mean Squared Error is acquired by dividing the real 
error sum of squares of a measuring line by the measurement 
number and by taking the square root of this calculated value. 
It carries out the most correct approach regarding the degree 
of accuracy of the measurements. In the RMSE equation given 

Figure 3. The structure of the artificial neural network

Figure 4. ANFIS structure
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by equation (12), xobs are the real values, xmodel are the pre-
dicted values, n is the measurement number [35-36].

 (12)

Relative absolute error (RAE)
The Relative absolute Error is acquired by dividing the sum of 
real error of a measuring line by the sum of predicted error. In 
the RAE equation given by equation (13), xobs are the real val-
ues, xmodel are the predicted values, model is the mean value 
of xmodel, n is the measurement number [35-36].

 (13)

Root relative squared error (RRSE)
The Root relative squared error is acquired by dividing the 
real error sum of squares of a measuring line by the predict-
ed error sum of squares and by taking the square root of this 
calculated value. In the RRSE equation given by equation (14), 
xobs are the real values, xmodel are the predicted values, 
model is the mean value of xmodel, n is the measurement 
number [35,36].

 (14)

Findings

1000 data arrays different from each other were used for the 
calculation of the voltage drop created by the traction force. A 
portion of the data used is displayed in Table 1.

Simulation results with the ANN
As seen in Table 1, the system consists of 9 input and 1 output 
parameters. The ANN architecture used is given in Figure 5. 

9 input data, 10 hidden neurons, 1 output neuron and 1 output 
data were used for the ANN architecture used in the design. 
70% of the data used for simulation were used for education, 
15% for validation, 15% for the test. As seen in Figure 6, the 
best validation value was reached at the 49th iteration by in-
hibiting overfitting in the simulation. The lowest mean squared 
error value is 152241.40. The training, validation and test data 
produced by the system displayed similar characteristics. Since 
the validation error value increased in the course of 6 iterations, 
the simulation was stopped at the end of 55 iterations. 

The backpropagation gradient value is given on a logarithmic 
scale for each iteration with Figure 7. The difference between 
the test values and validation values is predicted. Validation 
checks and Matlab stop the simulation with the increase in the 
mse value of the validation values in order to inhibit overfit-
ting at the end of 6 iterations. The mse performance is given 
with the training state graph. Gradient=718660.15 at epoch 55, 
mu=1000 at epoch 55 and the validation checks=6 at epoch 5. 

Table 1. A portion of the data set that used

Inputs

Output 
Number 

of 
vehicles

Ma value 
(kilonewton)

Vehicle 
motion 

resistance 
(kilonewton)

Curve 
radius 

(meter) Slope

The length 
of the 

supply line 
(kilometer)

Internal 
consumption 

current of 
the vehicle 

(amper)

Line 
resistance 

(ohm)

Line 
inductance 

(henry)

Voltage 
drop 
(volt)

6 235 65 910 0.0054 72 19.1 0.1271 0.001273 23525

9 279 80 866 0.0177 68 19.1 0.1416 0.00146 46809

2 210 65 890 0.0312 46 19.9 0.1236 0.001298 8100

1 215 68 908 0.0292 96 22.3 0.1225 0.001272 11142

1 223 69 939 0.0371 36 21.8 0.1107 0.001117 4022

Figure 5. ANN architecture designed [MATLAB R2015b] Figure 6. Best validation performance graph
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The error histogram of ANN simulation is shown in Figure 8. The 
differences between the realized values and calculated values are 
seen with this graph. The distribution of the errors of the training 
data is shown with blue, validation data with green and test data 
with red. The errors mostly concentrate between -1137 and 1010. 

The realized and calculated values of the training, validation 
and test data are seen in Figure 9. The regression value is 
shown with R, and as seen in the Figure 9, these values are 
0.99962 for training, 0.9996 for validation, 0.99936 for the 
test data. The R value is 0.99959 for all data. As this value ap-
proaches 1, the accuracy of the data calculated by the system 
increases.  

The realized data, calculated data and error values are shown in 
Figure 10. The realized data are given with blue, the calculated 
data are given with red, error values are given with yellow.

Simulation results with the ANFIS
The structure of the system created for the ANFIS and the simu-
lation results are given below. A structure with 9 inputs 2 mem-
bership functions created for the ANFIS is given with Figure 11. 
70% of the data used for simulation were used for education, 
15% for validation, 15% for the test. A triangular-shaped mem-
bership function was used for the simulation. 

Some of the rules established for the ANFIS are shown in Figure 
12. 29=512 rules were established for the ANFIS design. 

Figure 7. Training state graph, a) gradient, b) mu parameter, c) validation check

Figure 8. ANN Error histogram
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The ANFIS architecture is shown in Figure 13. The system con-
sists of the input, input MF, Rule, output MF and output mod-
ules. 

Figure 10. Output, prediction and error data graph of the YSA 
simulation Figure 12. Rules established for the ANFIS

Figure 13. ANFIS architecture

Figure 11. Triangular-shaped membership function

Figure 9. ANN regression graph, a) training, b) validation, c) test,  d) all  

a

c

b

d
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The error histogram of ANFIS simulation is shown in Figure 14. 
The differences between the realized values and calculated val-
ues are seen with this graph. The distribution of the errors of 

the training data is shown with blue, validation data with red 
and test data with green. The errors mostly concentrate be-
tween -5456 and 3493.

The realized and calculated values of the training, validation 
and test data for ANFIS simulation are seen in Figure 15. The 
regression value is shown with R, and as seen in the Figure 15, 
these values are 0.99989 for training, 0.99685 for validation, 
0.99425 for the test data. The R value is 0.99844 for all data. As 
this value approaches 1, the accuracy of the data calculated by 
the system increases.

The realized data, calculated data and error data are shown in 
Figure 16.

Figure 14. ANFIS Error histogram

Figure 15. ANFIS regression graph, a) training, b) validation, c) test, d) all

a

c

b

d
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The comparison of the ANN and ANFIS results
When the ANN and ANFIS results are compared, the ANFIS re-
sults are observed to be better. The simulation results of both 
methods are given in Table 2.

Conclusions

In this study, the prediction of the highest voltage drop cre-
ated by the traction force on an AC supplied railway with 
regard to the operating data was performed. 1000 random 
input data arrays and the calculated output data were used 
for the simulation. In the analyses carried out, the ANN and 
ANFIS techniques were used. The voltage drop value was 
predicted. The RRSE value in the data obtained for the ANFIS 
in the calculations carried out is 5.6% and this value is 2.9% 
in the ANN. The RMSE values are 407 V for the ANN simu-
lation and 793 V for the ANFIS. The MAE value acquired in 
the ANN is 305 V, this value is 339 V in the ANFIS. The RAE 
value in the ANN is 2.7%, this value is 3% in the ANFIS. When 
the data obtained from the simulations are compared, the 
prediction values produced with the ANN are observed to 
be better. When the prediction data produced for both tech-

niques are compared with the real data, it is observed that 
errors are at an acceptable rate and that the prediction data 
produced are usable.
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Introduction

Leon Chua postulated the existence of a new basic passive circuit element, called the mem-
ristor, defined by a constitutive relationship between flux and charge linkage [1,2]. Re-
searchers did not focused on the new element until fabricated a solid state implementation 
of the memristor [3]. The n-th order mem-elements are presented in the reference [4]. The 
mem-elements such as memcapacitor and meminductor attract interest therefore various 
SPICE models/circuits of memcapacitor and meminductor were showed by many research-
ers [5-10].

In this letter, Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA) based very simple memcapacitor 
and meminductor emulators that do not require any mutator to transform from memristor to 
memcapacitor or from memristor to meminductor is presented. The features of the proposed 
memelements are demonstrated via circuit simulations. 

Memcapacitor Emulator Circuit 

Current-mode structures have very low power consumption property (memristive elements 
have very low power consumption). For this reason OTA which is current mode circuit ele-
ment is suitable for emulator design. The proposed memcapacitor circuit is shown in Figure 
1. One output terminal of OTA is connected to the positive input terminal to provide resistive 
behaviour. Another terminal is connected to the C2 capacitor to obtain memory effect of the 
proposed emulator. Negative input terminal of the OTA is connected to the voltage source 
which depends on the multiplication of the C2 capacitor voltage and its integral [8]. The C1 
capacitor is initial capacitor of the proposed emulator.

Sinusoidal 100 mV input signals with various frequencies are applied to the input of the mem-
capacitor emulator and voltage-charge curves are obtained as shown in Figure 2a. The Figure 
2b shows the input voltage-time and charge-time graphics.
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The input current is given by:

Iin = C1
d(Vin −VF )

dt
 (1)

This equation can be rewritten as below:

q(t)
C1

+VF =Vin  (2)

VF =VC2 VC2∫ = q(t)
C2
2 q(t)dt, (q(t) = C2VC2 )∫      (3)

q(t) is variable part of the proposed circuit that is why VF chang-
es and provides the memcapacitive behaviour of the proposed 
emulator circuit.

Meminductor Emulator Circuit 

Similar circuit topology used for meminductance design as 
shown in Figure 3.  Negative input of the OTA is derivative of 
the multiplication of the resistor and capacitor voltages. One 
output of the OTA is connected to the its input to provide the 
resistive behaviour. The voltages on the capacitor and resistor 
provide the memory effect and inductance change ranges re-
spectively. 

The proposed meminductance emulator is operated un-
der 100 nA sinusoidal input currents with 100, 300, 500 Hz 
respectively. Meminductor behaves frequency-dependent 
characteristic as shown in Figure 4a. The flux and current 
waveforms cross zero levels as shown in Figure 4b. Namely 
phase difference is zero between the both signals that is 
why hysteresis effects can be seen in current-flux relation-
ship.

The fundamental relationship between flux and current is:

ϕ(t) = (Vin −VF )∫ dt = Li(t)  (4)

Figure 1. Memcapacitor emulator circuit based on OTA. Here 
C1=1nF, C2=1pF, gm=3mS

Figure 2. a,b. Simulation results under sinusoidal inputs for mem-
capacitor. a) Voltage-current relationship with various frequencies. 
b) Charge and input voltage of memcapacitor

a

b

Figure 3. Meminductor emulator based on OTA. Here L=100 mH, 
C=1pF, R= 1 kΩ, gm=30 µS
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The VA voltage equals to the multiplication of resistor and ca-
pacitor. 

VA =VRxVC  (5)

Here:

VR = Iin(t)xR  and VC =
q(t)
C

 (6)

Negative input of the OTA,

VF = VA∫ dt =
q(t)RIin(t)

C
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟∫ dt  (7)

Equation (4) and (7) can be rearranged:

ϕ(t) = L+ q(t)R
C

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥ Iin(t)  (8)

The flux change of the proposed circuit can be seen from equa-
tion (8) and the inductance changes according to the q(t)R

C
.

Conclusions

Simple OTA based memcapacitor and meminductor emulator cir-
cuits are presented. Many memcapacitor and meminductor circuits 
or models consist of memristor element but proposed emulator is 
designed without any memristor circuit or models. Emulators which 
have no memristor circuit or models become more effectively ac-
cording to the memristor based mem-elements so the proposed 
emulators are suitable for memcapacitor and meminductor based 
circuit applications. And also these emulators have simple structures. 
The behaviours of the proposed memelements are demonstrated via 
circuit simulations and all results compatible with previous studies. 
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Introduction

Biosensor, a device used in the detection of an analyte, combines a biological/chemical sensor compo-
nent with a physicochemical transducer. The sensor and the transducer elements recognize and detect 
the analyte qualitatively and/or quantitatively [1-3]. The biological sensor element may be in the form of 
tissue, microorganism, organelle, receptor, enzyme, antibody, nucleic acid, molecule, etc., which may be 
attached to the metal, polymer or glass surface of the electrode through chemical and physical means. 

A biological sensor element may be relatively short-lived and with complications in handling; 
therefore, they may be replaced with artificial elements that are components of a receptor-based 
sensing system. Molecular Imprinting Technology (MIT) is a method that aims to overcome these 
complications by producing selectively specific artificial receptors. It utilizes molecular imprint-
ing polymer (MIP), formed as a dependable molecular recognition element with room tempera-
ture stability that mimicks natural recognition elements, such as antibodies and receptors. MIT 
is used in the detection, separation and purification of biological and chemical molecules, such 
as amino acids and proteins, nucleotids, toxins, drugs, etc. A 3D polymeric network is formed be-
tween the analyte and monomer through functional hydrogen bonds, dipole–dipole and ionic 
interactions. After polymerization, upon removal of the analyte, specific recognition sites that 
are in the shape, size and chemical structure of the analyte are formed in the polymer [4-11]. 

There are examples of MIP based sensors equipped more commonly with SPRS and QCM 
based transducers [4]. However, they have not been experimented in the detection of small 
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molecules, such as metabolites formed during the various 
stages of cellular development using electrochemical trans-
ducers. Hydroxymethylaminomethane (TRIS), has been cho-
sen as a small molecule used in established basimetric stan-
dard and buffer solutions, commonly used in biochemistry 
and molecular biology processes, such as protein and nucleic 
acid extraction and purification [12]. As the basic small mole-
cule, TRIS has been used to produce the MIP electrode coated 
with TRIS containing polyacrylamide gel (PAGE) to produce 
TRIS receptor sites.

In this study, a MIP based sensor for TRIS made of pencil graph-
ite electrode (PGE) was combined with electrochemical trans-
duction techniques, i.e. cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) [13]. Upon binding of 
the analyte to the receptor sites on the gel surface, changes in 
I-V properties and impedance of the MIP modified PGE were 
expected to be detected using CV and EIS. 

Materials and Experimental Method 

Materials
Merck analytic quality chemicals were used in this study. For 
the electrochemical analysis, 20 mM K3[Fe(CN)6] redox pair 
in phosphate buffer solution was used (redoks-PBS, 137mM 
NaCl, 2.7mM KCl, 10mM Na2HPO4, 1.8mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4) [14-
16]. 

Three types of PGEs were prepared: (a) control electrodes 
(PGE), (b) positive control electrodes (PAGE-PGE), and (c) exper-
imental electrodes for TRIS analysis (TRIS-PAGE-PGE). All elec-
trodes were initially anodized in acetic buffer solution (ABS, 0.1 
N acetic acid, 0.1 N sodium acetate, 20 mM NaCl, pH 4.8) for 60 
seconds at +1.4V [15]. 

Five PGEs were used as control electrodes without further pro-
cessing. PAGE-PGEs were prepared by coating PGEs with 12% 
polyacrylamide gel. TRIS-PAGE-PGEs were prepared by coating 
PGEs with 12% polyacrylamide gel containing 10M TRIS. 

Instruments
Anodization and electrochemical analysis were conducted us-
ing a potentiostat (ZIVE SP2 Potentiostat/Galvonostat, Referans 
600, Korea) equipped with ZMAN EIS data analysis program. 
The three-electrode cell consisted of Ag/AgCl as the reference 
electrode, platinum wire as the counter electrode, and PGE 
as the working electrode. The morphology of the coating on 
working electrodes was characterized by Scanning Electron 
Microscope (SEM) (Carl ZEISS EVO40). 

Electrochemical Measurement Method
PGEs, PAGE-PGEs and TRIS-PAGE-PGEs were characterized elec-
trochemically as stated below. Electrochemical measurements 
were conducted by immersing the working electrodes in solu-
tion at a depth of 2.5 cm and at a distance of 5 cm from the 
counter electrode. 

Electrode modification was characterized using K3[Fe(CN)6], a 
commonly used redox couple former [Fe(CN)6]4- / [Fe(CN)6]3- 
with well-defined electron transfer kinetics. Cyclic voltammetry 
was used at an applied potential varying between -500 and 500 
mV relative to Vref (step size: 20 mV, scan rate: 50 mV/s. I-V cycles 
were generated by swaying the potential initially anodically, 
then cathodically. In the forward scan, Fe(CN)6

-4, is oxidized, 
generating an oxidative peak, followed by a  reductive peak in 
the reverse scan [16]. 

Fe(CN)6
-4   Fe(CN)6

-3 + e- (1)
Fe(CN)6

-3 + e-    Fe(CN)6
-4   (2)

The open cell potential (OCP) was measured in redoks-PBS solu-
tion till stabilization. The electrochemical impedance studies 
were conducted using AC voltage at an amplitude of +10 mV rel-
ative to OCP, between a frequency range of 10,000 and 0.01 Hz. 

The CV and EIS response of the TRIS-PAGE-PGEs to the ana-
lyte was examined by introduction of incremental amounts 
of 0.25M TRIS to determine electrode response to TRIS (400, 
600, 800, and 1000 μl, at a final concentration of 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 
and 2.5 mM respectively). To confirm selectivity and specific-
ity of the electrode to TRIS, incremental amounts of 0.25M 
Ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) was used (400, 800, 
and 1000 μl, at a final concentration of 1.0, 2.0 and 2.5 mM 
respectively). 

Results

In this study, PGEs were modified to produce PAGE-PGEs and 
TRIS-PAGE-PGEs. Binding of TRIS to the TRIS-PAGE-PGEs was 
demonstrated using electrochemical methods as indicated 
with an increase in impedance. The selective specificity of the 
TRIS electrode was further confirmed by experiments involving 
EDTA, indicating that EDTA not bound to the surface increased 
solution conductivity and reduced impedance.
PGEs were anodized in ABS at +1.4V in order to limit the con-
ductivity of PGEs [17]. In order to standardize the electrical 
conductivity of the electrodes, the initial 30 sec. anodization 
length (Figure 1) was extended to 60 sec. The PGEs were cho-
sen among the low conducting anodized electrodes. Post 60 
sec. oxidation, PGE conductivity was sufficiently decreased to 
values ranging between 42-142 µA. 

The electrochemical properties of PGEs (C1 and E1) and 
PAGE-PGEs (C2 and E2) electrodes were determined in re-
doks-PBS solution using CV (Figure 2) and EIS (Figure 3). 

The cell potential, the current amplitude and peak potential 
of PAGE-PGEs decreased with PAGE coating (Figure 2 and 4, 
C1-C2), while impedance was increased as expected (Figure 
3, E1-E2). The I-V behavior of TRIS-PAGE-PGEs (Figure 2 and 4, 
C3-C6) displayed a decrease in current amplitude and a slight 
and gradual increase in peak potential and electrochemical cell 
potential; while in the EIS spectrum an increase in impedance, 
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correlating with the incremental increase in TRIS concentration 
was observed (Figure 3 and 4d, E3-E6). 

The incremental increase in the EDTA concentration in re-
doks-PBS solution did not display a significant effect on the 
I-V behavior of TRIS-PAGE-PGEs (Figure 5). The EIS spectrum of 
TRIS-PAGE-PGEs exposed to an increase in EDTA concentration 

displayed a reduction in impedance (from 400 to 230 Ohms for 
Zreal and from 225 to 120 Ohms for -ZImag) with an apparent 
increase in solution conductivity as observed in the decrease in 
the radius of the semi-circular portion of the curve (Figure 6).

The morphology of the electrodes displaying the uncoated 
PGE surface (Figure 7a), the PAGE layer on PAGE-PGE surface 
(Figure 7b), and the TRIS-PAGE-PGE surface after electrochemi-
cal characterization in TRIS-redoks-PBS solution (Figure 7c) was 
characterized using SEM imaging. 

Figure 3. EIS graphics in redoks-PBS solution. E1: PGE, E2: PAGE-
PGE, E3-E6: TRIS-PAGE-PGE in TRIS-redoks-PBS solution; E3: 1 mM 
TRIS, E4: 1.5 mM TRIS, E5: 2 mM TRIS, E6: 2.5 mM TRIS

Figure 4. Electrochemical behavior of TRIS-PAGE-PGE in re-
doks-PBS solution in incremental amounts of TRIS. (a) peak cur-
rent, (b) peak voltage, (c) electrochemical cell potential, (d) Zreal 
vs TRIS concentration 

Figure 2. CV graphics in redoks-PBS solution. C1; PGE, C2; PAGE-
PGE, C3-C6: TRIS-PAGE-PGE in TRIS-redoks-PBS solution; C3; 1 mM 
TRIS, C4; 1.5 mM TRIS, C5; 2 mM TRIS, C6; 2.5 mM TRIS

Figure 1. Current-time curve for PGEs anodized in ABS at +1.4V
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Discussion

In this study, a prototypic small molecule detecting biosensor, 
selectively specific to TRIS was produced using MIP-coated PGE 
as the sensing element and a potentiostat as the transducer in 
the conductance of CV and EIS analysis. 

Graphite pencil leads, modified as PGE working electrodes are 
composite materials containing graphite (~65%), clay (~30%), 
and a binder (wax, resins, or high polymer) [18]. PGEs with high 
chemical and mechanical stability can be used in a wide range 
of working potentials [18]. PGEs are cheap, easily modified and 
convenient to use in quantification of a variety of analytes from 
a wide range of samples. With an active electrode surface area 

of approximately 0.255 cm2, they can be used to analyse low 
concentrations of small volume samples without any precon-
centration/deposition step [18]. 

PGEs are highly durable and stable, yielding reproducible sig-
nals and well-defined voltammetric peaks with good sensitivi-
ty and reproducibility. Background currents generated by clays 
and polymers contained in PGEs are much lower than those 
given by the conventional solid electrodes, such as glassy car-
bon, gold, and platinum; while displaying electron transfer 
rates similar to those of glassy carbon electrodes [18].

Variation in size and composition of PGEs result in differences 
in physical and chemical properties, thus, demonstrating vari-

Figure 5. CV graphics for TRIS-PAGE-PGE in redoks-PBS solu-
tion in incremental amounts of EDTA in redoks-PBS solution. 
EDTA400/800/1000 with 1/2/2.5 mM EDTA

Figure 6. EIS graphics for TRIS-PAGE-PGE in redoks-PBS solu-
tion in incremental amounts of EDTA in redoks-PBS solution. 
EDTA400/800/1000 with 1/2/2.5 mM EDTA

Figure 7. SEM images of (a) plain PGE surface, 10kX; (b) PAGE-PGE coated surface, 10kX; (c) TRIS-PAGE-PGE coated surface with TRIS crystals, 
10kX
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ation in electrical properties. Anodization of PGEs in ABS solu-
tion leads to the oxidation of the carbon surface [17] and thus 
limiting current transmitted. CV studies in K4[Fe(CN)6] have in-
dicated that electron transfer rate correlates with an increase in 
diameter, generating higher amplitude signals used in quanti-
tative determinations, while small diameter PGEs display better 
reversibility in qualitative investigations. 

When the I-V behavior of TRIS-PAGE-PGEs and PAGE-PGEs is 
compared with the PGEs, a reduction in anodic and cathodic 
current (Figure 3) is demonstrated due to the reduced electron 
transfer rate of the redoks pair as a result of the polymer coat-
ing [16]. The decrease in oxidative and reductive peak current 
may be due to the changes in load transfer resistance of elec-
trode surface [19,20]. In addition, the expected reduction in an-
odic and cathodic current in the TRIS-PAGE-PGEs has correlated 
with the incremental increase in TRIS concentration. It must be 
noted that the I-V behavior of TRIS-PAGE-PGEs in 2 and 2.5 mM 
TRIS-redox-PBS solution has displayed no apparent change at 
the higher concentration implying saturation of the polymer 
surface with TRIS (Figure 2, 3 and 7).

When the impedimetric behavior of TRIS-PAGE-PGEs and 
PAGE-PGEs is compared with PGEs, a reduction in electron 
transfer rate of the redox pair was displayed as a result of an 
increase in impedance (Figure 5) [13]. In addition, the expected 
increase in the impedance, i.e. the capacitance and diffusion 
resistance of TRIS-PAGE-PGEs correlated with the incremental 
increase in TRIS concentration as indicated by the increase in 
the semicircle diameter and load transfer resistance of the elec-
trode [13]. It must be noted that the decrease in impedance of 
TRIS-PAGE-PGEs in 2 and 2.5 mM TRIS-redox-PBS solution being 
lower than expected at the higher concentration implies satu-
ration of the polymer surface with TRIS (Figure 2, 3 and 7). 

The CV and EIS results of TRIS-PAGE-PGEs (Figure 2, 3) indicat-
ed binding of the chosen analyte (TRIS) to the electrode. In or-
der to determine the specificity of the biosensor to TRIS, the 
TRIS-PAGE-PGEs were experimented using EDTA. The results of 
these experiments indicated that the EDTA was not bound to 
TRIS-PAGE-PGEs since no apparent change in I-V behavior, i.e. 
a change in anodic and cathodic peak current, correlating with 
concentration was observed. EDTA, not bound to the electrode 
surface, remained in solution increasing solution conductivity 
and subsequently decreasing both solution and thus the total 
impedance. With the increase in EDTA concentration, the diam-
eter of the semicircular portion of the curve corresponding to 
solution impedance was reduced and load transfer resistance 
was decreased.

Conclusions

In this study, a biosensor consisting of a TRIS-MIP sensor and 
an electrochemical transducer was developed. Electrode mod-
ification and performance was evaluated using CV and EIS. 
Graphite pencil tip was coated with polyacrylamide gel con-

taining TRIS as the analyte and prepared as the working elec-
trode. The electrochemical properties of the electrodes at vari-
ous concentrations of TRIS and EDTA and K3[Fe(CN)6] redox pair 
containing phosphate buffer solution, using Ag/AgCl reference 
electrode, platinum counter electrode and working electrode 
made of graphite pencil tip electrochemical cell were eval-
uated. The results indicate a correlation between the CV and 
EIS response and TRIS and EDTA solution concentration. With 
further research and improvements, the prototypic biosen-
sor selectively specific to TRIS generated in this study can be 
a promising economical replacement for the commonly used 
expensive techniques. 
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Introduction

The Agricultural production of any country is predominantly volatile and depends on varied 
factors. The changing rainfall patterns, extreme variations in temperatures, soil and air quality 
have significant impact on the production yield. The rain-fed agricultural production system 
is vulnerable to seasonal variability which affects the livelihood of the farmers and landless 
laborers who depend on this system. Moreover population has significantly increased over 
past two decades, this led to urban land expansion due to increase in urban population which 
caused the degradation of agricultural land which in turn has affected the production of food 
growth. Hence various techniques have come into existence to increase the productivity by 
enhancing the natural and biological processes above and below the ground. Like in [1], dis-
cusses the influence of science and technology on agriculture in Africa. One way to increase 
the production and benefit the farmers is by continuously monitoring climatic parameters and 
notify them with present weather condition so that immediate action can be taken manually 
or automatically for the benefit of the crop. The parameters which are continuously monitored 
are temperature, soil moisture, light and humidity [2]. Due to advancement in field of science 
and technology, efficient sensors for all required ranges are available in the market with differ-
ent sizes and different measurement principles. Technology also has led to wireless transmis-
sion of data from the sensors to remote location and without the intervention of humans, pa-
rameters can be controlled and monitored which has led to agricultural automation. Wireless 
sensor networks are most commonly used these day for continuous monitoring of the crops. 

As food is essential for human survival, there is lot of work going in particular area to en-
hance the productivity and meet the demands of the people. There are several issues which 
are to be addressed for agricultural growth like climatic changes, drought, soil infertility etc. 
Authors in [3]  have tried to address this issue by motivating farmers of one particular region 
to adopt climate-smart agriculture (CSA) technologies which focuses on productivity, mitiga-
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ABSTRACT

Agricultural produce significantly depends on many crop parameters such as humidity, pH, temperature, sunlight, microbial activity, soil ions, air quality, 
and water quality. A higher production of crop can be achieved via maintaining all these parameters in the desired range. A smart system was developed 
to control the environmental parameters in the desired range via incorporating a multisensor to measure the parameters such as humidity, temperature, 
and sunlight; in addition, also a suitable controller was designed to control these parameters in the desired range. Sensors were placed to continuously 
monitor the field parameters such as temperature, humidity, sunlight, and soil moisture. All these parameters were remotely acquired using ZigBee 
to PC through myRIO boards. Fuzzy-based controllers were designed to operate the actuators to maintain the set point. The designed system on 
implementation was tested on a real-life model. The results show that the proposed technique maintained the parameters at the desired state and 
reduced human intervention and labor.
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tion in agriculture based on climatic conditions using different 
techniques under water-smart, energy-smart, nutrient-smart, 
carbon-smart, weather-smart, knowledge-smart technologies. 
As an extension to this proposed work in [4], authors have re-
ported the rapid appraisal of climate smart agriculture system 
to discuss the influence of climate on agriculture. Authors in [5] 
have stated that the crop rotation can be one of the way to in-
crease yield from crops and concluded that when winter wheat 
is grown after pea and winter barley crop, production of winter 
wheat is improved under varying climatic conditions.

The system approach to any problem always give a better idea 
to solve it, based on the same approach, agriculture also have 
different agriculture system models, which are discussed in [6], 
practiced from the year 1960 to present. They have stated that 
synchronization of these models with decision support sys-
tems can really help the society in terms of meeting the agricul-
tural demands. In [7], use of technology acceptance model for 
precision agriculture. Authors in [8], talks about precision agri-
culture using Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) by placing sensor 
nodes at points, which have optimal periodic threshold sensi-
tivity, region-based hybrid routing protocol and the data from 
the sensor node is passed to base station only when the pa-
rameters exceeds the threshold value there by reducing energy 
consumption by continuously sending the data. Development 
of a wireless sensor and actuation network based on decision 
support system which in turn realizes on fuzzy logic mimicking 
the farmer’s action based on past experience for better water 
management is reported in [9]. Optimization of sensor data for 
precision agriculture monitoring for computing normalized dif-
ference vegetation index using sprectral response is reported 
in [10]. In [11], have reported use of thermal imaging to identify 
the requirements of  water in a particular field and using cloud 
of things network which include internet of things and cyber 
physical system irrigation was done. Cloud computing based 
remote sensing application for soil moisture mapping is diss-
cued in [12], for helping farmer in precision agriculture. In [13], 
use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and Unmanned Ground 
Vehicle (UGV) for collection of soil data is reported.  In [14], de-
sign of precision agriculture sensing system based on wireless 
multimedia sensor network is reported. They have formed a 
network of  multiple sensors along with CMOS image sensor 
,which is used to identify the diseases in  crop and  transmis-
sion of data was done using bitmap index based reliable data 
transmission protocol. Paper [15], said that plant productivity 
gets affected by soil moisture and atmospheric humidity in arid 
and semi-arid grassland systems. In [16], have reported design 
of fuzzy controller using MATLAB for automated land irrigation 
in simulation tool. The inputs to the fuzzy controller were taken 
as water level and time (day, afternoon, night) and outputs of 
the controller are tube well operation and power source (solar, 
hybrid, grid). Paper [17], have considered greenhouse control 
problem as non-linear and multi-variable. The performance of 
four different controllers was compared namely Proportional 
Integral Derivative (PID), Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR), 
fuzzy PID, fuzzy immune PID controller taking air humidity 

and temperature as variables. From their experimental results 
they found that fuzzy immune PID gives better performance. 
Authors in [18], have stated that extreme temperature effect 
will certainly effect the plant in their reproductive stage and 
have significant impact on production of food grains and fruit. 
In [19], authors have examined impact of frost and heat shock 
on a wheat crop during different stages of its growth and using 
this information process-based crop models were formulated. 
Paper [20], discusses the impact of temperature and carbon di-
oxide on productivity of wheat and rice crop. In [21], a study to 
choose an ideal crop among apple, tomato, wheat and white 
potato for efficient use of  the available land resources based 
on multiple aspects (climatic conditions) influencing simulta-
neously using Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) are reported. 
All the above reported literture discusses the current growth in 
precision or smart agriculture, as an initiative we are propos-
ing a technique for monitoring of plant growth, by sensing the 
paramters influencing plant growth like soil moisture, humidi-
ty, sun light, and temperature. Further on take necssary action 
to manntain optimal parameters for good yeild in crops, if not 
in desirable range by implementing smart controllers. 

Problems in conventional agriculture

The process of conventional agriculture system is: preparation 
of soil, sowing of seeds, adding manure and fertilizers, irriga-
tion, harvesting and storage. All these steps are carried out 
with human intervention, which is a tedious task and each of 
the process requires a particular condition for having an effi-
cient crop which produces maximum yield. The following are 
the challenges faced by the farmer these days:

i) Supplying adequate amount of water and fertilizers to the crop.
ii) Continuously predict the climatic conditions to take neces-
sary action.

If the above stated challenges are not properly addressed by 
the farmer it will affect the yield from the crops in terms of qual-
ity and quantity. The excess amount of water and fertilizer used 
in cultivation may also damage the quality of the soil for the 
future use and will also lead to water shortage when required. 
It is also troublesome for the farmer to track the variations in 
climate as changes are sudden and difficult to predict.

If this conventional system is supported by technology then 
problems faced by farmers can be reduced and there will be 
significant growth in production of food grains to meet the de-
mands of growing population. In view of all these, this paper 
aims at presenting a technology which can be an aid to farm-
ers. The objectives of proposed technique are:

1) To make use of different sensors to monitor the current con-
dition of the agricultural field.
2) To design a control algorithm, which will reduce the human 
intervention and increase the productivity as well as optimal 
use of water is done.
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Methodology

This paper aims to provide a solution to difficulties faced by the 
farmer with the help of the smart agricultural monitoring tech-
nique. This paper focuses about measurement of four different 
parameters for monitoring the climatic conditions of the field 
namely temperature, light, humidity and soil moisture. The men-
tioned parameters will be grouped in two sets, first set consisting 
of temperature - light and second set with humidity-soil moisture 
which will form inputs to fuzzy rules and give out two outputs in 
terms controlling the speed of water pump and closing and open-
ing of the shutter covering the specific area of interest. The fuzzy 
rule base is formed specifically for the two crops, rice and wheat, 
being staple food of the people. The proposed work is divided 
into two parts: 1) Data acquisition and 2) Control algorithm. The 
Figure 1, gives an overview of the proposed work. Data acquisi-
tion discusses about the sensors and other equipment’s used for 
monitoring the current state of the crop. The control algorithm is 
a decision support system used to take necessary actions to meet 
the requirements of the crops for the proper growth.

Sensors
Temperature sensor: LM35 is used as the temperature sensor in 
the propsoed work, because of its sensitivtiy of 10mV/0C. Op-
erating range of -55 to 1050C. Figure 2 shows the schematic of 
used temperature sensor. 

Light sensor: Light dependent resistor SEN133322 is used for sensing 
the light, light intensity is computed in lux. Lux is estimated based on 
change in resistance of light dependent resistor (LDR). Photosynthet-
ically Available Radiation (PAR), PAR = (Lux/54). Figure 3 shows the 
schematic of the light sensor used in the proposed work.

Humidity sensor: Capacitive sensor HIH-4000 is used for mea-
suring humidty in the proposed work, because of its range of 
0 to 100 %RH. Figure 4 shows the representation of humidity 
sensor considered in the proposed work.

Soil moisture sensor: Conductive probe sensor is used to mea-
sure moisture content in soil. The conductive probe produces 
an output of 0 to 4.8 V. Figure 5 shows the representation of the 
soil moisture sensor considered. 

Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed system

Figure 2. Temperature sensor

Figure 3. Light sensor

Figure 4. Block diagram of the proposed system

Figure 5. Block diagram of the proposed system
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Data acquisition
The field parameters like humidity, moisture, light and tem-
perature are collected from calibrated sensors to the RIO board 
via ZigBee communication for wireless transmission. The de-
tails of the sensors used is mentioned in Table 1. The output 
from the light sensor is converted to  PAR from Lux as plant bi-
ologist consider this as more suitable unit for measurement of 

light. These sensors continuously monitor the field and transfer 
data wirelessly using ZigBee router (Xbee S2C) based on the 
IEEE 802.15.4 standard. XCTU software is used to configure Zig-
Bee. The ZigBee (Router) is configured and paired with the oth-
er ZigBee (coordinator). The data is sent through Application 
program interface (API) mode. The analog data from the sensor 
is converted into digital form by ZigBee. The Analog to digital 
converter (ADC) on ZigBee radios are 10-bit. Each ADC inputs 
will have a separate 2 byte field in hexadecimal format in an API 
frame which is visible on console of XCTU software of ZigBee 
router and the same API frame is transmitted to ZigBee coordi-
nator. The ADC value of voltage level is given by (1):

 (1)

The coordinator ZigBee is connected to NI myRIO through 
UART. All the other necessary wirings are done from each of 
the components to the NI myRIO using adapters and power 
supply. Through NI myRIO data is acquired for further process-
ing in LabVIEW. 

The Wi-Fi of NI myRIO is connected to the PC to monitor all the 
parameters from a remote place. The real time program which 
is written on the LabVIEW is executed on the computer. The 
program starts and displays the values on the front panel. The 
sensors provide signals to ZigBee transmitter continuously and 
this sends the information regarding the atmosphere and the 
soil status remotely to the myRIO via ZigBee receiver. The sys-
tem can be re-configured remotely depending on the soil and 
atmosphere conditions.

Control Algorithm
The climatic and soil conditions will have significant impact on 
the growth of the crops hence there is a need to have optimum 
values of temperature, light, soil moisture and air humidity. It is 
known that temperature- light have a collective impact on the 
heat requirements of the crops and air humidity-soil moisture 
have on necessary water requirement. This dependence has led 
to selection of fuzzy controller for optimizing the desired needs of 
the crops.  Two different sets of Multi-Input-Single Output (MISO) 
fuzzy controllers are designed to analyze data received by various 
sensors. Two fuzzy controllers are defined based on the tempera-
ture and light for crops: Wheat and Rice which are the input mem-
bership functions shown in  Figure 6, 7. Servo motor (considered 
as roof for a prototype) which rotates for a particular angle is the 
output membership function. Another fuzzy controller is defined 
based on the humidity and soil moisture requirement for both 
the crops which is the input membership functions and variation 
in pump is the output membership function. Since Humidity and 
Soil Moisture requirement for both the crops are almost same,  only 
one fuzzy controller is designed for both. The sensor values when 
taken as input membership functions are categorized under three 
labels: high, medium and low. The output membership functions 
are defined as open, close, and partially open. Table 1  specifies 
about the rules chosen to form  triangular membership function. 
Table 2 shows the parameters consider for cultivation of rice.

Table 1. Fuzzy rules for rice

# Temperature Light Servo motor

1 Low Low Open

2 Low Medium Open

3 Low High Open

4 Medium Low Open

5 Medium Medium Partially open

6 Medium High Close

7 High Low Partially open

8 High Medium Close

9 High High Close

Humidity Soil moisture Water pump

10 Low Low Open

11 Low Medium Open

12 Low High Open

13 Medium Low Open

14 Medium Medium Partially open

15 Medium High Close

16 High Low Partially open

17 High Medium Close

18 High High Close

Table 2. Parameter ranges for rice

Sensing 
parameter Low Medium High

Temperature 8-26ºC (cold) 25-35ºC 33-50ºC (hot)

Light 
0-1000 (dark) 800-1800

1500-2500 
(bright)

Humidity 
0-50 (dry) 40-75

70-100 
(humid)

Soil moisture 0-2 (dry) 1.5-3.5 3-5 (wet)
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Results and discussion

Data from four sensors like temperature, light, humidity and 
soil moisture sensors are displayed on the front panel of Lab-
VIEW. There is a knob to change the fuzzy algorithm for differ-
ent crops.  The data from temperature, light, soil moisture and 
humidity sensor are given to fuzzy controller which controls 
the roof opening through servo motor, and water pump speed.  
Figure 8 shows one set of measured values: when temperature 
is medium (25ºC) and light is low (10 micro-mols/s) which re-
sults in roof being opened completely (Duty cycle=1) to pro-
vide proper light energy for photosynthesis on the other side 

when humidity is medium (62 RH%) and soil moisture is high 
(4V) it results in the water pump speed being reduced com-
pletely (Duty cycle=0.9) which provides optimized use of water.

Figure 9-11 shows different position of roof being close, partial-
ly open, and open respectively so as to control the variations of 
temperature and light in the surrounding.  Figure 12 shows the 
connection of ZigBee to the sensors.

Conclusion

An Automatic Fuzzy Controller based Smart Agriculture Sys-
tem (AgriSys) is developed using NI myRIO. AgriSys mainly 

Figure 6. Fuzzy membership functions for rice

Figure 8. Front panel view of the proposed system interface

Figure 9. Laboratory setup showing closed roof

Figure 10. Model with roof partially openedFigure 7. Fuzzy membership functions for wheat
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looks at inputs, such as temperature, light, humidity and soil 
moisture. Fuzzy controller is very robust and it can be easily 
modified.  It can use multiple inputs and outputs sources. It 
is simple and very quick to implement. AgriSys can analyze 
an environment and intervene to maintain its adequacy. The 
system is easy to update and maintain over time and has an 
easy-to-upgrade bank of inference rules to control the ag-
ricultural environment. The system provides increased pro-
ductivity and instant interventions and is able to automati-
cally monitor the parameters and make necessary changes 
to the output. Incorporating Xbee makes it easier to send 
data to a remote place since the range of Xbee goes about 
more than 1000m.
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Introduction

The transmission channel noise is the most influential and important problem on the impecca-
ble data transmission on a communication system. Some error correction coding techniques 
are used according to the data size, activity field and the priority of the receiver to eliminate 
the effect of undesired channel noise. The coded data is transmitted to the receiver by decod-
ers after the decoding process. An effective decoder provides intact data transfer after passing 
through a noisy channel. Viterbi decoders (VD) are the systems based on the aforementioned 
principle and they are employed frequently in fields such as wireless communication systems, 
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) systems, satellite and space communication systems, 
Mobile Communication Systems (GSM).

A VD system is comprised of the VD and convolutional encoder which generates forward error 
correcting code of the convolutional codes. Operation of a convolutional encoder is based on 
the finite state machine (FSM).  Input message bits which provides states of encoder and state 
transitions could be expressed by using Trellis diagram.

Several approaches have been conducted for the digital system design of the Viterbi decoder, 
recently. These studies are focused mainly on the increasing the decoding speed [1-3], de-
creasing the hardware complexity for power efficient hardware design [4-14], changing the 
constraint length [8-10] and radix4 based digital architectures [15,16].

The designs which aim speeding up VD are carried out by transforming the serial architec-
ture of a conventional Add Compare Select Unit (ACSU) to parallel design with an increase 
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of the number of states of Trellis diagram. Implementation of 
an architecture which uses that kind of principle has provided 
that 33% speed up for decoder [1]. Although, this architectur-
al designs make possible the faster decoders, the power con-
sumption is also increased as a result of the increased hardware 
complexityat the same time.

The studies which trying to provide the power efficiency focuses 
basicly on the power save by decreasing the hardware complex-
ity. To reduce the hardware complexity, some researches have 
been done to use an algorithm which decreases the power con-
sumption while tracing back the path for decoding [6,9,10,12]. 
Moreover, some studies have been put forward to change the ar-
chitectural design of Survivor Path Memory Unit (SPMU) or ACSU 
[1,5-7,11,13,14] to decrease the usage of hardware resources.

The most successful approach for the power efficient design 
of the VD is defining a threshold value for ACSU. In this ap-
proach, the calculation load of decoder is reduced by avoiding 
the paths which have path metrics greater than the defined 
threshold value. This method is called T-algorithm and some 
design studies which use this algorithm have been put forward 
[11,13,14]. Decoder designs which based on this algorithm pro-
vides  savings from storage areas Path Metrics Unit (PMU)[6]. 
By using the designs employing this kind of approaches also 
reduces power consumption by on Xilinx XCV1000 device [7].

In this study, convolutional code which is a forward error cor-
rection code is obtained by coding the input message code at 
first. VD which operates according to hard decision method is 
designed to turn out this code into non coded form after trans-
mitting through a noisy channel before reaching at receiver. 
The initial decoder design is changed to power efficient form 
by some improvements. In this paper, improvement is the use 
of the T-algorithm. The power efficient decoder designed in 
this way has achieved 50% power saving in hardware based 
power consumption on Xilinx XC6SLX16 device.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pres-
ents encoder structure, state diagram and operation of convo-
lutional coder. The background of Viterbi algorithm and Trellis 
diagram are introduced for the suggested design in Section 2. 
In Section 3, the designed VD and in Section 4, the designed 
power efficient VD is proposed.The detailed implementation 
and comparisons results are given in the Section 5, and this pa-
per concludes in Section 6.

Viterbi Algorithm Background and Convolutional Encoder

A convolutional encoder is based on a finite state machine. The 
coded sequence is generated from the input information series 
depending on the current and previous messages. The encoder 
consists of one or more D flip flops and logic gates as shown in 
Figure 1. The information on the flip flops changes according 
to each input message and indicates the current state of the 
encoder.

A convolutional code is expressed as Cconv(n,k,K), where k is the 
length of the message bit; K, the length of the code bit; n, the con-
straint length, the memory of the encoder, and the depth of the 
code. It shows how many times each input bit is affected on output 
bit generation. The higher constraint length increases the power of 
the code but also increases the complexity of the encoder.

The k-bit message is collected according to modulo-2 summation, 
passing through the shift register which K-1 memory elements, and 
an -bit output code is generated. The convolutional encoder can be 
defined by the status table and the trellis diagram. The states are a 
production of the encoder’s shift register. The output code is a func-
tion of the message bit to be encoded and the current state.

The state diagram shows the output bits between time instants 
when an input message is encoded and the time instants when 
the other input message is encoded. The trellis diagram is a de-
scription of the state diagram.

Figure 1. Convolutional encoder

Figure 2. State diagram for the convolutional encoder
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The encoder shown in Figure 1 is expressed as Cconv(2,1,3). Ac-
cording to this expression, one bit message is encoded as two 
bits. Each input message comes to the first memory element of 
the shift register and the bits which is hold in the memory ele-
ments shift to the right one bit. Thus, the encoder pass the next 
state. The encoder starts the encoding process with zero state. 
The encoding continues until all the bits in the input message 
enter the encoder and the encoder returns to zero state again.

The state diagram for the encoder shown in Figure 1 is shown 
in Figure 2, and the state table for this state diagram is shown in 
Table 1. This table shows which state encoder pass according to 
the input message bit and what the exit code is in this moment.

Viterbi Algorithm
Viterbi Algorithm (VA) is based on the Maximum Likelihood 
(ML) algorithm in solving the convolutional codes. The ML ap-
proach finds the most similar way in the trellis diagram for the 
convolutional encoder. The most similar path is composed of 
getting together the most similar branches.

Viterbi Algorithm can be defined as the most appropriate algo-
rithm because of its success in reducing the error probability. 
The algorithm works by following the steps below. The related 
flowchart of the VA is given in Figure 3.

• The measures paths in the trellis diagram are calculated 
based on Euclidean Distance (ED) or Hamming Distance (HD).

• In ACSU, the shortest, or most similar path is selected for 
the code at each encoder output until the data transmis-
sion is complete. This path is memorized. These shortest 
paths are called survivor paths (SP).

• Encoded message against each branch of the selected SP 
is found by using an appropriate return algorithm.

Trellis diagram
Trellis diagram is generated from the state diagrams. Thanks to 
the trellis diagram, it is easy to see which output code the en-
coder produces when it moves from one state to another and 
which message comes to the encoder’s input.

If the constraint length of the encoder is K, the number of states 
in the trellis diagram is 2(K-1) [7].

Each branch in the trellis diagram carries some metrics that 
represent similarity between the encoded message and the re-
ceive message at this moment. According to HD, these values 
indicate how many bits are different between the recived code 
and the encoded one. Until the end of the diagram, branch 
metrics (BM) continue to be collect and thus path metrics (PM) 
occur. When the trellis diagram is completed, the path which 
have lowest PM among SPs that will ensure to decode correctly 
is chosen as the most similar path by VD.

Figure 4 shows the trellis diagram of the message sequence 
100011 is encoded by the encoder given in Figure 1. The code 
sequence of 11 01 11 00 11 10 10 11 is obtained from the out-
put of the encoder with this message sequence.

Figure 3. Flowchart of VA

Figure 4. Trellis diagram for the input message sequence “100011” 
of the encoder
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Trellis steps are continued by collecting the BMs until the en-
code process is finished. Thus, the PMs of all possible paths are 
calculated at the end of the trellis diagram. In Figure 5, four 
paths that can occur as SP when the trellis diagram is complet-
ed and their PMs are given. VD, in principle, chooses the route 
with a low PM. Here, the path with the metric of  will be se-
lected and the return algorithm will be applied over that path. 
Thus, the input code is approached to the highest level.

Assume that the code sequence 11 01 11 00  11 10 10 11  from the 
encoder output is detected as 11 01 11 00 01 10 10 11 by the de-
coder due to the noise in the channel. The 9th bit is misunderstood. 
As shown in Figure 6, because of the this bit error at the 9th bit, BM 
in the t5 clock cycle becomes 1, although the smallest total BM in 
the first four time periods is 0. Due to there are no erroneous bits 
when the trellis diagram is complete, this path’s PM will be 1. Com-
pared to other SPs, the path which have the smallest PM is still this 

path, so the decoder will go back over this path and decode the 
code 100011. Even though code receive wrong due to the noise in 
the channel the code is solved correctly thanks to VD.

Proposed Viterbi Decoder Architecture and Implementation

A Viterbi Decoder consists of four basic units as shown in Figure 7. 
Branch Metric, Add Compare Select, Path Metric, and Survivor Path 
Memory Unit. Other units different from these units are created by 
dividing these four basic units, and the design from the design may 
differ. But on the basis they do what these four units do. The designed 
VD units and connections between units are shown in Figure 8.

Branch metric unit
The first unit is called Branch Metric Unit. HD or ED can be used 
to calculate BMs according to the hard or soft decision method. 
If the decoder is designed according to soft decision method, 
ED are calculated. If it is designed according to hard decision 
method, HD are calculated. Although the soft decision decod-
er provides more information about the input message, the 
calculation complexity is more.The decoders designed for this 
study are working using hard decision method because it is 
aimed at power efficient design due to low complexity. The re-
ceived code is compared with the encoded values bit by bit for 
every clock pulse end the difference between them is assigned 
as BM. The BMs are sent to ACSU to be selected as survivors.

Figure 5. PMs of four possible paths for the input message se-
quence “100011” of the encoder

Figure 7. Basic units of VD

Figure 8. Structure of the designed VD

Figure 9. Butterfly structure of the ACSU [17]Figure 6. In the case of incorrect receiving, PMs of four possible 
path for the input message sequence “100011” of the encoder
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Add compare select unit
ACSU is the unit where current PMs and current BMs are collect-
ed, compared and the path with the smallest PMs is selected. 
BMs are collected by the PMs coming from the previous time 
interval in this unit. The new PMs generated after this process 
are compared and the paths with the smallest PM are selected 
as SPs and sent to the SPMU. In addition, PMs, including this 
time interval, go to PMU for new calculations.

Figure 9 shows butterfly structure of ACSU. When the decoder 
is in the state of i and j, it goes to p or q according to the in-
coming message to the encoder. The PMs in the state of i and 
j are expressed as  and . When BMs which are neces-
sary for transition to p and q state are added to these values, 
the PMs in the state of  p and q are formed and expressed as 

; are branch values that pass the state 
i and state j to state p and ; are branch values that 
pass the state i and state j to state q.

The addition process in acs unit is expressed by equations (1), 
(2), (3), (4) and the comparison process in acs unit is expressed 
by equations (5) and (6) [17].

 (1)

 (2)

 (3)
 (4)
 (5)
 

(6)

Path metric unit
PMU is the unit where path metrics are calculated at intend-
ed time. Path metrics of the SPs are updated in this unit and 
returned to ACSU to gather new BMs which come from next 
time interval. The calculations made within the units of the VD 
shown in Figure 8, including ACSU and PMU are shown in Fig-
ure 10.

Survivor path memory unit
SPMU is the unit where the SPs which are traced to decoded 
are stored.  In this work code is decoded by using TB method. 
The SPMU is needed for this method. The SPs are taken here in 
memory and the bits encoded per branch are decoded in the 
reverse order. The TB algorithm is applied on the lowest path 
of PM.

Proposed Power Efficient Viterbi Decoder Architecture and 
Implementation

The most common approach for a power-efficient VD is to 
reduce the computational and hardware complexity. In this 
study, with the comparator unit which added to the output of 
the BMU in the first designed decoder, some of the branches 
with large BM were eliminated and not involved in the calcula-
tion. Therefore, the first designed decoder is powerfully active 
according to a classical VD.

The decoder shown in Figure 11 is designed to make the designed 
decoder more power efficient. A threshold value for PMs has been 
defined, and the computational complexity of the decoder has 
been reduced by eliminating the paths that have PMs above this 
threshold value without comparison. Here, the choice of thresh-
old value is important. Although, a low selected threshold value 
will reduce the computational complexity at high rate, may lead 
to the elimination of the path to be decoded. This means that the 
decoder is far from its most basic aim and it can not solve the code 
correctly. For this reason, the selected threshold value should be 
at the optimum level to ensure that the decoder operates most 
efficiently, without incorrect decoding. The threshold selection 
should be emprical. It can be attempted to reduce the threshold 
value until the incorrectly decoded. In this study, according to the 
input message, the maximum value of the PM is 1. For this rea-
son, threshold is set to 0 which is the best value. Thus, paths with 

Figure 10. Operations in the ACSU and PMU of the designed VD

Figure 11. Structure of the designed power efficient VD

and
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erroneous decoding have been eliminated and only paths with 
zero distance to the encoded code are included in the calculation. 
In situations with large PMs, as the threshold value increases, the 
number of paths participating in the calculations and computa-
tional load of the decoder increases.

As shown in Figure 11, the power efficient VD has the same 
units as the decoder shown in Figure 8, except that ACSU and 

PMU are designed as a single unit. The calculations made in all 
units including ACSU and PMU are shown in Figure 12, and as 
seen here, the threshold value is defined in ACSU as the ‘thresh-
old’, starting from here to reduce the calculation load.

Results

The number of employed registers and number of look up tables 
exhibits the hardware complexity and area utilization, evidently 
for a design which is implemented on the FPGA environment. 
The more number of register and look up table means the more 
number of logical operations and logical block utilization. If the 
aim is to design of a power efficient architecture then the num-
ber of registers and look up tables should be reduced due to 
the hardware complexity. For this purpose, the power efficient 
VD is designed by defining a threshold value. The PM values are 
compared with the defined threshold without compared with 
each other and the paths which are on the threshold are elimi-
nated. In the power efficient design, the number of registers are 
reduced by  and the number of look up tables are reduced by 
. This reductions are provided by the reduction of the number 
of PM comparison operations as well as the memory usage for 

Figure 12. Operations in the ACSU and PMU of the power effi-
cient designed VD

Table 1. State table for the convolutional encoder

Input 
Message m

State (t) 
S1 S2

State (t+1) 
S1 S2 Code c1 Code c2

- 00 00 - -

0 00 00 0 0

1 00 10 1 1

0 01 00 1 1

1 01 10 0 0

0 10 01 0 1

1 10 11 1 0

0 11 01 1 0

1 11 11 0 1

Table 2. Viterbi decoder and power efficient Viterbi Decoder 
hardware utilization

Architectural 
design

Viterbi 
decoder

The power 
efficient viterbi

Hardware 
reduction

Number of 
registers 30 6 80%

Number of look up 
tables 253 110 57%

Number of GCLK 
(global clock) 1 1 -

Number of input/
output ports 4 4 -

Table 3. Viterbi decoder and power efficient Viterbi Decoder 
power consumption

Architec-
tural

design
Viterbi 

decoder
The power 

efficient viterbi
Power 

reduction

Logic block 0.004 0.002 50%

GCLK 253 110 -

(global clock) 0.005 0.005 -

Input/output port 0.002 0.002 -

Static device 0.020 0.020 -

Total on-chip 0.031 0.028 10%

Power 
consumption
[W]
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storing the comparison results, and the corresponding compar-
isons are given in the Table 2. In the power efficient VD design, 
the less number of logic blocks (LB) are used thus so, the power 
consumption resulting from the logic blocks is also less.

The power consumption analysis has been performed for the 
two FPGA implementations which are the VD and power ef-
ficient VD design. The power consumption of the VD design is 
0.031 Watt and the power consumption of the power efficient 
VD design is 0.028 Watt. 0.020 Watt power dissipation is constant 
for the both VD designs and is 0.005 Watt also consumed for the 
clock source. 0.002 Watt is consumed for the Input/Output (IO) 
ports. The power consumption values are given in the Table 3.

When viewed in terms of total power consumption, power 
saving  have correspond a value of 10% in the power-efficient 
decoder. This can be perceived as small value. But device based 
power consumption has been 64.5% of the total power con-
sumption of  VD and 71.4% of the total power consumption of 
the power efficient VD. And this static value can not be changed 
at all. Hence it is more meaningful to examine the power con-
sumption of the logic blocks shown in Table 3. Because in this 
study the contribution is provided on this part.

The difference between  the power consumption characteristics of 
two designs is resulted from the logic blocks. This result has been 
expected due to enhancements which are made on the  logic block 
utilization of two designs. The power consumption of the hardware 
resource employment of the VD design is 0.004 Watt, however the 
power consumption of that of the VD design is 0.002 Watt. There-
fore, the power consumption arising from the logic blocks has re-
duced by  for the power efficient VD design in this study.

Conclusions

Viterbi decoding is the best technique for decoding the convo-
lutional codes. Convolutional encoder with constraint length 3 
and code rate 1/2  and the decoder decoding this code has been 
designed and implemented and decoder has been developed as 
power efficient. The key consideration is to decrease the power dis-
sipation. In accordance with this purpose this paper has presented 
T-algorithm for power efficient management in VD. The ACSU con-
sumes most of the power. The hardware complexity of the decod-
er is reduced by defining an appropriate selected threshold value 
in the ACSU and a power efficient VD which has the same ability 
to decode successfully as the first designed decoder in this study is 
obtained. Power consumption on hardware has been reduced to 
half. The different modules are designed using Verilog HDL (Hard-
ware Description Language) and maped to Xilinx XC6SLX16 using 
Xilinx Integrated Software Environment (ISE).
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Introduction

Advanced evaluations in voice disorders are applied for diagnostic purposes in analysis labo-
ratories with analyzing devices. Depending on the features, the results provide feedback for 
experts and patients, both visually and audiologically. It can be quite restrictive that human 
voice specialists, called foniatrists, work with a limited number of features to be examined on 
the axis of voice, frequency and time domain. This leads to inability to diagnose patients cor-
rectly in some special cases without going through the detailed investigations.

Although higher digital technologies have recently been used in acoustic signal analysis, it is 
still important to obtain meaningful and useful information. In signal processing studies, voice 
pathologies and problems have recently begun to be more carefully scrutinized [1,2]. Since 
the sounds have dynamic and complex characteristics, especially when different language 
constructions are taken into consideration, the complexity is increased depending on these 
different notations and emotions. For these reasons, the need for reliable software and anal-
ysis methods is increasing day by day. Language analysis can be done with the help of these 
methods and software, the diversity of pathologies can be examined and techniques can be 
investigated. Today, scientists are spending a lot of time developing tools that use different 
characters and traits and can predict different voice pathologies.

In clinical voice studies, patients’ voice quality can be predicted by a sustained vocal phonetics 
or by mutual speaking. It is thought that sustainable vowels give useful results as they are 
avoided from linguistic artifacts and are observed to be sufficient in many sound estimations. 
Specialists examine whether or not it is possible for patients to maintain a sustainable vowel 
and their performances of voice analysis.

Voice quality analyzes can generally be performed in titles such as acoustics, aerodynam-
ics, endoscopy, and a percentage of the patients’ self-examination. It is observed that the 
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results of different methods are examined, in cases where 
the obtained results are uncertain [3]. It is shown from the 
literature that the acoustic properties of different features 
are evaluated together in the literature. Mostly preferred 
properties; fundamental frequency [4], jitter (frequency 
perturbation), shimmer (amplitude perturbation) [5-7], Har-
monics to Noise Ratio [8] and Mel frequency celpstral coeffi-
cients (MFCC) [9,10].

According to [11], in vocal tract pathology, voice impair-
ment is detected by interpreting the stimulation of the sig-
nal. It is observed that researchers devote a considerable 
amount of time to systems that can automatically calculate 
and group voice impairment with traditional diagnostic ap-
proaches. Some studies have shown that the correct diag-
nosis of the sound level increases the predictive accuracy of 
the noise impairment [1]. In addition to these studies, a uni-
versal method and approach is still not found for these kind 
of problems. Have obtained 100% accuracy with long-term 
average spectral properties, glottal noise measures and lin-
ear predictive modeling techniques [12]. Obtained 100% ac-
curacy for diagnosed pathologies and 96.1% for ambiguous 
pathological conditions [13]. Has obtained 89.3% accuracy 
for Asthenia disease with MFCC, HNR, NNE, GTNE and PCA 
[14]. In [15] studies, adaptive time-frequency transform, 
octave max, octave mean, energy ratio, length ratio and 
frequency ratio together with Linear Discriminant Analysis 
(LDA) were used as properties and pathological classifica-
tion was made.  They obtained the 93.4% accuracy classi-
fication results. Again only used MFCC and obtained 96% 
accuracy with the help of the neural network – multi layer 
perceptron [16].

There are some other studies available in the literature, trying 
to detect vocal disorders by using different classification meth-
ods. For instance, [14] has helped to extract useful features. 
In their study, have shown that parameter reduction affects 
speech robustness in inner classificatios [17].

In some studies, acoustic signals and vocal cord images were 
combined for more precise analysis. Kymography and high-

speed digital videoendoscopy (HSV) has played a major role 
in classifiying pathological disorders for clinicians [18]. In ad-
dition, [19], in their study, examined the correlation between 
the vocal cord vibration of the system and acoustic analysis of 
the voice.

Calculated the root mean square, delay spread and stan-
dard deviation of the voice signal. In the study, they have 
considered two situations; having disorders or not [11]. 
Additionally, 4 polyptical and 8 healthy person’s wovel 
/ a / or / i / were examined. Depending on the method, 
False alarm rate %0 and true negative 25% were calcu-
lated.

Some studies have used the Empirical mode decomposition 
(EMD) method to classify voice pathology. It was used by [20] 
at EMD Chemical plant controls. Could be classify into classes 
according to their pathology by using Maximum power spec-
tral density of the intrinsic mode function as a feature [21]. For 
this operation used K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) as a classifier. 
With the results of this process, they obtained 95.7% accuracy 
results.

In this study, fewer features were used than in previous 
studies, and features were calculated after voice modeling. 
In the aim of the study, classification of patients with 4 dif-
ferent pathologies was performed by using nonlinear, and 
linear time, frequency features with the help of the SVMs 
as a classifier. First, the sounds were recorded at specific 
phonetic intervals, then the LPC and MFCC coefficients 
were calculated and the voices were modeled with these 
coefficients. So, the modeled signals’ features were then 
extracted, and pathological classification was performed 
with the SVMs depending on the characteristic values of 
the features. The flow chart of the events are given in Fig-
ure 1. 

The study continuous as follows: second part is materials and 
methods, third part is results and discussions, and fourth part 
is conclusions.

Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed detection system

Vocal fold cystSulcus vocalisVocal fold polyp

Classification (SVMs)

Feature extraction

Recording

Normal (healthy)
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Materials and Method

Database
In this study, voice recordings were made through a dynamic 
one-way microphone (Shure SM58). EMU-Tracker Pre was pre-
ferred as the recording interface. The reason for this preference 
is that the recorded data can be used later in other programs. 
Recording was done in a sufficiently quiet room with a back-
ground noise of 45-60 dB. The sampling frequency of the re-
corded data is 44100 Hz and is in single channel PCM format 
with 16 bit resolution.

The sound data is recorded in different settings. A record of 
10 seconds is executed for wovel / a /, and also, a paragraph 
is read about this time period. Many studies in the literature 
use this vowel because of the stationary acoustic features of / 
a /. 120 patients were examined in this study. The details of the 
patients are given in Table 1.

With the software developed for the study, the features of the 
sounds can be extracted and can be divided into sub classes 
depending on the features.

Methodology
In this study, differently from the previous ones, the sounds 
were modeled before the feature extraction using two differ-
ent models; linear predictive coding (LPC) and Mel frequency 
cepstral coefficients (MFCC). The modelling process was carried 
out in three stages as given in Figure 2.

In the scope of the study, two different coefficient types were 
taken as basis for modeling of signals. LPC and MFCC coef-
ficients of the signals were calculated after the preliminary 
steps were completed. The sound data is re-modeled with the 
calculated coefficients, and so the recorded speech is divided 
into two different signal types, clean and residual signals. In 
the aimed study, it was investigated whether some informa-
tion was extracted from the signals obtained from the mod-
els.

Preprocessing
The modeling of the sounds and the calculation of the attri-
butes from the modeled data are performed after some pre-
processing. First, the audio data is automatically divided into 
sub-segments at specific lengths. Discretized signal is shown in 
the low-order linear difference model for use in the preprocess-
ing steps as follows:

ŝ(n) = s(n)−αs(n−1)  (1)

In this study, it is stated that it is appropriate to take α  around 
0.95 [17]. It is also assumed in this study that the characteris-
tics of the voice data change slowly in time. In the scope of the 
study, the discrete M samples were taken and the sound win-
dows with N samples were shown as follows;

 (2)

Figure 2. Flow chart of the modeled signal and residual signals from LPC and MFCC coefficients.

Modeled signal obtained 
from LPC Coeff.  Feature 

Extraction, (# of Features)

Residual signal Residual signal 

(Preproc. signal) - (Modeled signal obtained from  
MFCC Coeff) = (Residual signal)

(Preproc. signal) - (Modeled signal obtained from LPC Coeff) 
= (Residual signal)

MFCC Coeff. estimation LPC Coeff. estimation

Preprocessing

Speech samples

Modeled signal obtained 
from MFCC Coeff. Feature 
Extraction, (# of Features)

Table 1. Patient database knowledge

Pathology Total Women Men

Vocal fold polyp 30 18 12

Vocal fold cyst 34 18 16

Sulcus vocalis 24 14 10

Normal (Healthy) 34 12 22
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The purpose in the framing is to block the interruption of fea-
ture characteristics in the signal. Hamming windowing method 
is preferred for study by taking samples from similar studies. 
The window w(n)  is defined in interval 0 ≤ n ≤ N −1 , so the 
windowed signal is given as

xl (n) = xl (n)w(n) 0 ≤ n ≤ N −1  (3)

Hamming windowing methods for this study is given as

w(n) = 0.54− 0.46cos 2πn
N −1

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
0 ≤ n ≤ N −1  (4)

Linear Predictive Coding (LPC)
Linear predictive coding is one of the most important analysis 
techniques [22]. In particular, it has become a superior method 
for estimating audio parameters such as pitch, formant, spectrum, 
and vocal tract, when speech signals are stored and transmitted. 
The main ability of LPC is to be able to obtain a sound sample by 
linear combination from previous sound samples [22]. The sound 
data given at time n is expressed in linear form with p coefficients:

s(n) ≈ a1s(n−1)+ a2s(n− 2)+ ...+ aps(n− p)  (5)

where a1 a2 ... ap denotes the parameter coefficients 
of the LPC. Once the autocorrelation of the window frames 
is established, these coefficients are obtained by the Levin-
son-Durbin method [23]. The signal modeled from the ob-
tained coefficients is now cleaned from the recorded speech 
voice thanks to the coefficients.

Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC)
The spectral coefficients of the windowed frames after the pre-
processing are calculated using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). 
In here, FFT gives the information of the amount of energy of 
each frequency band of the signal. The calculation of MFCC de-
pending on the this procedure is given in Figure 3;

Human ears are not sensitive enough to detect sounds below 
1000Hz [24]. Owing to these information, MFCC coefficient es-
timation is realized.  Mel scaling frequency mapping isshown 
as linear below 1000Hz, logarithmic above 1000Hz [24]. Thus, 
at low frequencies, the corner and center frequencies are linear 
and logarithmic at high frequencies. Figure 4 gives information 
about this process.

Mel scaling is given in (6),

Mel( f ) = 2595log10 1+
f
700

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟  (6)

When this process occurs, the coefficients of each short time 
Fourier Transform (FT) are multiplied by the corresponding fil-
ter gain. So, the total is obtained by this process. Thus, DCT is 
applied to the log of Mel cesptral coefficients, so that MFCC is 
obtained.

Chaotic Model of  System
The phase space must first be calculated before the chaotic mod-
el of a system can be obtained. According to Takens [25], if the 
size of the embedded dimension is chosen as large, the phase 
space of the time series can be constructed. One of the best tech-
niques for the constructing phase space is the delay method.

An unknown dynamic system is defined as a time series s(t) . In 
this case, the m-dimensional %s(t)  vector is obtained from the 
time delay of s(t) .

%s(t) = s(t), s(t +τ ), ... s(t + (m−1)τ )⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦  (7)

where τ and m represent the time delay and embedded dimen-
sion. These values are not known in practice and are calculated. 
In the study, it was observed that depending on the voice pa-
thologies, the voice data have different characteristics, result-
ing in the reconstruction of phase space. The pathology related 
phase space representation is given in Figure 5.

When the figure 5 is examined, it is observed that the phase 
spaces obtained from the voices of the pathological signals 
also have different views.

Feature Extraction
In the study, features that can be evaluated in different charac-
teristics, such as linear and nonlinear, were extracted. In here, 
before the features extraction, the voice signals were separated 
into frames, which were then used to calculate the features. In 

Figure 3. Flowchart of the MFCC coefficient estimations.

Mel Scale 
filtering

Log

FFT

Discrete cosine 
transform

Preprocessing

MFCC

Figure 4. Mel Scale Filter Bank.
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this study, jitter, shimmer, skewness, kurtosis, entropy, and larg-
est Lyapunov exponents (LLEs) were calculated.

Jitter
Jitter is known as the average approximate difference in divid-
ed time between consecutive periods [5-7].

 (8)

Where, Ti  is the period length of the F0  and N is the number 
of period of F0  [5].

Shimmer
Shimmer is defined as the average approximate difference be-
tween the amplitudes of successive periods [5,6].

 (9)

where, Ai  represents the amplitude of the peak to peak, and N 
is number of the extracted fundamental frequency F0 .

Skewness and Kurtosis
The skewness of any variable or signal  is defined as the 
standardized third moment of this signals [26].

 (10)

where, E[.] represents the expected operator,  represents av-
erage, and  represents standard deviation.

The kurtosis of any variable or signals  is defined as the 
standardized fourth moment of the signals [27]. The kurtosis 
is given as,

 (11)

Entropy
Entropy, the probability distribution of a random variable or 
signal , or a level of uncertainty [28]. Shannon has defined 
the definition of entropy as the uncertainty of a probabilistic 
distribution [28]. Shannon has proposed a method, which is a 
self-knowledge, has a logarithmic function, the values between 
0 and 1. If the relational probability of the events is defined as 

. Then, self probability ,

 (12)

Entropy is derived as the weights of n number of self-informa-
tion values.

 (13)

Largest Lyapunov Exponent (LLE)
Dynamic systems have characteristic exponents that deter-
mine the precision of the initial conditions. Attractors deter-
mine the convergence, the measure of the average ratio, or the 
divergence of the trajectory. According to Rosenstein [29], after 
the time delay vectors are reconstructed, the closest negihbour 
of the state in the phase space orbital is searched. The nearest 
neighbor pairs by LLEs in a given position are expressed by the 
divergence formula,

 (14)

where, jC   represents the initial separation, Δt  represents the 
sampling period, and d j (i)  represents the nearest neighbour 
of the jth pairs. After taking the logarithm of the two sides,

 (15)

The LLEs are calculated as follows for the voice signals;

 (16)

where, ....   represents the average of the j values.

MultiClass Support Vector Machines (M-SVMs)
M-SVMs can be used in many different areas [30]. In the first 
stage, two different sets of data were used to separate each 
other under certain conditions. This process was done via 
binary SVMs. Later, it is also being used in multiple classifica-
tion operations. According to Vapnik [30], if having training 
data ( ) and can transform 
it into a higher dimensional space, the feature space will be 

.

Figure 5. Phase space of the Cyst (a), Normal Person (b), Polyp (c), 
Sulcus (d) modeled signals.
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 (17)

Here, (w, b) defines a linear classifier in the features space. For 
forming two classes, SVMs force positive samples to +1 de-
nominator and negative samples force -1 denominator lower. If 
these samples do not fulfill this condition, and if needing zero 
in the formulation, then there is a forcing/punishment in the 
objective function.

In (17), the included norm of w, checks whether margin is the 
maximum. The objective of  is to check the number of mis-
classified samples. When optimization is applied to solving the 
problem, there is a degradation between the classes due to un-
even density of feature space clusters. In multiple SVMs, binary 
SVMs use different weight vectors and bias is applied for each 
class ( ). Classifier function of SVMs,

 (18)

If equation(18) applies for each class,

 (19)

where, j
ix  represents the ith samples of the jth class, jn  also 

represents the number of samples of training data. We have 
focused our study on non-linearly separable problems. To ex-
tend this simple model to solve non-linear separable problems, 
researchers have developed kernel based methods. This type 
of methods apply  mapping functions on the input features 
and carry them into a very high dimension space and then 
construct a hyperplane in that feature space. The properties of 
the feature space depend on the kernel functions of the SVMs. 
The generally used kernel functions are polynomial, Radial Ba-
sis Function (RBF), and sigmoidal functions. To find out more 
about kernel functions and implementation of SVMs, the read-
er is referred to [30,31].

Results and Discussion

In this work, the preprocessing step has been carried out since 
the recording of the sound data. After the preprocessing, the 
recorded data are modeled by calculating LPC and MFCC co-
efficients. The modeled signals were first separated into sub-
frames, then the characteristics of each frame were extracted 
and pathological classification was made depending on these 

features. When classification was performed, 30% of the data 
were randomly selected as test and 70% were randomly select-
ed as training data.

The signals modeled from the coefficients are called clean data 
and are removed from the recorded data to generate the resid-
ual data. Thus, the main audio data is composed of two signal 
components, clean and residual. The signals split in two are an-
alyzed in two dimensions. First, features extraction of the sig-
nals is performed. Features spaces of the clean signals owing to 
the different coefficients are given in Figure 6.

Figure 6 shows the spatial distribution of pathological data us-
ing 3 different features. When the entropy data obtained from 
the MFCC coefficients are analyzed, it is observed that the nor-
mal person and the patohological diagnosed person data can 
be distinguished from each other seriously. In the model based 
on LPC coefficients, this separation can be observed more 
clearly. Especially when the results of entropy, jitter and shim-
mer are examined, it is observed that the data can be separated 
from one another. Owing to the Student-T test results, the asso-
ciation of pathological and normal people with these traits can 
be distinguished, giving the following results.

When Table 2 is examined, it is observed that the signal ob-
tained from the LPC-based model gives more meaningful re-
sults than the signal obtained from the MFCC-based model. 
The model features formed by LPC coefficients are seen from 
the results that pathological and normal person data can be 
separated from each other. Among the features, LLE is deter-
mined from the results that it does not give meaningful results 
in the analysis and separation of the data of pathological and 
normal person data. When the characteristics of the signals ob-
tained from the MFCC coefficients are examined, it is observed 
that only the Shannon entropy feature values have distinctive 
meanings obtained from normal and pathological data.

Figure 7 shows histogram curves of voices based on feature 
values. By looking at the Figure 7, especially the entropy val-
ues, it can be said that their distributions are approximately 
separated from each other. This has also improved the sense of 
classification accuracy.

On the graph of entropy and skewness histogram, it is ob-
served that the values are approximately separated from each 
other. Kurtosis, shimmer, and jitter, there is no clear separation. 
However, there is a small discrimination in the LLE values. When 
we use all the features together for the classifier, the differences 
are significant for the classifier.

BoxPlot graphs based on the values of the features are shown 
in Figure 8. Figure 8, information about the property-specific 
distribution of pathological and healthy people. Again, based 
on previous findings, similar results were obtained on the basis 
of the evaluations. In entropy values, it differs from the normal 
and pathological patients in distinguishing qualities. Is is ob-
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served from the Figure 8 that while skewness and kurtosis are 
not determinant for cystic pathology, entropy, LLE and shim-
mer values are determinant. For sulcus pathologies, shimmer is 
the most defining feature.

Classifier Results
In the scope of the study, SVMs with multiple classification fea-
tures were preferred. Especially in multiple classifications, the 
ability of SVMs to be high is the reason for selecting the classifi-
cation and training accuracy in the same conditions to be high 
compared to some other classifiers [32]. 

Throughout this paper, it is carried out experiments using the 
one-against-all SVMs design scheme. Given a five-class prob-
lem, there are five binary SVMs and each is trained to separate 
one class of samples, which are positive in the experiments dif-
ferent than the others. The decision is made according to the 
maximal output among these binary classifiers [30]. It has been 
conducted the experiments using SVMs tool, which efficiently 
handles large-scale SVMs learning problems [33].

Gaussian kernel as kernel and 1e-5 as lambda value are select-
ed. In case of experimental studies, the obtained experimental 

Figure 6. Features spaces of the pathological signals
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Table 2. Student-t Test results

Separation Group LPC coeff. Based model signal MFCC coeff. Based model signal

Jitter

N-P 0.005987885 0.651831

N-S 7.43402E-07 0.248628

N-C 0.000549804 0.159287

Entropy

N-P 0.0165838 0.006515

N-S 2.27914E-06 0.01639

N-C 0.007125662 0.033019

Kurtosis

N-P 0.545246 0.073383

N-S 0.589144 0.189005

N-C 0.587493 0.465145

Shimmer

N-P 0.005434 0.182185

N-S 0.000626 0.122752

N-C 0.021906 0.002425

Skewness

N-P 0.368412 0.945534

N-S 0.001053 0.250572

N-C 0.082233 0.349198

LLE

N-P 0.593211 0.173884

N-S 0.839202 0.210503

N-C 0.583968 0.433694

Figure 7. Histogram of the feature values
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results have been compared with the other kernel functions 
(polynomial and sigmoid functions). However, the best (maxi-
mum classification results) results have been obtained with the 
Gaussian RBF. Classification results are given in Figure 8.

Entropy values play a critical role when looking at the classi-
fication results. Effect on the results of all classification, and 
other features, together with significant results. Entropy as 
well as the jitter that contributed most to the accuracy of the 
classification. It is observed from the results that the LLE is the 
least contribution feature. It can be seen from the student-t 
test the reason why we have to reach this results already. The 
effects that multiple features have added to the classifier are 
still observed on the Table 3. It can be seen from the Table 3 
that each feature increased the classification accuracy of the 
test data results. Previous studies on the pathologic classifi-
cation of voice data and a comparison of our study are given 
in Table 4.

When Table 4 is examined, it seems that working has some 
advantages. The number of features is reduced first. The 
process complexity is reduced and the system speed is in-
creased. Especially in lesser numbers of reatures, the accu-
racy rate seems to be increased. On this count, the need for 
less data storage arises. In addition, chaotic analysis of the 
sounds was performed as a result of the operation of the 
proposed model. As well as pathological classification based 
on the characteristics of the data was performed. Thus, the 
study shows that pathological data can be separated less 
number of features.

Conclusions

In this paper, we showed multi-class SVMs whether can clas-
sify the pathological and normal voices into sub classes. It is 
concluded from the experimental results that multi-class SVMs 
provide good performance for classification of these voice data 

Figure 8. Boxplot graphs of the features
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Figure 9. M-SVMs classification results depending on the related features

Table 3. M-SVMs classification results for the features
Features Data (%)

Entropy-Kurtosis
Training 100.00

Test 93.45

Entropy-Jitter
Training 85.76

Test 80.79

Entropy-Shimmer
Training 77.89

Test 70.56

Entropy-Skewness
Training 72.67

Test 66.60

Entropy-LLE
Training 78.87

Test 67.00

Entropy-Kurtosis-Jitter
Training 100.00

Test 94.57

Entropy-Kurtosis-Jitter-Shimmer
Training 100.00

Test 96.60

Entropy-Kurtosis-Jitter-Shimmer-Skewness
Training 100.00

Test 97.05

Entropy-Kurtosis-Jitter-Shimmer-Skewness-LLE
Training 100.00

Test 97.20

10 features
Training 100.00

Test 99.56
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depending on used the features. For one-against-all SVMs, we 
proved that in associated with LLE, entropy, skewness, kurtosis, 
shimmer, jitter and LPC, MFCC based model coefficients, the 
SVMs classification performance is very good. Using the ten 
features, the accuracy rate of training data is 100 % for optimal 
C values and chossing Gaussian kernel, however, estimated ac-
curacy rate for testing data is 99.56 %.  

From the previous studies, [34-38] that showed that the re-
lated voices could be classified into normal / pathological as 
depending on sounds’ characteristic features. On the other 
hand, their used classifier and methods, in [34] as accuracy rate 
98.3%, in [35] as accuracy rate 97.01%, in [36] as accuracy rate 
100%, in [37] as accuracy rate 94.26%, and in [38] as accuracy 
rate 98.23%. However, in this study we not only have increased 
accuracy rate of correct class for pathological and normal clas-
sification, but also are able to classify the related voices as four 
different classes, which are important for diagnosying speech 
voice’ analysis. Additionally, with less number of features, ob-
taining the accuracy rate. So, the database storage could be 
reduced, not only processing complexity has gone to reduce, 
but also system performance being increased.

Additionally, we can easily see that gaussian RBF kernel pro-
vides good performance for classifying data. Finally, we 
demonstrated by computer experiment that multi-class SVMs 
can provide good result and can detect normal, voice sound 
segments. 
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Introduction

Electrical signal disturbance detection is of significant importance in electrical networks. The 
disturbances in signal quality may threat electrical devices which are vulnerable to these dis-
turbances such as harmonics, sags, high frequency discharges [1] etc. There are various studies 
have been conducted for detection of these disturbances recently [2-5].

Most of the disturbances exhibit non-linear signal waveforms and oscillations. For this pur-
pose, time-series signal analysis and frequency spectrum investigations are required for prop-
er analysis. To improve the performance of the proposed techniques, time series decomposi-
tion has been investigated for detecting the oscillations [6-7]. Investigated signals (especially 
proposed HV discharges) may display time varying characteristics where adaptive time series 
decomposition is quite effective tool and required. In this study, a comparative research of em-
pirical mode decomposition (EMD) and variational mode decomposition (VMD) is conducted.

As an efficient decomposition method, EMD has been introduced for non-linear signals (espe-
cially signals with non-stationary characteristics) [8]. EMD is used for effective decomposing of 
original time-series signal into signal components, which are called intrinsic mode functions 
(IMFs). Most of the EMD applications contain non-linear time series signal denoising approach-
es [9-13]. Due to the limitations of EMD, the improper (mode mixing error) IMFs or redundant 
IMFs can be obtained where the reconstruction of original signal could be challenging task [8].

Variational mode decomposition is a robust and recently introduced non-recursive adaptive time 
series decomposition method [14]. Unlike EMD, the VMD is computed in frequency domain by 
updating center frequencies for each mode, which is namely variational computation. In VMD, in-
vestigated signal is transformed into a few modes, in which these modes are updated by using 
Wiener filter. By the aid of the filter, VMD is not prone to background noise [14]. VMD has numerous 
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ABSTRACT

Signal quality is the key issue for maintaining effective power transmission in electrical networks. In most cases, a high voltage (HV) is transmitted in 
power systems to decrease power loss. Power quality disturbances are monitored by observing the noise degradation of HV signals. Increased oscillations 
and high-frequency components of power signals exhibit nonstationary signal characteristics. In this study, a comparative analysis of empirical mode 
decomposition (EMD) and variational mode decomposition (VMD) was conducted on noisy discharge signals. These techniques were used for adaptive 
signal decomposition in the time domain, facilitating the evaluation of deeper characteristics of the investigated signal. The HV discharges were obtained 
using 0.4/40 kV and 8 kVA transformers in a laboratory, and all the current and voltage signal waveforms were recorded using high-frequency current and 
high-voltage probes. The results demonstrate distinct calculations of EMD and VMD techniques in terms of signal decomposition and extracting intrinsic 
mode functions (IMFs), which define low- and high-frequency components.
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applications in literature such as biomedical signals, power sig-
nals, speech signals and mechanical systems signals [15-19] etc.

In order to investigate highly oscillated HV discharge signals 
a single-phase transformer with 0.4kV/40kV, 50Hz, 8kVA rat-
ed values is employed. During the tests, voltage signals and 
current signals are obtained and analyzed. Voltage signals are 
measured via capacitive HV probe (2000:1) and current read-
ings are measured high frequency sensitive current probe. All 
the signal waveforms recorded via high-speed oscilloscope. Af-
ter adaptive time series decomposition of voltage and current 
signals, the IMFs are obtained and analyzed for the compari-
son. Each IMFs cross correlation coefficients with investigated 
decomposed time series signal are computed.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the test setup 
and employed equipment is introduced. In section 3 and sec-
tion 4 the mathematical background of EMD and VMD meth-
ods are presented respectively. In section 5, the test results are 
provided. Finally, in section 6, the conclusion is given.

Test Setup

High voltage discharge signals are collected by using test set-
up, which is given in Figure 1. The discharge signal is generated 
approximately at 5.5kV. In the setup, transformer’s secondary 
winding is open circuited and secondary voltage and discharge 
currents are recorded. In order to utilize all the aspects of the 
discharge current signal (evaluate all the frequency compo-

nents) the current probe is employed. The current probe is 
capable of measuring frequency components up to 30MHz.  
Capacitive HV probe (2000:1 turn ratio) is used for measuring 
voltage of the transformer.

The block diagram of the test setup is given in Figure 2. In order 
to eliminate time delay between voltage and current record-
ings an equal length data cables are used to connect high-
speed oscilloscope and probes. 

Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD)

Empirical mode decomposition method is a novel method for 
decomposing nonlinear, multicomponent time series signals 
iteratively [8]. The decomposed time series functions (modes) 
are called IMFs, which exhibit instantaneous frequency and 
amplitude characteristics processed by Hilbert transform. The 
EMD algorithm is computed by experimental concept (empiri-
cal) rather than analytical calculations [20,21].

According to the EMD criterions, the IMFs should satisfy two 
limitations: (a) the number of extrema (over-shoot and un-
der-shoot) and the number of zero crossing of the signal must 
be equal or they might be different at most by one; and (b) the 
average of the upper and lower envelope which is defined by 
the local extrema points should be zero everywhere. The local 
average is zero for each point [8]. 

EMD process is the iterative method, which is computed sys-
tematically. Initially the local extrema points are computed 
for a given time series signal x(t). The envelope signals of local 
minima (emin(t)) and local maxima(emax(t)) are obtained. The next 
step is to calculate local average [9-10]: 

m t( ) = emin t( )+ emax t( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ / 2  (1)

The IMFs are calculated recursively (by the i parameter) by us-
ing local average.

ci t( ) = x t( )−m t( )  (2)

The IMF function is checked for whether calculated IMF is valid 
according to the criterions mentioned previously. If IMF is not 
valid, the iterative process is repeated [8,18]. If IMF is valid then 
IMF is set to z1(t)=ci(t).

Figure 1. Test Setup

Figure 2. Block Diagram of Test Setup
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x1 t( ) = x t( )− z1 t( )  (3)

This iteration is repeated for i=1….n where signal decomposi-
tion is completed and IMFs are generated.

Variational Mode Decomposition (VMD)

Variational Mode Decomposition is a robust process, which 
decomposes the given signal into different signal waveforms 
(modes). These modes are characterized by their center fre-
quencies [14]. As a variational approach, the modes (ck) are 
evaluated for k values where sum of each mode (IMF) is equal 
to the given time series signal x(t). Hilbert transform is conduct-
ed for obtaining frequency spectrum for each mode [14].

σ (t)+ j
π t

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
ck (t)  (4)

By using computed center frequency, spectrum shifting is ful-
filled for each mode where wk is the center frequency.
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By definition the constrained variational evaluation for the giv-
en signal x(t) is the described as:
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where ck=c1,c2….ck and wk=w1,w2….wk are given. In order to 
solve variational problem the Lagrangian multipliers are used. 
In the given solution, a quadratic penalty term α and a Lagrang-
ian multiplier (dual ascent)  λ are used to solve unconstrained 
problem [14-15], [18].

L ck ,wk ,λ( ) =α ∂t σ (t)+ j
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As an initial step, VMD process is employed for calculation of 
ck

1, wk
1 and λ1, which are updated (ck

n+1, wk
n+1 and λn+1) for fur-

ther orders (n) in upcoming steps. The further calculations are 
conducted in frequency domain where parameters in frequen-
cy domain are given by ^ [18]. 
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The analyzed signal is decomposed into modes (ck) by employ-
ing center frequencies (wk) [14].

wk
n+1 =

w c
∧

k w( )
2

dw
0
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∫

c
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2

dw
0

∞

∫
 (9)

According to the VMD algorithm, each mode is updated in the 
frequency domain and the center frequencies are re-calculated 
for each iteration. 

Test Results

HV discharges are recorded and investigated via high-speed 
oscilloscope. High frequency discharges are observed on volt-
age and current waveforms. The voltage signal of the trans-
former secondary is given in Figure 3.

The corresponding current signal of the transformer secondary 
is given in Figure 4.

HV discharges tend to produce harmonic components with 
high frequencies. In order to analyze frequency spectrum 
fast Fourier transform (FFT) of discharge signals are ob-
tained. The frequency spectrum of voltage signal is given in 
Figure 5.

The frequency spectrum of current signal is given in Figure 6. 
Both voltage and current signals exhibit higher harmonics.

Figure 3. Voltage signal of transformer

Figure 4. Current signal of transformer
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The time series current and voltage signals are analyzed 
by using EMD and VMD algorithms and IMFs are obtained. 
Decomposed modes are interpreted for comparison pur-
poses.

EMD analysis
The non-linear signals contain higher harmonics where signal 
decomposition may reveal signal characteristics. In this study, 
EMD method is employed for time series analysis. The decom-
posed IMFs of EMD algorithm for voltage signal are given in 
Figure 7.

All the modes (IMFs) are expected to exhibit investigated signal 
characteristics in small scale. The decomposed IMFs of EMD al-
gorithm for current signal are given in Figure 8.

Each IMF (mode) is given sequentially where IMFS are lined up ac-
cording to their frequencies from high to low frequency modes. By 
definition, summation of all IMFs should generate original time series 
signal. In order to compare the produced IMFs and the correlation of 
the original signal, the cross correlation coefficients are calculated. 
To facilitate comparison between IMFs, cross-correlation coefficient 
analysis is quite effective tool [22]. The cross correlation coefficients of 
IMFs and original signals for EMD algorithm is given in Table 1. 

The IMFs (intrinsic mode functions from first to fourteenth) are 
decomposed sequentially from high frequency based mode to 
low frequency based mode as mentioned. Considering current 
signal, high center frequency modes have higher correlation 
coefficients. However, voltage signal exhibit distributed char-
acteristics in terms of mode coefficients.

Figure 5. Frequency spectrum of voltage signal Figure 7. Decompositions of EMD on voltage signal

Figure 6. Frequency spectrum of current signal Figure 8. Decompositions of EMD on current signal
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VMD Analysis
Unlike EMD, VMD have a few modes to reconstruct original 
non-linear signal. In this study, only there decomposed mode 
(IMF) is considered. The decomposed IMFs of VMD algorithm 
for voltage signal are given in Figure 9.

VMD is more efficient method than the EMD algorithm, since it 
is capable of decomposing given signal into lesser modes with 
non-recursive iteration. The decomposed IMFs of VMD algo-
rithm for current signal are given in Figure 10.

The cross correlation coefficients are calculated by employing 
VMD algorithm for comparison purposes.  The cross correlation 
coefficients of IMFs (intrinsic mode functions from first to third) 
and original signals for VMD algorithm is given in Table 2.

The correlation coefficients especially current signal coefficients 
are significantly displaying signal characteristic since they have 
higher coefficients. Additional modes have similar coefficients 
with the first three modes and hence proposed three VMD modes 
are assumed to be adequate. VMD algorithm can analyze charac-
teristics of discharges with a few modes in contrast to EMD algo-
rithm. Besides results have revealed that current characteristics of 
discharge signals are distinctive in terms of mode decomposition.

Conclusions

It is a quite challenging task to quantify non-linearity of dis-
charge signals in electrical networks. Decomposing non-linear 
signals based on their distributed signal frequency components 
is an efficient technique to quantify non-linearity of a discharge 
signal. For this purpose, EMD and recently introduced VMD al-
gorithms are employed to investigate HV discharge signals. A 
comparative study of EMD and VMD on non-linear HV discharge 
signals is conducted and modes (IMFs) are decomposed in time 
domain. In order to analyze obtained modes, cross correlation 
coefficients are computed and investigated. According to the 

Table 1. The cross correlation coefficients of IMFs and 
original signals for EMD algorithm

IMF

The correlation 
coefficients for 
current signal

The correlation 
coefficients for 
voltage signal

IMF1 0.470 0.195

IMF2 0.280 0.142

IMF3 0.208 0.174

IMF4 0.188 0.075

IMF5 0.153 0.116

IMF6 0.062 0.164

IMF7 0.085 0.233

IMF8 0.130 0.302

IMF9 0.144 0.209

IMF10 0.135 0.223

IMF11 0.191 0.303

IMF12 0.007 0.423

IMF13 0.017 0.025

IMF14 0.027 0.006

Table 2. The cross correlation coefficients of IMFs and 
original signals for VMD algorithm

IMF

The correlation 
coefficients for 
current signal

The correlation 
coefficients for 
voltage signal

IMF1 0.420 0.195

IMF2 0.458 0.142

IMF3 0.481 0.174

Figure 9. Decompositions of VMD on voltage signal

Figure 10. Decompositions of VMD on current signal
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results, distinctive coefficients are observed on EMD and VMD 
algorithms for noisy signals. Especially current modes have high-
er correlation with the given noisy current signals. Besides VMD 
can reveal signal modes with a few decompositions rather than 
EMD algorithm. The proposed algorithms are capable of on-line 
monitoring of non-linear signal modes in time domain. By using 
these algorithms (especially VMD algorithm) an efficient detec-
tion of system signals with discharges is plausible.
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Introduction

Impulse voltages are required in high voltage tests for basic investigations of stresses and 
breakdown in extreme stresses. This is a polar pulse of total short duration with a short rise 
time and longer fall time [1-3]. According to standards IEC 60060-1 and 60060-2, high voltage 
impulse tests ranging from several kV to MV are the foreground for electromechanical prod-
ucts to observe and investigate the breakdown mechanism of materials under high voltage 
and to determine compliance with international standards. Impulse voltages are measured by 
voltage dividers and peak voltmeters. At the measurement with voltage dividers, voltage di-
viders must be connected parallel to the unit during test. Since the voltage value is low, small 
peak impulse voltages can be measured without using a voltage divider. Impulse currents 
are measured by the magnetic probe, current transformer, and pure resistive shunt methods. 
Magnetic probe method is accomplished by the integration of the signal from a calibrated 
pickup loop coupled to the magnetic field of the impulse current. Current transformer method 
is accomplished by transformation of the current magnitude by means of a calibrated current 
transformer. Impulse voltage is a voltage that describes the voltage obtained in a building or 
electric line in the event of a lightning strike when a switch is turned on or off. Impulse volt-
ages rise rapidly from zero to peak without significant vibrations and go back to zero again 
at a slower pace. Partial discharge (PD) can be produced by many cases. For a discharge to 
be recognized as a partial discharge, the induced current in the external conductor must be 
large enough to be perceived and generated with sufficient repetition speed to be perceived 
as something other than a random sound [4-6]. The detailed nature of the partial discharge 
waveform depends on the conditions of partial discharge generation, including gas types, gas 
pressures, charging, space conditions, and so on. In addition, the rise time and the fall time of 
partial discharge current pulse are influenced directly by electron avalanche and/or streamer/
leader discharge extension, and by diffusion and recombination of charge carriers, respec-
tively. In the physical understanding of electrical insulation degradation, analysis of partial 
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The corona effect in the power system has a dominant role in reducing the efficiency of the high-voltage lines. In this study, the current and voltage 
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graphs have been obtained from the current-time and voltage-time variation by Matlab program. With these graphs, frequency values have been found 
to provide an important clarification of the insulation performance of electrical equipment for reliable and accurate diagnosis. These values have been 
observed according to different conditions like pressure, polarity, and insulation ambient. This spectrogram analysis can be used to find the characteristic 
frequencies and eliminate the disturbance effect. The time between corona steps decrease when Sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) gas pressure is increased. 
The time of second corona is close to leader's discharge time. Corona starts early when SF6 amount is decreased in gas mixtures. The corona currents are 
large in the low SF6 gas mixtures, this situation is related to the high insulation of the SF6 gas. A feature which is dependent the frequency is not found.
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discharge waveform properties contributes [7-10]. There are 
many factors that affect corona losses. These factors are elec-
trical factors, field around the conductor, athmospheric factors, 
heating of conductors according to load current, the begin-
ning of the corona voltage and descructive critical voltage. The 
conditions of these factors affect corona losses directly or indi-
rectly. Using the Matlab program, corona frequency intervals 
with corona time known from the current-time graph can be 
found. In this study, the current-time and voltage-time graphs 
of the events are examined in the time-frequency domain and 
the frequency magnitude of the corona is estimated with the 
help of spectrogram. The frequency component of the partial 
discharge pulses is an important issue in order to understand 
the discharge mechanism which must be made clear to reliably 
and correctly diagnose the insulation performance of the pow-
er apparatus [11-14].  About time-frequency imaging, there are 
a spectrogram represented by Short Time Fourier Transform 
(STFT) and a scalogram represented by wavelet. First, the time 
frequency is bounded by the uncertainty principle, because it 
divides a signal into short segments. The first is that the time 
resolution and the frequency resolution are uniform as long as 
they have the same observation time width over the entire fre-
quency range. The second one changes the observation time 
width according to frequency. In the case of low frequency, the 
observation time width is extended and the frequency resolu-
tion is reduced. Conversely, in the case of high frequency, the 
time resolution is small and the frequency resolution is large 
[15]. In this study, short-time Fourier transform and spectro-
gram method will be tried to obtain results. By definition, the 
STFT, a complex valued function, conveys both modules and 
phase information necessary to reconstruct the signal. In prac-
tice, an energy density distribution, often referred to as a spec-
trogram, is preferred. The spectrogram of a signal is defined as 
the square size of the STFT [16]. In the spectrogram, dark re-
gions correspond to high energy and open regions correspond 
to low-energy values. To determine the desired value, setting 
the time and frequency resolution of the spectrogram and the 
window size have an important role. 

Test Set-Up

The experiment circuit is shown in Figure 1. In the experiment 
circuit, Marx Generator, pressure vessel, voltage divider, elec-
trode system and oscilloscope are used. Figure 2 shows the ex-
perimental setup at high voltage laboratory. At this test, 1MV 
Marx impulse generator has been used with compensated 
voltage dividers 1:3080.  HIAS 743 oscilloscope is used in sys-
tem imaging. This oscilloscope is adjustable according to IEC 
61083-1 and IEC 61083-2 standards and has 12-bit real verti-
cal resolution at 120 MS / s. This oscilloscope allows automatic 
evaluation of all common impulse shapes and parameters and 
many functionalities like difference, parameter tolerance, STFT, 
step response, advanced evaluation etc. [9]. The gas insulations 
are used like 100% Sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) and 1%SF6 + 99% 
Nitrogen (N2) as an environment. One of the variable parameter 
is pressure. The pressure is selected as 1 and 2 bar (Table 1).

In the study, the electrode system is chosen as a spherical elec-
trode of 5 cm diameter and a plane electrode 7.5 cm in length. 
In addition, the electrode system is completed by adding a 1 cm 
needle electrode to the plane electrode at shown in Figure 3. 
This is a non-uniform field representing most systems in prac-
tice. SF6 gas is sensitive  to irregularities in the field. In spite of 
weakness of SF6, it is widely used today in electric power industry 
because of its high electrical strength and self recovery ability.

In the study, the results of the experiment are obtained under 
the following conditions. SF6 and SF6 gas mixtures commonly 

Figure 1 . Experimental set-up

Figure 2 . Test set at high voltage laboratory

Table 1. Three different athmosphere conditions

Athmosphere Pressure

Case 1 100% SF6 1 bar

Case 2 1% SF6- 99% N2 1 bar

Case 3 100% SF6 2 bar
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used in circuit breaker as insulation ambient. Among the SF6 
gas mixtures investigated so far, SF6-air, SF6-CO2 and SF6-air 
appear very promising for technical applications. Although nu-
merical methods are used in SF6 gas mixtures, the superiority of 
experimental data is always present.

Spectral Analysis Using the Measurement Data

The experimental data obtained are processed in  Matlab pro-
gram to obtain partial discharge current-time and voltage-time 
graphs. Initially the peak values of the corona events observed 
before the breakdown discharge from the current-time graphs 
are determined. Then, based on the time of these values deter-

mined in the current-time graph, the values of the corona volt-
age are also found. Experimental data are reprocessed in the 
Matlab program using Spectrogram method to estimate the 
frequency values at corona moments and are tried to establish 
connection between these values and experimental data.

Case Study 1: 100% SF6, 1 bar
At first 100% SF6 and the pressure of 1 bar are selected. These 
pressures are used because the pressure intervals of the switch-
gears and circuit breakers  used in practice are around 1-2 bar. 
The current value of the first corona at 4.89x10-7 s is determined 
to be 3.7625 A and the voltage value is found to be 141320,25 V. 
The first frequency value of this corona is found to be 6,945 MHz. 
The current value of the second corona at 9,48x10-7 s is found to 
be 5,325 A and the voltage value is found to be 200020,25 V. The 
frequency value of  second corona is seen 6,945 MHz. 

Case Study 2: 1%SF6+99%N2, 1 bar
Due to the fact that SF6 is electronegative gas, the prominence 
of SF6 gas mixtures is gradually increasing. Nowadays, the re-

Figure 3. Electrode system

Figure 4. Current-time and voltage-time graphs of second case

Figure 5. Second case spectogram and zoomed corona points
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striction of use of SF6 has brought about the use of SF6 at low 
ratio. The most common of these mixtures is a mixture of SF6 

and N2. Surveys show that the breakdown strength of SF6 gas 
mixtures with few amount of SF6 is higher than single gases. In 
this study, the corona discharges is examined rather than the 
breakdown stresses. As seen in Figure 4, the current value of 
the first corona at 1,96x10-7 s is determined to be 13,02 A and 
the voltage value is found to be 61781,25 V. The first frequency 
value of this corona is found to be 7,82 MHz. The current value 
of the second corona at 3,39x10-7 s is found to be 16,01 A and 
the voltage value is 124150,5V. The first frequency of this coro-
na is seen 7,82 MHz. Environmental conditions in the second 
case (1% SF6-99% N2) play a decisive role. The second case, ac-
cording to all the other cases,  has the earliest first and second 
corona times and the largest first and second corona current 
values. The corona frequencies observed in the first and second 
case are the same.

In terms of being an example, case 2 analysis is given in detail 
in this study. The spectrogram analysis of the current of case 2 
is shown in Figure 5. 

Case Study 3:100%SF6, 2 bar
The third case is related to 100% SF6 and the pressure of 2 bar. 
The current value of the first corona at 7.30x10-7 s is deter-
mined to be 19,66 A and the voltage value is found as 270020 
V. The first frequency value of this corona is 23.44 MHz. The 
current value of the second corona at 8.25x10-7 s is found 
as 3.725 A and the voltage value is found as 262682.5 V. The 
frequency of  second corona is 7.814 MHz. The  pressure pa-
rameter analysis can be performed by comparing the first and 
third cases. It is obvious that as the pressure rises, the corona 
voltage increases and the corona time also increases. Cur-
rent-time and voltage-time graph of the case 3 is shown in 
Figure 6. The longest formation time of the first corona is seen 
in the third case. Also the biggest corona voltages are seen in 
this case. In this case, the first corona frequency is higher than 
the other cases and the second corona frequency is close to 
the other cases. According to the second case where both the 
environment and the pressure are different, in the third case, 
the current value formed by the first corona is larger and the 
current value formed by the second corona is larger in the 
second case. The largest first corona current value is seen in 
the third case, while the second largest corona current value 
is seen in the second case.

The results obtained from spectrogram analysis are suitable for 
the breakdown mechanism of the SF6 gas mixture. The break-
down voltage is increased by the pressure. As pressure increas-
es, the duration of breakdown also increases. The main focus 
here is on the corona frequencies. The frequencies of the coro-
na can give us an idea of the cause and character of the corona. 
The values determined in the direction of all these graphs are 
given in the Table 2 below. At this study first and second corona 
inception values are obtained. From this data, standad devia-
tion, mean value and 50% breakdown value can be computed. 
Moreover the electrical field near the sphere electrode (high 
voltage electrode) can be calculated via the Comsol Software 
Program. This proposal for detection of the corona impulse 
provides better results in removal of wideband noise, yielding 
a significant reduction of background noise for impulse mea-
surement and breakdown analysis. The wavelet based decom-
position analysis is a superior method for extracting noise. This 
method gives charge, phase, frequency and time information 
of corona signals.

Conclusion

In this study, current, voltage impulses, corona phenomena 
are investigated in spectrogram base. With the data obtained 
from the test results, current-voltage / time and spectrogram 
graphs are obtained with Matlab program. With these graphs, 
frequency values which have an important place in order to 
clarify the insulation performance of the electrical materials 

Figure 6. Current-time and voltage-time graphs of third case

Table 2. Parameters of corona moments according to cases

First corona Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Time (s) 4.89 E-07 1.96 E-07 7.30 E-07

Current (A) 3.7625 13.02 19.66

Voltage (V) 141320.25 61781.25 270020

Freq. (MHz) 6.945 7.82 23.44

Second corona Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Time (s) 9.48 E-07 3.39 E-07 8.25 E-07

Current (A) 5.325 16.01 3.725

Voltage (V) 200020.25 124150.5 262682.5

Freq. (MHz) 6.945 7.82 7.814
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for the reliable and correct diagnosis are estimated. It has been 
observed that these values react differently depending on 
different pressures, environments, conditions, and the values 
of current, voltage, time and frequency are differentiated. As 
a result, the corona spectrograms are used to find the source 
of noise and to suppress this noise. By examining the frequen-
cy spectrograms, the source of noise can be determined from 
the noise frequencies. The low frequencies of 500 kHz belong 
to the test circuit. It is known that the signals up to 10 MHz 
are due to electromagnetic disturbance and the frequencies 
above 10 MHz are from electronic digitizers [14-16]. It is nec-
essary to examine the lower frequency bands to analyze the 
signals of the test circuit. Corona values tell us about streamer 
propagation. As pressure increases, streamer changes to leader 
propagation. This case refers to decreased corona data. There-
fore, in future research, corona data can be examined in detail 
for atmospheric pressures. More experiments are needed for 
definite results. The fact that SF6 is an electronegative gas and 
the creation of global warming indicates that future work will 
be based on SF6 gas mixtures. For this analysis, the knowledge 
of resolution is also important. In the direction of this study, 
frequency identification in corona events can be made much 
simpler, faster and more innovative with the development of 
technological possibilities in the future. 
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Introduction

With intelligent devices taking an important role in our lives, demand for high data rate 
and system capacity is increasing day by day. The Long Term Evolution (LTE) standard, 
which is the standard of today’s fourth-generation (4G) systems, has been able to meet 
these demands to a certain extent by using Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 
(OFDM) and Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) technology on a network designed 
from the outset. However, with the extraordinary demand for applications that require 
more bandwidth, such as very high resolution video applications, the contradiction be-
tween capacity requirements and spectrum constraints has become more apparent. It is 
not possible to meet this demand with existing cellular network technology, which has a 
very limited bandwidth and a fairly crowded spectrum. Due to the aforementioned band-
width bottleneck, research has been initiated to provide innovative solutions for 5G cel-
lular communication systems to support the total mobile user network traffic expected 
to increase 1000 times by 2020 [1]. Millimeter wave (mmW) communication for physical 
layers of personal Wireless Area Networks (WPAN), Local Area Networks (LAN) and Metro-
politan Area Networks (MAN) has already been standardized [2,3] and has a data rate po-
tential of Gbits at the moment, mmW communication has also become a strong candidate 
for 5G cellular networks.

The mmW band is the frequency range defined as 30 GHz - 300 GHz (3 GHz to 30 GHz 
according to some studies). There are several advantages to be gained by using mmW 
band in 5G cellular networks. The first one of them is that the mmW band provides a 
wide spectrum. The other is that the communication in this band is short-range one due 
to the severe path loss, and thus it is possible to reuse the frequency at short distanc-
es and hence it is possible to extremely increase the capacity. Another is that very high 
data rates can be achieved by communicating with antenna arrays consisting of several 
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ABSTRACT

Fifth-generation (5G) cellular communication systems aim to obtain a higher data rate, decreased latency time, higher performance even at high 
mobility speeds, decreased system complexity, lower transmission cost, and an increased system capacity and coverage area. Many of these goals can be 
achieved because of the studies devoted to the physical layer of 5G cellular networks. In this respect, solutions to the problems of beamforming (steering 
and precoding or precoding and combining) and channel estimation that are encountered in the physical layer of 5G cellular networks are the key points 
to achieve the aforementioned goals. Thus, a two-stage beamforming method is proposed in this study. The proposed method is a suboptimal method 
that minimizes the difference between outputs obtained when fully digital and hybrid beamforming methods are used. The analytical results, which are 
validated through simulations, demonstrate that the proposed method is an effective solution and, hence, the preferred beamforming approach for 5G 
millimeter wave band-based wireless systems. 
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antennas since antenna dimensions are very small in this 
band. The last one is that higher levels of privacy and secu-
rity can be achieved if the beam width of the antenna arrays 
can be narrowed sufficiently. Since all these points strongly 
indicate that mmW band communication can be used in 5G 
cellular networks, studies on the channel characteristics of 
mmW band and the study of device technologies that can 
work on this band have started to take place in the literature 
in recent years [4,5]. 

Since signal propagation in the mmW band has a different 
characteristic than the propagation in the traditional band, 
the vast majority of the published work is on the physical 
layer of mmW systems. These studies are usually focused on 
beamforming and/or channel estimation. In particular, beam-
forming is crucial for achieving a reasonable link budget and 
for overcoming high path loss problem in cellular mmW sys-
tems. It is possible to achieve higher gain because the mmW 
frequencies have the ability to fit several tens of antennas into 
small volumes. However, it is almost impossible to allocate a 
Radio Frequency (RF) chain (consisting of amplifier, mixer, an-
alog-to-digital converter and analogue converter units) for 
each antenna element in this array due to the high cost and 
power consumption that will arise. Therefore, it is not possi-
ble to use digital beamforming methods. For this reason, the 
past studies proposed analog beamforming methods that 
operate according to the principle of controlling the phase 
of the signal radiated from each antenna by using RF phase 
shifter circuitry [2,6,7]. These solutions are based on the prin-
ciple of recursively obtaining the beamformer coefficients 
in systems that do not have channel information. Similar to 
[2,6] proposed a dual beam-training algorithm that selects a 
beam pattern from a codebook. In order to minimize dura-
tion of beam-training, a multi-beam structure was used in [8]. 
The methods proposed in these studies tend to converge to 
a single communication beam, despite the reduction of com-
plexity in [2]. Hence, they are not capable of providing the 
desired multiplexing gain in parallel transmission of multiple 
data sequences. In summary, the solutions presented in the 
studies on analogue beamforming are not adequate due to 
hardware limitations.

Hybrid beamforming solutions are presented to enable high-
er data rate and antenna array gain [9-13]. [9] presents a hy-
brid beamforming solution that maximizes channel capacity, 
while matching one or more RF beam pairs for predefined 
RF beam clusters in the receiver and transmitter. The perfor-
mance of the proposed method in that work is based on the 
diversity of the codebook for each selected RF spectrum pair 
since it determines the best precoder by exploring the code-
book in detail (which results a high computational burden). 
Moreover, it is inevitable that the method continuously needs 
feedback information. Assuming that the receiver knows the 
channel perfectly, [10] proposes a simple, hybrid beamform-
ing method that uses mmW channel sparsity. Under the as-
sumption that the receiver partly knows the channel, a hybrid 

beamforming method is described in [11] similar to [10]. All 
of the methods proposed in these studies require the channel 
estimation and beamforming operations to be done together, 
since they need partial or complete channel state information 
during determination of the precoding matrix. Therefore, a 
fairly high computational burden occurs at the channel es-
timation stage of these proposed methods, which prevents 
their practical implementation. Since MIMO techniques caus-
es a trade-off between multiplexing gain and diversity, stud-
ies on application of hybrid beamforming methods to them 
has been proposed in recent years. In this context, in [12], it 
is shown that spatial multiplexing and beamforming can be 
executed one after the other in actual channel models. [13] 
discusses the advantages and disadvantages of hybrid beam-
forming and low resolution combining that are two possible 
MIMO mmW architectures. As a result, analogue beamform-
ing is exploited to avoid path loss in short distance commu-
nications; the hybrid beamforming is exploited  to balance 
the trade-off between performance and complexity for new 
generation outdoor cellular networks. 

In this work, we propose a suboptimal frequency selective 
transceiver design that configures the beam via the two-stage 
serial optimization method unlike other transceiver designs in 
the literature that jointly configure the beam in both Base Sta-
tion (BS) and Mobile Station (MS) sides. Thus, the computation-
al complexity of the classic transceiver algorithm is reduced 
by transforming the multi-parametric and multi-dimensional 
optimization problem into fewer parametric and lower dimen-
sional two-parallel optimization problems. 

System Model

The considered system in this work is a mmW MIMO-OFDM 
system. It is assumed that transmitter BS and receiver MS com-
municates each other with NS  length- M  data symbol blocks 
over frequency selective fading channels via their one dimen-
sionally antenna arrays. Transmitter and receiver have BSN  
and MSN  antenna elements respectively, and RFN  RF chains. 
The transmitted symbol vector s(m)∈CNS  on the m  sub-car-
rier of the BS has zero-mean and E s(m)s(m)H⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ = Pt MNs( )INS , where 

tP  is the average total transmit power. ( )ms  at each sub-carri-
er is precoded by digital precoding matrix PBB (m)∈C

NRF ×NS , and 
then the resulting symbol blocks are transformed into time 
domain using RFN  M -point IFFT assuming that all sub-car-
riers are used and data blocks length is equal to number of 
sub-carriers. After adding cyclic prefix and applying RF pre-
coding by PRF ∈C

NBS ×NRF  each element of which has constant 
module, we finally obtain the following discrete-time com-
plex baseband signal on the m -th sub-carrier 

x(m) = PRFPBB (m)s(m).  (1)

The signal in (1) is transmitted to the MS by the BS through 
frequency selective quasi-static channel whose discrete im-
pulse response on m -th sub-carrier is H(m)∈CNMS ×NBS  and the 
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maximum excess delay is the same as length of a symbol. After 
combining the received signal by CRF ∈C

NMS ×NRF  and removing 
cyclic prefix from it, the resulting signals are transformed back 
to frequency domain using RFN M -point FFT first, and then 
obtained symbols on each sub-carrier are combined by digi-
tal combining matrix CBB (m)∈C

NRF ×NS . The received signal on 
sub-carrier m  can be eventually obtained as

 r(m) = CBB
H (m)CRF

H H(m)(x(m)+ w(m))
= CBB

H (m)CRF
H H(m)PRFPBB (m)s(m)

+CBB
H (m)CRF

H w(m),

 (2)

where w(m) ~ N (0,σ w
2INMS )  is the zero mean circularly symmet-

ric complex Gaussian  noise.

Problem Formulation

The aim of this work proposes a low computationally complex 
hybrid beamforming method for the system model given in 
Section 2, which maximizes the achievable rate subject to the 
transmit power constraint at BS side. Assuming that the mo-
bile station is using the optimal nearest decoding method with 
fully digital hardware, it is possible to decouple the problems 
of designing beamforming and combining matrices from each 
other. This makes it possible to design a hybrid precoder that 
will maximize the common information of the system. The clas-
sic solution to this problem is given below.

max
PRF ,PBB (m),CRF ,CBB (m)

I(PRF ,{PBB (m)}m=1
M ,CRF ,{CBB (m)}m=1

M )
s.t.  PRF ∈PRF  and CRF ∈CRF

PBB (m)
m=1

M

∑ F

2
≤ Pt

 (3)

where RF  and RF  are general set of matrices with constant 
modulus entries or the quantized codebooks, and   

I(PRF ,{PBB (m)}m=1M ,CRF ,{CBB (m)}m=1
M ) = log2 det(INMS

+ γ
Ns
(CRFCBB (m))HH(m)RH(m)HCRFCBB (m))

 (4)

is the mutual information of the system, with γ =
Pt
Mσ w

2  and 
R = PRFPBB (m)(PRFPBB (m))H . The problem in (3) is a non-convex and 
it needs multiparameters and multi-dimensional non-convex 
optimization, but it has a closed form solution.  1 

Channel Model

In mmW band, free-space propagation path loss is extremely 
higher than traditional microwave band. Since mmW propaga-
tion enviorement is well characterized by a clustered channel 
model, mmW channel model at almostly all works in the litera-
ture such as [3,14-20] is based on Saleh-Valenzualle geometric 
channel model in [21]. Since the author believes that the best 
representation among them is the representation in [20], he 

adopt the same channel model with L  clusters, each of which 
has a time delay τ l ∈R , and Angle of Arrival (AoA) and Angle 
of Departure (AoD) θ l ,φl ∈[0,2π ] . Each ray has a relative time 
delay τ r l , relative angle of arrival and departure shift ψ r l

, ϕr l
, and complex path gain α r l

 . The number of rays and path loss 
between BS and MS are Rl  and ρ  respectively. pRC (τ )  rep-
resents raised-cosine pulse shaping function for Ts -spaced sig-
naling evaluated at τ  seconds. Delay- d  MIMO channel matrix 

( )dH  can be expressed as [15] 

H(d ) =
NBSNMS

ρ
α rl

rl=1

Rl

∑
l=1

L

∑ pRC (dTs −τ l −τ rl )

×aMS (θ l −ψ rl
)aBS

H (φl −ϕrl ),
  (5)

where aMS (θ )  and aBS (φ)  are antenna array response vetors 
of MS and BS, respectively. Given the delay- d  MIMO channel 
model in (5), the channel at sub-carrier m , ( )mH  can be writ-
ten as [22],

H(m) = H
d=0

D−1

∑ (d )exp(− j 2πm
M

d ).  (6)

Proposed Suboptimal Transceiver Design

Nearly all previous work on hybrid beamforming for mmW sys-
tems uses block diagonalization method such as [23-27] since 
it has low complexity. Thus, a hybrid beamforming method 
based on the block diagonalization technique is proposed in 
this study. The proposed method is based on the finding of 
the hybrid beamformer matrices that make the received signal 

( )mr  be the nearest to the signal rd (m)  obtained using digital 
beamformer matrices. As a metric of this closeness, the way to 
minimize the Mean Square Error (MSE) between the received 
signal ( )mr   and the signal ( )d mr  to be received if a digital 
beamformer was used, was chosen. In this context, we calcu-
late the MSE between ( )d mr  and ( )mr  as follows:

rd (m) = s(m)+U
H (m)w(m)  (7)

where rd (m) = Copt
H (m)H(m)Popt (m)s(m)+Copt

H (m)w(m)  with both 
fully digital combiner matrix Copt  and precoding matrix 

optP . Minimizing me  for ∀m  with respect to parameter set 
PRF ,PBB (m),CRF ,CBB (m){ }  under the constraints in (3) gives op-

timum hybrid precoder matrices RFP  and ( )BB mP , and com-
biner matrices RFC  and ( )BB mC , but it still requires needs M
-dimensional non-convex optimization such as in [19] and [20].  
However, this problem can be more easily solved when chan-
nel state information is available in MS side (this assumption is 
a reasonable, since channel reciprocity can be assumed when 
BS communicates to MS in time division duplexing mode).  In 
that case, ( )d mr  can be expressed as

rd (m) = s(m)+U
H (m)w(m) ,  (8)

  
where ( ) ( )opt m m=C U  and Popt (m) = V(m)�(m) , and ( )mU , ( )mÓ  
and ( )mV  can be  obtained by using singular value decompo-
sition of ( )mH . Using (8), (7) can be arranged as follows:
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em = E s(m)+UH (m)w(m)⎡
⎣

−CBB
H (m)CRF

H H(m)PRFPBB (m)s(m)

−CBB
H (m)CRF

H w(m)
F

2 ⎤
⎦⎥

= E I −CBB
H (m)CRF

H H(m)PRFPBB (m)( )s(m)

signal  part , em
s

1 24444444 34444444

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

+ UH (m)−CBB
H (m)CRF

H( )w(m)

noise  part , em
n

1 244444 344444
F

2 ⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

.

 
  

 (9)

(9) can be directly optimized to obtain exact solution as follows:

min
CRF ,CBB (m),PRF ,PBB (m)

E em⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
m
∑ , (10)

or can be first partitioned into two parts like as signal parts and 
noise part, and then each part can be separately optimized to 
obtain a suboptimal solution.  Since the aim of this work is to 
design a suboptimal hybrid beamformer, we have made a sep-
arate optimization of each of the signal part and the noise part. 
Those problems in either case are still non-convex. Each of two 
optimization problem can be solved by a single singular value 
decomposition over concatenated matrices. Let’s define those 
concatenated matrices as

Popt = Popt (1) Popt (2)KPopt (M )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ∈C
NBS ×MNS ,

PBB = PBB (1) PBB (2)KPBB (M )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ∈C
NRF ×MNS ,

Copt = Copt (1) Copt (2)KCopt (M )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ∈C
NMS ×MNS ,

CBB = CBB (1) CBB (2)KCBB (M )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ∈C
NRF ×MNS .

 

 (11)

We can now define final form of the considered problem as

min
CRF ,CBB

σ w
2  Tr Copt

H −CBB
H CRF

H( ) CoptH −CBB
H CRF

H( )H⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

               s.t.  CRF ∈CRF

 (12)

 (13)

where BBC


 and RFC


 are the matrices obtained from the solu-
tion of (12). Since this problem has a smilar structure as its 
single carrier part form in [28], it can be extended to multicar-
rier case and then it can be solved using Orthogonal Match-
ing Pursuit (OMP) algorithm leveraged from the compressive 
sensing domain. The optimization procedure can be defined 

into two steps. In the first step, the noise part is optimized and 
suboptimal combiner matrices RFC


and BBC


 are obtained. In 

the second step, these suboptimal combiner matrices are 
inserted into the signal part, and then the signal part is op-
timized to obtain suboptimal precoder matrices RFP


 and BBP


. 

Spesifically, we apply the OMP algorithms in Table 1 for both 
two steps to obtain suboptimal solution of the considered 
problem. 

Table 1. OMP Algorithms

Algorithm for Eq. (12)

Step 1 Initialize

  Cres = Copt = U

 CRF = ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

Step 2 while i ≤ NRF  do

(2.1)  

(2.2) 

(2.3) CRF = CRF Aa (:,k)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

(2.4) )CBB = CRF
H CRF( )−1Copt

(2.5)
 
Cres =

Copt −CRF

)
CBB

Copt −CRF

)
CBB F

Step 3 Normalize
 

)
CBB

,  

)
CBB =

)
CBB

CRF

)
CBB F

Algorithm for Eq. (13)

Step 1 Initialize

  

 PRF = ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

Step 2 while k ≤ NRF  do

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) PRF = PRF Ad (:,k)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

(2.4) 
)
PBB = PRF

H PRF( )−1Popt  ^

(2.5)
 
Pres =

Popt − PRF
)
PBB

Popt − PRF
)
PBB F

Step 3 Normalize 
)
PBB ,

 
)
PBB =

Pt
MNS

)
PBB

PRF
)
PBB F
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Computer Simulations

In this section, we present computer simulation results to re-
veal the performance of the proposed transceiver which con-
sists of hybrid precoder and combiner. It is assumed a mmW 
system operating at 28 GHz where transmitter BS and receiver 
MS have multiple antennas and limited number of RF chains. 
BS and MS are equipped with Uniform Linear Array (ULA), num-
ber of antennas in each of which are 64BSN =  and 16MSN =  
respectively with 3RFN = . The AoA and the AoD are assumed 
to be uniformly distributed in 0,2π⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  with angle spread of 10  
for ULAs. The number of clusters for the mmW channel is 8L =
, and each cluster has 7lR = rays and unity average power. 
Complex path gain of the channel α r l

 are i.i.d. and follow the 
complex distribution N (0,σ r l

2 ) . The number of subcarriers is 
512M = , and the cyclic prefix length is 128. All the simulation 

results are generated by averaging 2000 randomly chosen 
channel realizations.

In Figure 1, the performance of the proposed suboptimal 
method is compared with different schemes. In this simulation, 
The number of transmitted streams is fixed at 3SN = . As can 
be seen from this figure, the suboptimal method proposed in 
this study exhibits a better performance than the method pro-

posed in [29], but shows almost the same performance with 
the method proposed in [20]. This performance is quite good 
for a suboptimal method.

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the performance of the 
proposed suboptimal algorithm with the digital uncon-
strained solution for different numbers of transmission data 
streams. First, the performance of both coding methods in-
creases and then decreases. The reason for this decrease is 
the sparse structure of the mmW channel and allocating 
of power equally between the different streams. The solu-
tion to this problem is what is called multimodal pre-coding.  
In addition, this figure shows that the difference between the 
proposed suboptimal solution and the digital unconstrained 
solution is small when the number of data streams has both 
the small and the large values. This is why the mmW channels 
are sparse.

Conclusion

In this work, we have presented a suboptimal hybrid precoding 
and combining design for downlink of a multicarrier massive 
MIMO system. It has a simple implementation and relatively 
lower computational complexity since it partitiones the objec-

Figure 1. Achievable sum rate versus SNR
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tive function into two parts such as signal part and noise part.  
The reason for this is that the multi-parameter and multi-di-
mensional optimization problem is transformed into two paral-
lel optimization problems with fewer parameters and fewer di-
mensions. The optimization procedure can be defined into two 
steps. In the first step, the noise part is optimized and subopti-
mal combiner matrices are obtained. In the second step, these 
suboptimal combiner matrices are inserted into the signal part, 
and then the signal part is optimized to obtain suboptimal pre-
coder matrices. The performance of the proposed algorithm is 
sufficient. Simulation results show that it outperforms the pre-
coding algorithm in [29], and has a close performance to the 
state of the art sparse precoding algorithm in [20].
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Introduction

Texture analysis is the mostly used method in image processing. It is possible to get 
knowledge about segmentation and classification of spatial parameters in images by tex-
ture analysis. Texture analysis is frequently utilized in medical image processing, remote 
sensing, and control systems. Features of texture can be extracted with variety of methods 
such as statistics, geometry, model-based, and signal processing etc. [1-8]. Those features 
are classified by machine learning techniques such that support vector machines, artifi-
cial neural networks. Histogram of oriented gradients method has been primarily used 
for pedestarian detection [9]. In addition, this method has been used to solve problems 
about human detection, crowd detection, 3D segmentation, sign language recognition 
[10-13]. Support vector machines is proposed by Cortes and Vapnik for the purpose of 
solving two dimensional classification problem [14]. It can also be used to solve for multi-
class classifying problem [15]. In addition, svm can be implemented for linear or nonlinear 
classification problems. In this study, hog and feature vector extraction will be discussed 
at first for texture images, and classification of feature vectors via support vector machine 
will be mentioned. 

Histogram of Oriented Gradients

At first, image has been partitioned into piece of blocks and cells, and features of the image 
are obtained by calculating the gradient for every cell [9]. Therefore, images are represented 
with respect to local histograms. Vertical and horizontal gradient of the images are calculated 
with the help of Sobel filters. Lets assume I(x,y) is the image, fx is horizontal gradient whose 
Sobel filter coefficients are [1.0,-1], and  fy represents the vertical gradient whose Sobel filter 
coefficients are [1,0,-1]T  . I(x,y) represents the intensity of the image at (x,y) point. Then gradi-
ent will be calculated as: 

fx(x,y) =I(x+1,y)-I(x-1,y)    (1)
fy(x,y) =I(x,y+1)-I(x,y-1)    (2)
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In addition,

f x, y( )= fx
2+ f y

2

 (3)
(4)

where f(x,y) represents the magnitude and Θ  stands for the 
phase of the gradient.

Support Vector Machines 

Support vector machines classify the group of data by using 
optimal hyperplane [14]. It is illustrated for 2-D data in Figure 
1. Problem is to calculate w and b parameters with a constraint 

on optimum hyperplane such that wx+b=0, and Xi can either 
be +1 or -1. 

Texture Classification via HOG

Texture data have been gathered from Salzburg Texture Image 
Database [16].  Size of the texture images are 512x512. Just 
three of the texture data: fabric, metal and tree textures are 
shown in Figure 2-4.

Implementation has been made by using Python program-
ming language, and opencv machine learning library has been 
used. Texture images are converted into gray level images, and 
following methods are applied to those images. 

Figure 1. Support vectors and optimal hyperplane

Figure 2. Texture image of fabric

Figure 3. Texture image of metal

Figure 4. Texture image of tree 
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Method 1
Calculate the vertical and horizontal gradient for the images of 
size 512x512. Calculate amplitude and angle of the gradients. 
Histogram of angles are calculated by dividing [0.180) degree 
into 9 equal pieces. For every subimage, amplitude values are 
accumulated for each angle in the same piece. Therefore, 9 di-
mensional feature vector is obtained. 

Method 2
Calculate the vertical and horizontal gradient for the im-
ages of size 512x512. Calculate amplitude and angle of the 
gradients. Histogram of angles are calculated by dividing 
[-180, 180) degree into 18 equal pieces. For every subim-
age, amplitude values are accumulated for each angle in 
the same piece. Therefore, 18 dimensional feature vector 
is obtained.

Method 3
Texture image is divided into four piece with a size of 
256x256. Calculate vertical and horizontal gradient for these 
subimages. Calculate amplitude and angle of the gradients. 
Histogram of angles are calculated by dividing [0.180) degree 
into 9 equal pieces. For every subimage, amplitude values are 
accumulated for each angle in the same piece. Therefore, 9 
dimensional feature vector is obtained. Concatenate all fea-
ture vectors together, and obtain 4x9=36 dimensional feature 
vector. 

Method 4
Texture image is divided into four piece with a size of 256x256. 
Calculate vertical and horizontal gradient for these subimag-
es. Calculate amplitude and angle of the gradients. Histogram 
of angles are calculated by dividing [-180, 180) degree into 
18 equal pieces. For every subimage, amplitude values are 
accumulated for each angle in the same piece. Therefore, 18 
dimensional feature vector is obtained. Concatenate all fea-
ture vectors together, and obtain 4x18=72 dimensional fea-
ture vector. 

Method 5
Texture image is divided into 16 piece with a size of 128x128. 
Calculate vertical and horizontal gradient for these subimag-
es. Calculate amplitude and angle of the gradients. Histogram 
of angles are calculated by dividing [0.180) degree into 9 
equal pieces. For every subimage, amplitude values are ac-
cumulated for each angle in the same piece. Therefore, 9 di-
mensional feature vector is obtained. Concatenate all feature 
vectors together, and obtain 16x9=144 dimensional feature 
vector.

Method 6
Texture image is divided into four piece with a size of 128x128. 
Calculate vertical and horizontal gradient for these subimag-
es. Calculate amplitude and angle of the gradients. Histogram 
of angles are calculated by dividing [-180, 180) degree into 18 
equal pieces. For every subimage, amplitude values are ac-

cumulated for each angle in the same piece. Therefore, 18 di-
mensional feature vector is obtained. Concatenate all feature 
vectors together, and obtain 16x18=288 dimensional feature 
vector. 

Normalized feature vectors are calculated with all the methods 
before mentioned for the texture image in Figure 2. In addition, 
all feature vectors are shown in Figure 5-10. 

Figure 5. Feature vector calculated with Method 1.

Figure 6. Feature vector calculated with Method 1. 
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Results and Discussion

Opencv library has been used for the classification. Histogram 
intersection kernel is also utilized for the support vector ma-
chine. 230 of texture images which belong to 6 different class 
have been used as a training data, and 16 texture images have 
been utilized as a testing data. Success rate of classification are 
given in Table 1. 

In the literature, size of feature vector using histogram of ori-
ented gradients have been reported 3780 elements [18]. In the 
method 6, size of feature vector has obtained 288 elements. 

Conclusions

Methods which are related with generating 18 piece of histo-
grams with an angles between [-180, 180) have better perfor-

Figure 7. Feature vector calculated with Method 3 Figure 9. Feature vector calculated with Method 5

Figure 8. Feature vector calculated with Method 4 Figure 10. Feature vector calculated with Method 6
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mance results than other methods, i.e Method 4 and Method 
6. For those methods consisting of 18 piece of histograms have 
better success rates when the numbers of feature vectors are 
increased. Method 6 is the best method when success rates are 
taken into account. 
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Introduction
 
Inductance is the source of many problems in electronic circuits and systems. It stands to rea-
son that inductance radiates magnetic energy, it places a larger footprint in the integrated 
circuit, and it contains more parasitic noises than other components. Bulky and expensive pas-
sive inductors motivated the researchers to design the alternative circuits can be worked as 
inductors. Inductance simulators are widely used, especially for high frequencies, instead of 
inductors. Therefore, for designing filters or oscillator, for eliminating electromagnetic inter-
ferences the inductance simulators are used.

Recently, a considerable literature has grown up the theme of active inductance real-
ization. Several active inductance simulators have been proposed such as operational 
transconductance amplifier (OTA) [1-3], operational transresistance amplifier (OTRA) 
[4,5], current-feedback operational amplifier (CFOA) [6-12] current differencing buffer 
amplifer (CDBA) [13,14], four terminal floating nullor (FTFN) [15], voltage differencing 
buffer amplifer (VDBA) [16-18], differential voltage current conveyor (DVCC) [19], sec-
ond generation current conveyor (CCII) [20,21], dual-X current conveyor (DXCCII) [22-
24]. Most of the reported  circuits are commercially unavailable such as OTRA, CDBA, 
DVCC, DXCCII. Some of them such as FTFN [15] can be realized using two  active devices 
such as AD844 CFOA can be commercially available. CFOA is a low-cost, general purpose 
device that has good AC and DC performance. CFOA is current mode circuit so it has 
some inherantel advantages over the voltage mode operational amplifers such as wider 
bandwidth, wider dynamic range and greater linearity. It also allows high slew rate ca-
pability and it is free from the slew rate boundries that are basic characteristics of the 
traditional operational amplifiers.
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ABSTRACT

Active elements are critical in implementing active filters, oscillators, rectifiers, and signal processing circuits. We observe that several active 
circuits have been proposed in the literature. In this study, we have proposed four inductance simulators that employ only one active circuit 
current feedback operational amplifier and three or four passive components. The first and fourth topologies are designed for series lossy 
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Four different inductance simulators employing a single CFOA 
and three or four passive components were presented in [6]. 
Three different generic structures were also presented in [11] 
which employing a single CFOA and three or four passive com-
ponents.  The circuits [25-27] are not operated commercially 
available devices such as AD844, LM741. The circuits [4,28-31] 
can be constructed with more than one AD844.

The overall structure of the study takes the form of four sec-
tions. The first section is an introduction, the second section 
gives the proposed four grounded inductance simulator topol-
ogies and parallel resonant circuit is constructed with the pro-
posed inductance simulator, the third section gives the simula-
tion results and the last section is the conclusion. It is expected 
that the proposed circuit will provide different opportunities 
to the designers accomplishing of analog integrated circuit ap-
plications. 

The Proposed Inductor Simulators

The equivalent circuit of CFOA is shown in Figure 1. In the ideal 
case, current gain and voltage gains are  α = 1 and β1 = β2 = 1, re-
spectively. So; CFOA whose electrical symbol ideally specified 
as Iy =0, Iz = Ix, Vx = Vy and Vw = Vz, are going to be stated by the 
following equation:
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The proposed CFOA based inductor simulators are shown in 
Figure 2 a-d. The first inductance simulator consists of one 
CFOA and three passive components while the others consist 
of one CFOA and four passive components. Transfer functions 
of the proposed circuits are given in Table 1, 2. According to 
the equivalent impedance of the first and fourth simulators 
are intended for lossy series inductors. The second simulator 
is intended to negative lossless inductance simulator. The 
third one is also intended to negative lossless inductance sim-
ulator if C1 and C2 capacitors and R1 and R2 resistors are equal 
to each other.

Table 1. Equivalent impedances of proposed inductance 
simulators

Circuit
Non-ideal 

impedances (Zeq)
Ideal impedances 

(Zeq)

Figure 2 (a)
R1

1+Csα γ − β( )R2
+

R2
1+Csα γ − β( )R2

+
Csαγ R1R2

1+Csα γ − β( )R2 R1 + R2 +CsR1R2

Figure 2 (b) −
CR1R2s

βγ +CR2s −1+ βγ( ) −CR1R2s

Figure 2 (c)
C2R1R2s

C2R2s−αβγ −C1R2sαβγ
C2R1R2s

−1−C1R2s+C2R2s

Figure 2 (d)
R1

1−Cs −1+αβγ( )R2
+

CsR1R2
1−Cs −1+αβγ( )R2 R1 +CsR1R2

Table 2. Equivalent admittances of proposed inductance 
simulators ideal and non-ideal cases

Circuit
Non-ideal 

admittances (Yeq)
Ideal admittances 

(Yeq)

Figure 2 (a) 1
R1 + R2 +Csαγ R1R2

+
Csα −β + γ( )R2
R1 + R2 +Csαγ R1R2

1
R1 + R2 +CsR1R2

Figure 2 (b) − βγ
CR1R2s

+ 1− βγ
R1

− 1
R1R2Cs

Figure 2 (c)
1
R1

−
C1αβγ
C2R1

− αβγ
C2R1R2s

1
R1

−
C1
C2R1

− 1
C2R1R2s

Figure 2 (d) 1
R1 +CsR1R2

+
Cs 1−αβγ( )R2
R1 +CsR1R2

1
R1 +CsR1R2

Figure 1. Equivalant circuit of CFOA
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Simulation Results

As long as higher value inductances occupy a bigger area in 
chips, Inductor will be a central ingredient in deciding the total 
chip area because higher inductance values imply larger area 
consumption. In order to solve this problem, it is more conve-
nient to use active implementations of an inductor which offer 
less area consumption.  

LTSpice program is used to explain the performance of the 
presented inductance simulator. The simulated frequency re-
sponse of input impedance for the inductor simulator is given 
in Figure 2b. The magnitude of impedance of the presented 
inductance simulator is given in Figure 3.  The inductive char-
acteristic extends from 1 kHz to 50 MHz. 

RLC filter is presented as an application example to demonstrate the 
performance of the presented inductance simulator. Inductance 
simulator with a parallel capacitor and resistor formed as a resonant 
circuit shown in Figure 4. In this Figure actively simulated induc-

Figure 2. a-d. Proposed inductance simulators made with CFOA

a

c

b

d

Figure 3. Simulated magnitudes of impedance of presented in-
ductance simulator in comparison with ideal inductance
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tance simulator circuit in Figure 2b replaces the parallel inductor. 

The transfer functions are given by the following equations:

IHP
Iin

= s2

s2 +
GL
CL
s+ 1
LeqCL

 (2)

 

 

IBP
Iin

=

GL
CL
s

s2 +
GL
CL
s+ 1
LeqCL

 (3)

The realized filter is simulated with LTSpice program using AD844. 
Supply voltages are taken as VDD = 12V and VSS = −12 V. Simulation 
result of the filter responses, very good agreement with the pre-
dicted theory, is given in Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively. The 
component values of the accomplished filter are chosen as follows: 
CL=1nF, RL=100Ω R1= R2=R3=1kΩ and C=50pF, thus an inductor Le-

q=100µH is obtained. In order to analysis time responses of RLC fil-
ter, peak-to-peak 10 mA and 10 MHz sinusoidal inputs are applied. 
The time domain analysis result is given in Figure 7 for bandpass 
and highpass filter configuration for the circuit in Figure 4.

Conclusions

In this study, A CFOA based inductor simulators are proposed. The 
proposed circuit consisted only one single of CFOA, and three or four 
passive components. The aim of the present research was to propose 
the inductance simulators which consists three or four passive com-
ponents in addition to single active device named CFOA. In order 
to show the effectiveness of the proposed inductance simulators,  
LTSpice simulation tests were put into practice. This study sets out 
provide the further possibilities to the designers in the realization of 
analog integrated circuits such as filters and oscillator applications. 
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Introduction

Wireless communication has become a necessity in modern life. Ubiquitous connectivity and 
mobility support without the need for a physical connection are the main features of contem-
porary wireless communication technologies. Such features attract ever-increasing number of 
users to utilize a wide variety of wireless services and applications. It is predicted that by the 
year 2020, seven billion people will be served by seven trillion wireless devices [1].

Aforementioned increase is not only limited to the number of users but also includes the vol-
ume of data carried by wireless communication systems. The increase in data volume is not 
surprising given the availability of vastly diverse and high quality services carried over wireless 
technologies. Today, any smartphone that has an Internet connection could provide many 
services beside the traditional voice communications such as file transfer, multi-media shar-
ing, video chat, and online gaming. The predictions indicate that next stage of the evolution 
of wireless communications will expand into cyber-physical systems such as Internet of Ev-
erything (IoE) which is believed to cover virtual and augmented reality; high-definition and 
interactive television broadcast; a vast variety of sensor applications; smart homes, cities, and 
infrastructures [2].

The most important step towards the predictions that indicate IoE is the successful realizations 
and deployment of large scale wireless communication networks and systems. Coexistence 
of many large-scale networks along with the emergence of recent technologies requires a 
more comprehensive terminology than large-scale wireless networks. In this regard, next gen-
eration wireless networks (NGWNs) are considered to be a generic umbrella term for wireless 
communication systems which are designed to carry  high-volume data and provide a very 
wide range of services with mobility support to a large number of users with the motivation 
of “being online anywhere, anytime” via several both inter- and intra-networking strategies. 
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NGWNs are based on different forms of connection types; mac-
ro cellular and small coverage cellular base stations; and WiFi 
access points and vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication 
platforms. Such diversity leads to heterogeneous structures. It 
is clear that the true realization of IoE mandates several criteria 
to be met simultaneously. The prominent criteria are provid-
ing high-quality performance under every circumstance for 
vast variety of services; accommodating increasing number 
of users seamlessly; achieving low latencies with high-order 
diversity and so on. Obviously, in order for NGWNs to satisfy 
those needs, all available resources should be exploited in an 
optimum way. Electromagnetic spectrum (EMS) is regarded 
the most important resource among all for wireless commu-
nications. In conjunction with the previous discussions, ev-
er-increasing number of users for wireless communications 
introduces the “spectral crowd and scarcity problem.” On the 
other hand, measurement reports bring out the fact that EMS 
is underutilized rather than being scarce. 

Many of the natural resources are finite and subjected to be 
exhausted when overused. However, unlike other resources, 
EMS is theoretically an unlimited and infinite one. But due to 
wireless propagation characteristics and sizes of the porta-
ble devices, only a part of the EMS can be used effectively for 
NGWNs. From this standpoint, EMS could be considered to be 
a limited resource in practice. Therefore, NGWNs should utilize 
the EMS to the greatest extent given the ever-increasing de-
mand observed for wireless communications within the last 
three decades.

The transmission power is also a very important and a limited 
resource such as EMS. Battery life of mobile devices manifests 
one of the aspects of this limitation. The other aspect reveals 
itself when EMS is accessed by multiple nodes within the same 
local geographical area, which is known as multi-user inter-
ference (MUI). MUI affects negatively all of the elements of 
wireless systems in various ways. It reduces the performance 
of receivers, causes the overall capacity of the system to drop, 
leads to disruptions to the communication link, and so on. 
One should keep in mind that dominating the communication 
channel by increasing transmit power seems to be a solution 
at first glance. However, such a strategy leads to a more se-
vere interference scenario along with a shorter battery life and 
with a dramatic drop in the overall system capacity. Therefore, 
when interference is unavoidable, transmit power as a resource 
should be handled more delicately.

In light of the discussions above, one could conclude that both 
EMS and the transmission power are fundamental and crucial 
design concepts for all sorts of wireless communication sys-
tems. Therefore, they need to be steadily observed and strict-
ly controlled under certain rules, guidelines, regulations, and 
standards. It is worth mentioning that EMS should always be 
considered as the first in comparison with the transmission 
power at design stages. This stems from the fact that propaga-
tion characteristics of electromagnetic waves are dramatically 

different from each other at different portions of EMS. Hence, 
in practice, transmission frequencies and their relevant propa-
gation characteristics are taken into account before consider-
ing the transmission power requirements of the system to be 
designed.

Although EMS is a national resource, propagation behavior and 
standards render EMS as an international resource. This implies 
that the observation and control tasks are carried out both at 
national and international level. The rules, guidelines, and stan-
dards used in the supervision of EMS are determined by the 
United States and European countries for historical reasons. 
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the United 
States and the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) at 
the international level stand out in this regard.

Monitoring and Governance of Electromagnetic Spectrum

As a natural but practically limited resource, the most import-
ant characteristic of EMS is that it is not used up in contrast to 
other natural resources such as oil, natural gas, and its deriva-
tives. Because EMS is not only an inexhaustible but also a limit-
ed resource in practice, its utilization is crucial. First step of uti-
lization is to manage EMS and the most important component 
of EMS management is the spectrum monitoring. Spectrum 
monitoring involves the recording, processing, and evaluation 
of collected spectrum data. It is important to bear in mind that 
spectrum data are obtained in traditional domains such as 
time, frequency, and space as well as in other artificial domains 
such as code domain driving the code division multiple access 
technology (CDMA).

In order to better understand why spectrum monitoring is the 
most important component in the management of the EMS, 
it is sufficient to check how the EMS is generally classified. 
Furthermore, scenarios based on this classification provide 
an extra insight into the importance of spectrum monitoring. 
The EMS is generally overviewed in three classes: the exclu-
sive, licensed, and unlicensed spectrum. Exclusive bands are 
specifically allocated to specific purposes, institutions and/or 
organizations. Examples include bands that are reserved for 
space and astrophysics research. Licensed bands are those 
which require special permissions and regulations to carry out 
transmission. Mobile phone operators provide their services 
through the use of licensed bands. Unlicensed bands are the 
bands that everyone can use provided that they abide by var-
ious rules and regulations. Industrial, scientific, and medical 
(ISM) purposes bands fall into the unlicensed bands category. 
Therefore, the following scenarios are relevant for all spectrum 
classes.

Scenario I. Identification and supervision of authorized broad-
casts of any spectrum class

Scenario II. Identification and supervision of unauthorized 
broadcasts of any spectrum class 
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Scenario I involves the collection of usage statistics for the 
spectrum band of interest; identification of broadcast; evalua-
tion of whether these broadcasts are authorized, license types 
are appropriate and their validity is approved, depending on 
whether the band is licensed or unlicensed. The supervision 
process covers evaluating the competence of the broadcasts 
with the local, national and/or international regulations and 
the compliance with the regulations of the band concerned. 
Scenario II includes the cases where unauthorized broadcasts 
are of interest.

As can be understood from Scenario I and Scenario II, the effi-
cient use of a highly valuable natural source such as the EMS 
depends on a very detailed observation of the EMS in tempo-
ral, frequency, and spatial domains (and all possible natural 
and artificial domains such as code) steadily. Spectrum moni-
toring, therefore:

• Should be the first step to identify, quantify, track, and 
control the wireless interference present in all domains at 
local, national, and international scale.

• Provides ways of identifying whether devices used and 
techniques/algorithms that they employed comply with 
protocols, rules, regulations, and standards defined by 
both national and international institutions and organiza-
tions

• Helps identify the infrastructural requirements of local 
and national governments by obtaining coverage data. 
Combined with wireless interference map, coverage infor-
mation paves the way for environmentally-friendly com-
munication technologies by preventing further power 
consumption and not wasting of national wealth via opti-
mizing installation locations and settings of base stations. 

• Ensures that local and/or national television/radio broad-
casts can be received by everyone seamlessly, without any 
problems. It reduces the time and increases the effective-
ness in resolving emerging problems.

• Guarantees that broadcasts on the licensed bands, in par-
ticular, meet local, national and/or internationally applica-
ble standards (spectrum masks, transmission power, etc.) 
in high resolution.

• Enables to collect and process valuable real-time usage 
and occupancy statistics. As a result of processing these 
data:
• Dynamics of EMS in all domains could be analyzed 

and understood in a detailed manner via versatile re-
porting tools. 

• Problems could be identified almost instantaneously 
via high-resolution statistics. Anomalies which might 
lead to serious problems in the future could be de-
tected at their early stages.

• Future plans and predictions could be established ac-
curately by taking into account the evolution of the 
real-world data. Therefore, waste of such a valuable 
resource is avoided.

Classification of Monitoring of Electromagnetic Spectrum
Monitoring the EMS has many aspects since the EMS is a 
multi-dimensional phenomenon as discussed above. Each 
dimension or domain plays an important role not only in de-
termining both the quality and the quantity of data to be col-
lected but also in estimating the size of the requirements such 
as equipment, software, and communication infrastructure to 
be used. However, when importance of the EMS as a national 
and international resource is considered, it becomes clear that 
the most general classification will be based on spatial domain, 
namely the size of the area to be monitored. From this perspec-
tive, the classification can be divided into the following subcat-
egories: national; regional; local; outdoors; and in-doors. 

Similarly, monitoring in frequency domain can be classified 
as narrowband; broadband; and wideband. Classification in 
temporal domain can be categorized as instantaneous; short-
term (minute, hour); medium-term (hour, week); and long-term 
(month, year). In Figure 1, prominent classification classes and 
their subcategories are presented.

One of the fundamental issues in spectrum monitoring is to 
store and/or transfer the data collected. Sizes of the data to be 
collected are generally significant since, as shown in Figure 1, 
high-resolution spectrum monitoring accommodates multiple 
domains with high degrees of freedom. In this regard, mea-
surement resolution should also be included into the classifi-

Figure 1. Prominent classification types for spectrum monitoring
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cation not maybe as a new domain but as a parameter such 
that High-resolution sampling (above Nyquist rate); Critical 
sampling; Low-resolution sampling (below Nyquist rate). There 
is a direct ratio between the bandwidth used in the frequency 
domain and the monitoring resolution. Since the number of 
monitoring data points in the spatial domain will be equal to 
the number of data sets, the size of the total monitoring data 
is given as:

 (1)

where the total number of monitoring points is equal to , the 
size of the total monitoring data is given as ;  denotes the total 
bandwidth measured/monitored at one time instant;  stands 
for the monitoring duration, and  represents the sampling rate.

Techniques
Detection and locationing of unauthorized broadcasts and/
or interference sources are at the forefront of main goals of 
spectrum monitoring. Sophisticated radio wave propagation 
characteristics, physical and geographical obstacles between 
the source and measurement location make it difficult to de-
termine the precise location of the interference source solely 
by using EMS data. For this reason, the first step in determining 
the location of the source is to find the direction of the emis-
sion. It is worth mentioning that beside its direction, the EMS 
can be monitored to classify and extract a very large set of fea-
tures, parameters, and/or identifiers, such as the type of modu-
lation used in emission or any signal received.

There are many direction finding techniques and methods in 
the literature. In case the direction finding is performed on a 
single channel, three classes are prominent in the literature: 
amplitude-based, phase-based, or hybrid forms. The same 
classes could be considered for multi-channel systems except 
for infrastructure required by multi-channel systems. Hence, 
it is sufficient to review single-channel methods for direction 
finding.

The most frequently encountered methods for single-channel 
applications are: 

• Watson-Watt [3]
• Doppler and pseudo-Doppler [4]
• Correlative vector [5]
• High-resolution direction finding [6,7]
• Maximum likelihood model
• Principal component analysis

There are, of course, some other methods present in the lit-
erature, which demonstrate a certain degree of high perfor-
mance. Algorithms that employ subspace separation of the 
received signal [8] and the use of linear prediction [9] based 
approaches are two examples that stand out. Phase-locked 
loop assisted direction finding methods are also present in 
the literature [10].

The above-mentioned methods could generally be regard-
ed as deterministic methods since they draw conclusions at 
the result of following a certain statistical construction. Apart 
from deterministic methods, there are direction finding al-
gorithms relying on heuristic strategies. There are studies in 
the literature benefiting from both evolutionary methods 
[11] and heuristic methods supporting subspace-based algo-
rithms [12] as well.

Monitoring Area
Size of the area to be monitored shows considerable variability 
in scale due to the propagation behavior (reflection, diffrac-
tion, scattering, etc.) of the radio waves and the losses to be ex-
perienced within the environment. Especially in large cities de-
mographic structure changes rapidly due to the construction 
of large buildings (skyscrapers, shopping malls, etc.) and/or the 
demolishing of existing buildings in a very short period of time. 
Such changes imply that the usage statistics fluctuates dramat-
ically because of the rapid alteration of the demographic struc-
ture. Coverage area and all related transmission parameters will 
be different as well. Hence, handover rates, traffic loads, and 
resource allocation mechanisms and many other metrics will 
be affected. Therefore, reliability of the measurements taken 
especially in densely populated regions, downtowns, and met-
ropolitan areas should be checked and verified very frequently 
by validating measurement setup, devices, and parameters. 
Hidden node issues, out-of-coverage measurement problems, 
and uncalibrated device recordings are some of the prominent 
topics that need to be contemplated. 

Equipment
With the great advances in digital technology, spectrum 
monitoring equipment has been reduced in size and become 
cheaper. Putting the antenna dimension issues aside, moni-
toring devices equipped with computationally powerful and 
multi-tasking chips have become available on a considerably 
larger scale [13, 14]. Furthermore, monitoring hardware is 
generally software reconfigurable; therefore, it can be cus-
tomized to serve for any desired purpose. With a few simple 
plug-ins, the monitoring data can be processed directly on-
site and only the results can be transferred to desired loca-
tions and/or centers.

The aforementioned equipment will also enable authorities 
and institutions to take advantage of high altitude platforms, 
unmanned aerial vehicles, and other remotely controllable 
equipment. Such diversified options will bring extreme agil-
ity and flexibility into operational capabilities of institutions 
and/or organizations performing the spectrum monitoring 
tasks [15].

Current Issues in Electromagnetic Spectrum Monitoring

Importance of spectrum monitoring for public safety agencies 
and first responders is slightly different from that for commer-
cial and governmental agencies since radio communications 
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for public safety agencies and first responders is a life-critical 
operation. Any problem, disruption or failure in communica-
tions might lead to death and/or serious injuries and/or severe 
damage. From this point of view, (i) spectrum bands dedicated 
to public safety agencies and/or organizations should always 
be available. Furthermore, (ii) these bands should not be oc-
cupied by any other parties apart from authorized agencies. 
Considering the ever-increasing demand and services, one 
should anticipate that some of the dedicated bands could be 
densely populated whereas some of them are totally vacant. 
Therefore, (iii) the spectral load should be distributed uniformly 
and future plans and predictions could be established accord-
ingly. Spectrum monitoring is the only solution for the issues 
indicated in (i)-(iii). 

This chapter will cover a variety of emerging topics in spec-
trum monitoring around the globe on both national and in-
ternational scale. Concepts of reallocating and refarming the 
spectrum proposed by several countries will be discussed as 
well.

Refarming the EM Spectrum

Refarming the spectrum is a recent concept which aims to 
distribute the occupancy statistics of spectrum bands in a uni-
formly manner. As can be inferred, the driving force behind 
spectrum refarming is the underutilization of some of the 
bands. Of course, underutilized spectrum is not the sole mo-
tivation. Significant progress has been made in communica-
tion and digital signal processing techniques. With the recent 
advances, many wireless services are provided with less band-
width but with a higher quality. For example, terrestrial analog 
television broadcasts have been replaced by digital technology 
in the United States, and 698-806MHz has been emptied and 
reopened for further use. Since a similar process will also take 
place in the rest of the globe soon, new concepts and para-
digms such as interference temperature, spectral white holes, 
spectrum leasing and bidding, and band aggregation will arise. 
In this regard, legislators and auditors will have to go beyond 
traditional approaches previously employed in spectrum mon-
itoring for fair usage, security, privacy, and so on. Preparation 
towards spectrum refarming concept should start with col-
lecting, analyzing, and interpreting space, time, and frequency 
usage patterns and statistics of EMS. Next, resource planning, 
licensing, and pricing procedures and processes should be re-
viewed and revised in the near future especially taking into ac-
count the paradigm so-called “flexible licensing” [16].

It is important to emphasize one more time that spectrum re-
farming aims to ensure that the occupancy in the EMS is homo-
geneous. This way, white bands could be taken advantage of 
more efficiently and contribute to wealth and economy. How-
ever, maximum utilization comes at the expense of a highly 
detailed, continuous, and super resolution monitoring, which 
implies high volume of data storage, process, and transfer in-
frastructures.

Emerging Technologies and Non-Civilian Usage
Beside the refarming paradigm, emerging technologies, ap-
plications, and services which penetrate the market rapidly 
should be observed as well. One of the prominent examples 
is the deployment of high-altitude platforms when the cover-
age area needs to be expanded and/or capacity within certain 
geographical areas drops below a certain threshold. Similarly, 
unmanned aerial vehicles and their derivatives with wireless 
broadcasting capability, both for civil and non-civilian use, are 
now being used for a variety of purposes [17]. Another instance 
of recently emerging technologies and mass penetration to 
market is related to intelligent transport systems (ITS). The Eu-
ropean Union has initiated formal studies to ensure that ITS are 
employed in all European Union countries via embedding ap-
propriate infrastructures into roads and vehicles manufactured 
after 2018. For instance, 77GHz radars for vehicles already in-
cluded in ITS for parking and roadblocks. 

IoE and many other technologies are among the services and 
applications that will need to be included into the horizons of 
spectrum management in the very near future. Spectrum mon-
itoring therefore should be established in such a way that insti-
tutions and organizations in charge need to take into account 
all of the emerging technologies along with their possible ex-
tensions.

Disaster Communication
Disasters manifest the importance of spectrum management/
monitoring in a very dramatic manner. For instance, when the 
great Düzce earthquake occurred, cellular base stations in the 
local region were out and physical infrastructure damaged. 
There was a long-term communication blackout in the region. 
This posed several problems. People who were exposed to 
the disaster were not able to communicate outside the region 
and vice versa. Furthermore, people who were not in the re-
gion attempted to communicate and failed due to the network 
congestion. Blackout in the region coupled with congestion 
hampered the coordination, collaboration, and cooperation 
of public safety agencies and first responders. Unable to react 
rapidly to the disaster region disrupted the rescue operations 
and led to loss of many lives.

In order not to experience such tragedies due to communi-
cations failures, the spectrum should be continuously mon-
itored in both large and small scale geographical regions. 
Monitoring data should be examined with the aid of ad-
vanced statistical methods such as anomaly detection and 
machine learning. In case an anomaly or problem is identified, 
the relevant institutions and/or organizations should be in-
formed instantaneously so that management, command and 
control can be carried out as efficiently as possible. Monitor-
ing the spectrum on both large and small scale is the key to 
determining and identifying the physical locations exposed 
to disasters. Also, spectrum monitoring helps first responders 
and public safety agencies act in coordination with each oth-
er in the most effective way.
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Impact on Health
There are scientific studies on the negative effects of electro-
magnetic radiation on health. Studies report that the operation 
of cardiac pacemakers is impaired or completely stopped un-
der electromagnetic radiation and serious health problems oc-
curred or triggered [18, 19]. This suggests that monitoring the 
spectrum is a necessity, especially in the areas where hospitals 
and healthcare professionals provide healthcare.

Installing base stations within and/or around living spaces 
in an unauthorized manner can also be examined under this 
topic. Detection and identification of stations which broadcast 
with non-standard parameters are also possible with contin-
uous, wide-area, and high-resolution spectrum monitoring 
activities. This way, the conditions that negatively affect social 
health could be eliminated.

Environment-friendly Communication
Cellular network service providers have been incorporating 
more and more base stations in order to meet the require-
ments of the ever-increasing number of users and maintain the 
quality of the services provided. The increasing number of base 
stations naturally implies high volume of energy consumption 
[20, 21] as well. Surveys reveal that the information and com-
munication technology industry receives 0.5% of total global 
energy consumption and this share is expected to increase fur-
ther in the near future. As shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, com-
munication networks consist not only of base stations but also 
of users, transmission lines carrying mobile data traffic to the 
core network, and many other system components operating 
within the network. It is evident that such a complicated and 
crowded topologies increase energy consumption and should 
be taken seriously from green communications perspective.

Figure 2. A conceptual framework for heterogeneous next generation wireless networks
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Importance of green communications stems from the fact that 
oil-based fuels have been at the forefront of the main energy 
sources. Therefore, carbon emission rates escalate and become 
an environmental issue affecting the entire globe. Monitoring 
the spectrum plays a very important role at this point. Study-
ing the high-resolution data obtained by spectral monitoring 
enables authorities to detect unnecessary stations operating 
and to find transmitters that employ higher power levels than 
necessary. Thus, spectrum monitoring directly protects the 
national wealth and paves the way of realizing more environ-
ment-friendly communication systems.

Proposed Spectrum Sensing Strategies for Next Genera-
tion Spectrum Monitoring

As discussed above, next generation spectrum monitoring 
should be comprehensive in terms of both geographical di-

versity and electromagnetic hyperspace including time, fre-
quency, code, polarization, and so on. This forces one to con-
template a hybrid strategy for future spectrum monitoring 
infrastructures, services, and applications.

Another important building block for the next generation 
spectrum monitoring is to deploy a dynamic, adaptive, re-
configurable measurement setup. It is clear that easy-to-de-
ploy campaigns inherently points out mobility. Therefore, it 
is certain that regulatory bodies should be able to make use 
of certain technologies such as software-defined radios and/
or reconfigurable platforms. Combined with over-the-air up-
date capabilities, such settings could be established once and 
reused everywhere with their high mobility support. Having 
said that, one should also consider very cheap, disposable 
spectrum sensors, which are believed to take their places in the 
market soon. Note that this idea should be extended in such a 

Figure 3. Data transfer and major components in heterogeneous next generation wireless networks
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way that all idle, available, no-battery-problem devices could 
be used to contribute spectrum monitoring efforts as in Search 
for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) project.

Such a system should encompass superior modeling, estimat-
ing, and predicting capabilities with the historical data at hand 
along with the contemporary measurements. In conjunction 
with the adaptation and reconfigurability characteristics, the 
system needs to take advantage of linear, nonlinear, and heu-
ristic tools depending on the scenario. It is obvious that this 
enforces the system to have some sort of awareness capability 
as well, which enables it to choose the appropriate tool.

Decision fusion mechanisms are also integral parts of next 
generation spectrum monitoring systems. Considering the 
geographical spread of the possible spectrum sensors, linear, 
nonlinear, and binary fusion techniques should be employed 
by such systems too.

Conclusions and Future Directions

The EMS is a never-ending, unlimited, reusable natural resource. 
Efficient use of the EMS facilitates countries to benefit both 
economically and technically (non-civilian usage, security intel-
ligence, communication, remote sensing, meteorological ob-
servation, etc.) from this source through its commercialization. 
Countries should monitor, control, and manage the EMS in light 
of the state-of-the-art techniques, concepts, and paradigms.

The EMS should be monitored in a highly detailed, on a very 
large-scale, and with high-resolution on each and every possi-
ble domain such as space, time, frequency, and code. The mon-
itoring data should be analyzed statistically in such a way that 
both concurrent and the past observations are exploited to de-
velop accurate planning and smart allocation strategies. Other-
wise, the EMS will not be utilized and will become unmanage-
able rapidly as new technological developments emerge and 
penetrate the wireless communications ecosystem. Leading 
countries and multinational organizations in the field of wire-
less communications technologies have already started expe-
riencing the aforementioned problems. Hence, new concepts 
and paradigms such as spectrum refarming and flexible licens-
ing are proposed. This implies that countries that follow the 
leading countries will have a similar roadmap and face almost 
the same set of issues and problems in the near future.

It should be mentioned that EMS is important from various 
other perspectives apart from technological and econom-
ic aspects. Disaster communications, health, and environ-
ment-friendly communications are the most prominent ones. 
It should be noted that all of the aforementioned topics place 
serious responsibilities and agendas on the institutions and/or 
organizations that have the authority to monitor the spectrum.

Finally, one could foresee that next generation spectrum moni-
toring strategies imply, by definition, massive information flow 

in various formats and in both structured and unstructured 
way. Big data and relevant issues inherently take their places. 
Infrastructure, data processing algorithms and techniques, and 
effective storage and database designs are important aspects 
from these perspectives.
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Introduction

Image fusion is the process of combining relevant information from multitude images, often 
acquired by different sensors and imaging technologies. The most common approach is the 
fusion of a high spatial resolution image with a high spectral resolution image. If the high 
spatial resolution image is a panchromatic image, then the fusion process is called pansharp-
ening.

Pansharpening, in its original form, is the process which combines multispectral (MS) imag-
es with high spatial resolution panchromatic (PAN) images in order to construct high spatial 
resolution MS images. Pansharpening has long been an important field of research because it 
enables the construction of images with high spatial and high spectral resolution, which is not 
directly obtainable from imaging sensors due to various technical limitations. Pansharpening 
was originally applied to PAN an MS images, but have evolved to include fusion of PAN and 
hyperspectral (HS) images, and MS and HS images, among others. At its basis, pansharpening 
is the process of extracting spatial information from one image and injecting this information 
to the other image in order to enhance spatial resolution. 

There are various pansharpening reviews in the literature. In [1], the pansharpening perfor-
mance of four pan-sharpening approaches have been compared and it is stated that con-
text-based decision approach gives the best result. In [2], it has been demonstrated that 
methods in accordance with the Amélioration de la Résolution Spatiale par Injection de Struc-
tures (Improving Spatial Resolution by Structure Injection-ARSIS) concept prevent spectral 
distortion for pansharpened images. In [3], performances of the pansharpening algorithms 
in commercial software packages have been compared for images acquired from IKONOS, 
QuickBird, GeoEye-1, and WorldView-2 satellites, and the best fusion quality is reported by 
principal component analysis (PCA). In [4], eight pansharpening approaches are compared 
for performance with several spatial and spectral quality indexes, and it has been stated that 
approaches combining A Tróus wavelet transform with Intensity-Hue-Saturation (IHS) trans-
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form and PCA provide the best spatial–spectral tradeoff. In 
[5], advanced pansharpening approaches such as Generalized 
Laplacian Pyramid with Modulation Transfer Function (MTF-
matched filter) and Context-Based Decision injection scheme 
(MTF-GLP-CBD) have been applied to datasets acquired by 
IKONOS-2 and WorldView-2 satellites, and best pansharpen-
ing results are obtained from Gaussian MTF-matched filter 
with High Pass Modulation injection model (MTF-GLP-HPM) 
method. In a recent review, eleven different state-of-the-art 
pansharpening methods are adapted to the HS images, and 
Bayesian Sparse approach has provided the best performance 
for hyperspectral pansharpening [6]. In [7], pansharpening 
approaches in the literature are classified into different cat-
egories according to the main technique they use by Amro 
and et al. In study [8], twenty one pansharpening techniques 
are presented and evaluated for the VNIR and SWIR bands of 
Sentinel-2 and MTF-GLP-CBD provides the best consistency 
pansharpened result.

This paper is concerned with pansharpening performances 
for RASAT images. RASAT is the first earth observation satellite 
designed and produced in Turkey by TÜBİTAK-UZAY (TÜBİTAK 
Space Technologies Research Institute). RASAT has been in op-
eration since 2011, and is the second remote sensing imaging 
satellite of Turkey after BİLSAT. RASAT provides 7.5 meter spa-
tial resolution PAN and 15 meter spatial resolution RGB images. 
There are some works on the literature on pansharpening for 
RASAT images. In [9], nine different pansharpening approach-
es are evaluated for RASAT images by utilizing six assessment 
quality metrics, and Hyperspherical Color Space (HCS) and 
High Pass Filter (HPF) methods are shown to provide the best 
performances. In [10], GPU speed-up is assessed for pansharp-
ening on RASAT images. In [11], automatic image processing 
workflow is drawn for RASAT and GÖKTÜRK-2 satellite images. 
In [12], the performance evaluation of IHS, Brovey and PCA 
pansharpening methods are evaluated for RASAT and GÖK-
TÜRK-2 images.

In this paper, a wide range of pansharpening methods, both 
benchmark and state-of-the-art, are evaluated and compared 
for performance on RASAT images. The evaluation is performed 
over several images, both visually and quantitatively, by utiliz-
ing a wide array of metrics, i.e. root mean squared error (RMSE), 
correlation coefficient (CC), spectral angular mapper (SAM), Er-
reur Relative Globale Adimensionnelle de Synthese (ERGAS), peak 
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), structural similarity index (SSIM), 
and universal image quality index (UIQI). This work’s main con-
tribution is the utilization of the largest number of pansharp-
ening approaches and performance metrics used up-to-date in 
any pansharpening review work in the literature. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes and 
explains the pansharpening approaches. The experimental re-
sults obtained on various RASAT images are provided in Sec-
tion 3. The paper is concluded in Section 4 with some possible 
future study lines. 

Review of Pansharpening Approaches

The aim of the pansharpening process is the integration of high 
frequency information, which is extracted from the PAN image, 
with the lower level spatial information from the MS image in 
order to obtain high spatial resolution MS image.

Although there is no universal classification, pansharpening 
approaches can be basically grouped into five categories ac-
cording to fusion mechanism. These are component substi-
tution (CS), modulation based (MB), multi-resolution analysis 
(MRA), hybrid methods and variational approaches. These cat-
egories and the respective methods in each category that are 
used in this paper are explained below.

Component Substitution (CS) Methods

CS approach consists of three steps:
1. MS image is upsampled to the resolution of PAN image, and 

transformed to a new space. This new space aims to separate the 
spectral and spatial information, which will be kept and changed 
with the spatial information from the PAN image, respectively.

2. The component of the MS image in the new space that is 
related or is of similar characteristics with the PAN image 
is substituted by the high spatial resolution PAN image. In 
this step, often a histogram matching process is also uti-
lized in an effort to equalization mean and standard devia-
tion for reducing the spectral distortion for both images. 

3. The MS image with the substituted PAN image informa-
tion is transformed back into its original space, resulting in 
a pan-sharpened image.

CS approach is commonly simplified into the equations below, 
which basically mean that the PAN image is added to the MS 
image while the intensity or spatial information derived from 
the MS image is removed. This addition and removal is multi-
plied by a coefficient that is determined by the transformation 
utilized in the process [13].

 (1)

 (2)

where  denotes the pan-sharpened image, N is the number of 
bands,  denotes the MS image upsampled to the resolution of 
PAN image, P is the PAN image and  is the image synthesized 
from the MS image bands with weight factors, and  is a gain fac-
tor determined by the utilized transformation in the method [13].

Easy implementation and fast computational time are the ma-
jor advantages in CS based approaches. In these techniques, if 
the correlation is very high between PAN and MS images, then 
the pansharpened MS image has better spatial resolution. The 
main shortcoming of CS based techniques is the spectral dis-
tortion which is also called color or radiometric distortion [14]. 
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IHS is one of the standard pansharpening algorithms in the 
CS category. Pan-sharpening by IHS involves utilizing the IHS 
transformation to derive the intensity component of the MS 
image. This intensity component is substituted by the PAN 
image that is histogram matched to the intensity component. 
An inverse IHS transformation is used to obtain the pan-sharp-
ened MS image [15].

PCA based pan-sharpening involves utilizing the PCA transfor-
mation on the MS image. The first principal component is as-
sumed to be the component with the most spatial information. 
The PAN image is histogram matched to the first principal com-
ponent and substituted prior to inverse PCA transformation 
[16]. The spatial information from the PAN image substituted to 
the principal component leads to a pan-sharpened MS image 
after the inverse PCA transformation. 

Gram-Schmidt (GS) based pan-sharpening is another standard 
pan-sharpening approach with utilizes CS. GS transformation re-
sults in vectors which are orthogonal with respect to each other. 
However, the selection of the initial vector, i.e. image, is crucial, 
and GS based pan-sharpening has several modes to address this 
issue. In Mode-1, this initial image is formed by taking the aver-
age of the MS bands, whereas in Mode-2 the image is formed by 
the low-pass filtering of the PAN image and in Mode-3 the min-
imum least square approach is used [17]. GS based pan-sharp-
ening involves applying GS transformation on the MS image in 
order to obtain the orthogonal vectors, substituting the histo-
gram matched PAN image in place of the initial vector and using 
inverse GS process to obtain the pan-sharpened image. GS fu-
sion process can also expressed in the form of equation (1) using 
the injection gain factor calculated as follows [5]:

 (3)

where cov(.) emphasize the covariance matrix and var(.) de-
notes the variance value.   

In HCS pansharpening approach, MS image is transformed into 
n-dimensional color space. The squares of the intensity com-
ponent of the MS image in the color space and the PAN image 
evaluated. P2 is then histogram matched to I2 using the means 
and standard deviations of P2 and I2. The square root of the his-
togram matched P2 is used in reverse HCS transformation in 
order to obtain the pan-sharpened image [18].

The main idea in HPF based pan-sharpening is to extract the 
high frequency details from the PAN image and then inject 
these details to the MS bands. In the CS based HPF pansharp-
ening, the high frequency details obtained from the PAN image 
by high-pass filtering are added to each of the MS bands in or-
der to obtain the pan-sharpened image [19]. 
 
Modulation-Based (MB) Methods 
In modulation-based pan-sharpening approaches, the ratio of 
the PAN image and the synthetic PAN image obtained from the 

MS image is utilized. This normalized term is multiplied by the 
MS image bands in order to obtain the pan-sharpened image, 
as seen in the following equation [20]: 

 (4)

where  emphasizes the pan-sharpened image,  denotes 
the MS image upsampled to the resolution of PAN image, P de-
notes the PAN image and the synthetic image (Syn) is obtained 
from the MS bands, often by a weighted summation such as:

 (5)

where  is a weight factor, determined according to the uti-
lized pansharpening method.

It should be noted that some reviews opt out the use of MB 
group, and instead include the methods presented here in CS 
or MRA groups, based on some transformations. If such as clas-
sification is preferred, BT and UNB methods may be included in 
the CS group, whereas SFIM and SSCN methods may be includ-
ed in the MRA group.

Brovey Transformation (BT) is one of the basic pan-sharp-
ening approaches in the modulation-based category. In BT 
pan-sharpening, the average of the MS bands is taken as the 
synthetic PAN image in equation (5). This synthetic image is 
used to normalize the PAN image, and the resulting term is 
multiplied by each MS band in order to obtain the pan-sharp-
ened image [21]. 

Smoothing Filter based Intensity Modulation (SFIM) is a modu-
lation based pansharpening technique which assumes that the 
radiance ratio between high spatial resolution MS band and 
original PAN image is equal to the resolution ratio between 
original MS band and low-pass filtered PAN image. The syn-
thetic image is derived by using a kernel whose size is based 
on this resolution ratio. The high resolution details, obtained by 
the normalization of the PAN image with its low-pass synthetic 
version, is multiplied with the original MS bands in order to cre-
ate the pansharpened image [22].

University of New Brunswick (UNB) approach utilizes least 
squares regression between the MS and PAN images in order 
to find the weight factors. These weights are multiplied by each 
MS band to obtain the synthetic PAN image. In order to create 
the pansharpened image, each MS band is multiplied by the 
ratio between the original PAN and the obtained synthetic PAN 
image [23]. In this work, Fully Constraint Least Squares (FCLS) 
algorithm is utilized for the regression analysis.

Spectral Simulation Color Normalization (SSCN) based pan-
sharpening utilizes the concept of sensor spectral response 
functions (SRF). By using the FCLS regression analysis, the 
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weights to approximate the PAN SRF from the MS SRFs are cal-
culated, and then the simulated PAN image is obtained by us-
ing these weights. Each MS band is then multiplied by the ratio 
between the PAN image and the simulated PAN image which is 
histogram matched with PAN, in order to obtain the pan-sharp-
ened image [24].

Multi-Resolution Analysis (MRA) 
In order to overcome the spectral distortion shortcoming of 
the CS approach, MRA methods have been developed. In MRA 
methods, MS and PAN images are first decomposed into fre-
quency bands. Then, the details coming from high frequency 
component of the PAN image are injected into the frequency 
bands of the MS image which have been interpolated to the 
PAN resolution. In this way, MRA based approaches preserve 
spectral information better than CS methods. MRA approach is 
obtained as follows [5]:

 (6)

where  means the pan-sharpened image,  denotes the 
MS image upsampled to the resolution of PAN image,  de-
notes element-wise multiplication, P is the PAN image and  
denotes that low pass version of the PAN image P.

The most popular MRA approaches are the wavelet transforma-
tion and Laplacian pyramids based approaches. Both of those 
groups can be represented in a pyramidal scheme as in [2], and 
are often commonly termed as the ARSIS concept. ARSIS con-
cept is motivated by obtaining the missing spatial information 
of the MS image from the high frequencies of PAN image be-
tween level-0 and level-1 on the pyramid.

MRA based pansharpening techniques have the advantages 
of temporal cohorence, spectral consistency and robustness to 
aliasing, whereas the complexity and higher computation time 
with respect to CS methods can be counted as the disadvan-
tages of MRA [25].

Wavelet Transformation (WT) is the name of a family of methods 
used to decompose an image into its frequency components 
based on the utilized basis function. This decomposition is com-
monly conducted into four components, the first of which is the 
approximation component, the second and third components 
are the horizontal and vertical details and the fourth includes the 
frequency components that are both horizontal and vertical. 

Wavelet Transformation based pan-sharpening starts with the 
histogram matching of the PAN image with each of the MS bands. 
For each MS band, WT is applied to the histogram matched PAN 
image, and the second, third and fourth components are set to 
zero, resulting in only the approximation component remaining. 
Inverse WT is applied to this component, and the result is sub-
tracted from the original PAN image in order to obtain the high 
frequency details. These details are added to the respective MS 
bands, and the pan-sharpened image is obtained [26].

In the literature, instead of the regular discrete WT, stationary 
WT, more commonly named as A Tróus WT (ATWT) is preferred 
because of the enhanced pansharpening performance it pro-
vides. In this work, for ATWT, the following cubic-spline kernel 
developed by Starck and Murtagh is utilized [27].

 (7)

Laplacian Pyramids (LP), which was first introduced by Burt and 
Adelson, is derived from Gaussian Pyramid (GP) which utilizes 
low-pass filter recursively by using reduction and decimation 
[28]. In GP, the first level is taken as original image, and each up-
per level image is obtained by low pass filtered lower level im-
age, sequentially. In LP, each level includes a detail image which 
is obtained by the subtraction of the interpolated lower level 
image from the same level image.  Hence, while GP can be con-
sidered as a set of images which constitutes the low-pass filtered 
versions of an original image, LP can be seen as a set of image de-
tails obtained as the difference between the lower level images 
and their band-pass filtered versions. LP based pansharpening is 
motivated by extracting high spatial details from the PAN image 
by the use of LPs, and adding these details to the MS bands. 

Enhanced Laplacian Pyramid (ELP) is an MRA technique in 
which the successive levels of the pyramid should have the 
lower correlation and zeroth level entropy properties [29]. In 
ELP, unlike in LP, it is possible to construct different types of ker-
nels for the expansion and reduction operations. Generalized 
Laplacian Pyramid (GLP) is generalized from ELP by enabling 
the use fractional numbers as scale ratios. GLP approach is re-
ported to be more advantageous than A Tróus Wavelet trans-
form [30]. In the literature, GLP has also been recently adopted 
as the name of all LP based pan-sharpening approaches.

Taking into consideration the frequency response functions of 
different kernels, 23tap filter is suggested in the literature for 
constructing the LP, i.e. for the expansion of the lower level im-
ages, for the higher performances it provides [31], and is also 
adopted in this work. 

Modulation transfer function (MTF) is the amplitude spectrum 
of the system point spread function. MTFs of the imaging sys-
tem are different from each other for both MS and PAN images. 
Generalized Laplacian Pyramid with MTF-matched filter (MTF-
GLP) is another MRA based technique. In MTF-GLP pan-sharp-
ening approach, MTFs of the imaging sensor are exploited to 
design the GLP reduction filter. After the PAN image is reduced 
by using the MTF filter, interpolation is performed on the his-
togram matched PAN image by utilizing a 23-tap kernel. Then, 
the detail image is calculated by subtracting the obtained low 
resolution PAN image from the original PAN image. Finally, 
these details are added into the original MS bands to obtain 
the pan-sharpened image [32].
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MTF-GLP-HPM pan-sharpening approach follows the steps of MTF-GLP 
pan-sharpening, but in the last step high pass modulation injection 
method is employed in order to obtain the pan-sharpened image [33].

Hybrid Methods
Hybrid pansharpening approaches are a cross between the differ-
ent pansharpening approach groups and do not belong to a single 
one. Among such methods, Ehlers fusion, guided filter PCA (GFP-
CA), and IHS based wavelet transform may be counted among oth-
ers [34]. In this work, Ehlers fusion is included as a hybrid pansharp-
ening method. Ehlers fusion uses IHS transformation and filtering in 
the Fourier domain. For the first step, MS bands are transformed to 
IHS domain. The intensity component and the PAN image is trans-
formed into Fourier domain for filtering. After the low-pass filtering 
of the intensity component and the high pass filtering of the PAN 
image, inverse Fourier transform is applied to the filter outputs. Fil-
tered PAN image is added to the filtered intensity component in the 
IHS domain and inverse IHS transformation is applied in order to 
obtain the pansharpened image [35].

Variational Approaches
P+XS is a variational pansharpening technique which aims to min-
imize an energy function by using the Gradient Descent algorithm. 
The energy function utilized in P+XS is motivated by the assump-
tion that the geometry of the spectral bands are contained in the 
topographic map of the PAN image and the relationship between 
the MS bands and the PAN image. P+XS also assumes a low-pass 
filtering and subsampling approximation relationship between the 
MS bands and the PAN image in order to construct the energy func-
tion [36]. The energy function involves three terms to enforce and 
utilize these assumptions and is optimized by gradient descent in 
order to obtain the pan-sharpened image. The derivation of the en-
ergy function and its terms are explained in detail in [36]. 

Experimental Results

Datasets
The datasets used in this study are captured by RASAT remote 
sensing satellite from different regions of Turkey. The datasets 
are downloaded from the GEZGİN geoportal, and subsets of the 
downloaded images are used for computational purposes. MS im-
ages are taken as 150×150 pixels, and have three bands, whereas 
the PAN images have 300×300 pixels coinciding with the same 
region as in the MS images. The pixel size difference is caused by 
the resolution ratio as the spatial resolution of the MS images are 
15m, whereas the spatial resolution of the PAN images are 7.5m. 

Experimental results are provided in this work for three pairs 
of datasets. The datasets were carefully selected based on the 
properties of their captured scenes. The first image pair are 
captured on 15.06.2015 from Mersin region, and contain ex-
tensive farm fields, which results in homogeneous patches and 
unpronounced edges. The second image pair are captured on 
12.01.2014 from İstanbul region, and comprise of high spatial 
frequency containing urban areas, and coast-to-land transi-
tions. The third image pair are captured on 31.08.2015 from 

Sin- region, and contain roads, land-cover and sea surfaces. The 
color and grayscale visuals for the MS and PAN images, respec-
tively, are provided below in Figure 1-3. 

Wald’s protocol
In order to evaluate the performance of pan-sharpening methods 
quantitatively, a reference image is required to compare with the 
resulting pan-sharpened images. To overcome this shortcoming, 
various approaches have been proposed in the literature for per-
formance comparison purposes. The most widely accepted and 
utilized of these approaches is the Wald’s protocol [37]. In Wald’s 

Figure 1. RGB and PAN images for the Mersin dataset

Figure 2. RGB and PAN images for the İstanbul dataset

Figure 3. RGB and PAN images for the Sinop dataset
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protocol, which is also adopted in this work, the spatial resolution 
of the MS and PAN images are first reduced, and pan-sharpening 
methods are applied on these reduced resolution images. The re-
sulting pan-sharpened image is compared with the original MS 
image to evaluate the pan-sharpening performance. 

Results and Discussion
Experimental results obtained in accordance with Wald’s pro-
tocol are provided in this section. Three datasets have been 
utilized and the results are provided both visually and quan-
titatively. For the quantitative results, the performance metrics 
of RMSE, CC, SAM, ERGAS, PSNR SSIM and UIQI are used. The 
quantitative results for the three datasets with seven quality as-
sessment metrics and using seventeen pan-sharpening meth-
ods are provided in Table 1-3, for the Mersin, İstanbul and Sinop 
datasets, respectively. The visual results are provided in Figure 
4-6, for the Mersin, İstanbul and Sinop datasets, respectively. 

It can be observed from the Tables that the state-of-the-art 
MTF-GLP-HPM method provides the best results overall, fol-
lowed closely by MTF-GLP, which is in turn followed by ATWT. 
This is to be expected as utilizing sensor MTFs in the pan-sharp-
ening process enables to obtain better performances than clas-

sical approaches [31]. Because of this, whereas ATWT outper-
forms the basic form of GLP, the inclusion of MTFs to GLP results 
is significantly better performances.

As can be seen from Figure 4-6, the visual results are also in ac-
cord with the quantitative evaluations in that the MTF-GLP-HPM 
provides the sharpest pan-sharpened images without any color 
distortion, followed closely in performance with MTF-GLP, ATWT 
and SFIM. Among the more classical approaches in the CS and 
MB categories which do not utilize sensor specifications, often 
blur effects or slight color distortions can be observed in the 
pan-sharpened visuals. The spatial degradation, i.e. the blurry 
appearance, is easier to observe on the farm borders in Figure 
4, sea-coast border and the small structures in Figure 5, and the 
main road and the buildings in Figure 6. This afore mentioned 
effect is more prevalent in the visual outputs of Ehlers, GLP (with-
out the utilization of MTFs), and GS2 methods.

An important point to note is that all methods performed bet-
ter in Mersin image than in Sinop image. This is also expected, 
as the high number of high frequency components in the Sin-
op image makes it a more challenging dataset with respect to 
Mersin image.

Table 1. Quantitative pan-sharpening results for Mersin dataset

RMSE CC SAM ERGAS PSNR SSIM UIQI

IHS 4.10 0.98 <0.01 1.51 35.0 0.97 0.97

PCA 4.07 0.98 <0.01 1.50 35.2 0.98 0.97

GS1 4.06 0.98 <0.01 1.50 35.1 0.97 0.97

GS2 4.76 0.97 <0.01 1.76 33.8 0.97 0.96

GS3 4.07 0.98 <0.01 1.50 35.1 0.97 0.97

HCS 4.08 0.98 <0.01 1.51 35.1 0.97 0.97

HPF 4.60 0.97 <0.01 1.70 34.0 0.97 0.96

BT 3.86 0.98 <0.01 1.43 35.5 0.98 0.98

SFIM 3.62 0.98 <0.01 1.33 36.4 0.98 0.98

UNB 4.02 0.98 <0.01 1.49 35.1 0.97 0.97

SSCN 4.13 0.98 <0.01 1.53 34.9 0.97 0.97

ATWT 3.24 0.99 <0.01 1.20 37.1 0.99 0.98

GLP 4.28 0.98 <0.01 1.58 34.8 0.97 0.97

MTF-GLP 2.73 0.99 <0.01 1.01 38.4 0.99 0.99

MTF-GLP-HPM 2.71 0.99 <0.01 1.01 38.5 0.99 0.99

Ehlers 4.91 0.97 <0.01 1.81 33.6 0.96 0.96

PXS 3.59 0.98 <0.01 1.33 36.2 0.98 0.98

RMSE: root mean squared error; CC: correlation coefficient; SAM: spectral angular mapper; ERGAS: Erreur Relative Globale Adimensionnelle de Synthese; PSNR: peak 
signal-to-noise ratio; SSIM: structural similarity index; UIQI: universal image quality index
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Table 2. Quantitative pan-sharpening results for İstanbul dataset

RMSE CC SAM ERGAS PSNR SSIM UIQI

IHS 4.10 0.96 <0.02 2.77 34.5 0.95 0.93

PCA 4.06 0.96 <0.02 2.74 34.5 0.95 0.93

GS1 4.08 0.96 <0.02 2.75 34.5 0.95 0.93

GS2 4.57 0.95 <0.02 3.08 33.5 0.93 0.91

GS3 4.07 0.96 <0.02 2.75 34.5 0.95 0.93

HCS 4.21 0.96 <0.02 2.84 34.3 0.95 0.93

HPF 4.31 0.95 <0.02 2.91 34.1 0.95 0.93

BT 3.89 0.96 <0.02 2.62 34.9 0.96 0.95

SFIM 3.69 0.97 <0.02 2.50 35.6 0.96 0.95

UNB 4.07 0.96 <0.02 2.74 34.5 0.95 0.93

SSCN 4.12 0.96 <0.02 2.77 34.4 0.95 0.93

ATWT 3.41 0.97 <0.02 2.30 36.1 0.97 0.96

GLP 4.48 0.95 <0.02 3.02 33.7 0.94 0.92

MTF-GLP 3.12 0.97 <0.01 2.10 36.8 0.97 0.96

MTF-GLP-HPM 3.10 0.98 <0.01 2.08 36.8 0.97 0.96

Ehlers 5.02 0.94 <0.02 3.39 32.7 0.92 0.90

PXS 3.74 0.96 <0.02 2.52 35.3 0.96 0.95

RMSE: root mean squared error; CC: correlation coefficient; SAM: spectral angular mapper; ERGAS: Erreur Relative Globale Adimensionnelle de Synthese; PSNR: peak 
signal-to-noise ratio; SSIM: structural similarity index; UIQI: universal image quality index

Table 3. Quantitative pan-sharpening results for Sinop dataset

RMSE CC SAM ERGAS PSNR SSIM UIQI

IHS 5.92 0.98 <0.01 3.18 32.4 0.97 0.97

PCA 6.13 0.98 <0.02 3.29 32.2 0.97 0.97

GS1 5.97 0.98 <0.01 3.20 32.4 0.97 0.97

GS2 6.14 0.98 <0.01 3.29 32.1 0.97 0.97

GS3 6.22 0.98 <0.02 3.33 32.1 0.97 0.97

HCS 7.05 0.98 <0.01 3.77 30.8 0.96 0.95

HPF 5.27 0.98 <0.01 2.82 33.5 0.98 0.98

BT 5.67 0.98 <0.01 3.04 32.8 0.98 0.98

SFIM 4.56 0.99 <0.01 2.44 34.9 0.99 0.98

UNB 5.81 0.98 <0.01 3.11 32.5 0.97 0.97

SSCN 6.51 0.97 <0.01 3.48 31.5 0.97 0.96

ATWT 4.37 0.99 <0.01 2.34 35.3 0.99 0.99

GLP 6.09 0.98 <0.01 3.26 32.2 0.97 0.97

MTF-GLP 3.98 0.99 <0.01 2.14 36.0 0.99 0.99

MTF-GLP-HPM 3.91 0.99 <0.01 2.10 36.2 0.99 0.99

Ehlers 6.77 0.97 <0.01 3.63 31.3 0.96 0.96

PXS 5.02 0.98 <0.01 2.69 33.9 0.98 0.98

RMSE: root mean squared error; CC: correlation coefficient; SAM: spectral angular mapper; ERGAS: Erreur Relative Globale Adimensionnelle de Synthese; PSNR: peak 
signal-to-noise ratio; SSIM: structural similarity index; UIQI: universal image quality index
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Figure 4. Pan-sharpening visual results for Mersin dataset
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Figure 5. Pan-sharpening visual results for İstanbul dataset
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Figure 6. Pan-sharpening visual results for Sinop dataset
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In [7], it is mentioned that HPF and HCS approaches give the best 
pansharpening performance results among the other utilized 
methods in [7], which is also in accordance with the results of 
this work. In [10], it is stated that PCA provides the best perfor-
mance quantitatively, but BT provides the best visual result for 
RASAT satellite images. However, in our experiments BT showed 
better performance with respect to IHS and PCA approaches 
both qualitatively and quantitatively. In [5], state-of-the-art pan-
sharpening approaches were studied and applied to IKONOS-2 
and WorldView-2 satellites, and the MTF-GLP-HPM approach 
provided the best performance, as it also did in this study.  

Conclusions

The aim of this paper was to provide the most comprehensive 
review and performance comparison of pansharpening meth-
ods for RASAT images up-to-date. The experimental validation 
procedure followed Wald’s protocol in accordance with current 
literature. Experimental results were provided for three data-
sets of different properties due to their scenes.

It was determined through both qualitative and quantitative 
analysis that MTF-GLP-HPM provides the best performance 
overall among all groups of pan-sharpening approach, wheth-
er CS, MB, MRA, hybrid or variational. This points out that utiliz-
ing the MTFs of the sensor provides a significant boost in the 
pan-sharpening performance.

It was also observed that overall, the MRA based pansharpen-
ing methods provide enhanced performance with respect to 
CS or MB based methods. Whereas there was no clear best per-
forming method in the CS group, SFIM outperformed the other 
methods in the MB group. The variational P+XS method is seen 
to be competing with SFIM in terms of performance, whereas 
the hybrid Ehlers method is outperformed by many of the uti-
lized methods.

Future studies may include a similar review of pan-sharpening 
methods’ performance for GÖKTÜRK-2 images, which also con-
tain the near infrared spectral band, or adapting the various 
methodologies for the fusion of different sensor images, such 
as hyperspectral – multispectral fusion. 
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